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INSPECTOR MOON
Won His Bet
AND THEN...

W-why it's an arrow!
Keep back from that window!

In a lofty New York apartment, detective
inspector Jim Moon and a mystery writer,
H.H. Kyne, argue over the plausibility of the
latter's newest "who done it" when...

Now here's a mystery just made
for routine police
methods
Short arrow--small person

Wrong again!
H--m--m--

And so, while
author Kyne tries
arm-chair deduction
to find the mysterious
archer, inspector
Moon visits sporting
goods stores

Here's our archer
and, oddly enough,
her name's Diana
I was target
shooting on my
diner across
the avenue
and...

A girl, eh?
Got her name
and address?

Why certainly!
Suppose we pick
you up in an hour,
Miss Bailey?

I didn't
shave today
and...

You're welcome
to my razor

That evening

Say, this is a
swell blade!
Smells off my
tough stubble
like magic!

Thin
Gillettes
are plenty
keen and
easy shaving

Just imagine! Me
the main character
in a real mystery!
He's wonderful
looking

Yes, and with a
dash of romance,
it'll make a
good yarn

Thin Gillettes give you smooth,
refreshing shaves that look as
good as they feel. That's because they
have the keenest, smoothest-finished edges
of any low-priced blade on the market.
What's more, thin Gillettes fit your
Gillette razor exactly and protect you
from discomfort. Ask for
thin Gillettes in the
handy 10-blade package

NEW TEN-BLADE PACKAGE HAS COMPARTMENT FOR USED BLADES
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I. C. S. training is specialized training that helps you go farther, faster. It supplements your high school education with the practical, working knowledge you need for immediate as well as future advancement. Equally important, it gives you the confidence and self-assurance so characteristic of competent, well-trained, successful men.

The courses of these famous schools are designed so you can learn while you earn. You study in your spare time. At work you prove and apply what you learn.

This system of training is backed up by 58 years of I. C. S. experience. It is success-proved by thousands of students reporting promotions and pay increases. It can mean the difference between “halfway” and “headway” for you.
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CALLING ALL FANTASY FANS

GREETINGS to all you Fantasy Fans. We are very happy to find that A. MERRITT’S FANTASY is flourishing, and growing by leaps and bounds in popularity. Your enthusiasm is limitless, and we want to keep you in this buoyant spirit.

In this issue we are introducing you to Theodore Roscoe and Jack Mann, two superb fantasy authors. However, we have run into some difficulty in tracing Jack Mann, whose mysterious narrative of “The Ninth Life” is found in this issue.

Pen names are never unusual, so you will not be surprised to learn that Jack Mann is none other than that very famous author of fantasy, E. Charles Vivian. Among his best known works are “City of Wonder” and “Maker of Shadows.” And speaking of shadows—here is a job for all you fantasy enthusiasts! What has become of Mr. Vivian? He’s an Englishman who during the last war lived in Chelsea, London. But since 1947 we have been unable to locate him!

Fortunately Theodore Roscoe is not quite as illusive as Jack Mann. Born in Rochester in 1906, Mr. Roscoe has always been greatly interested in history. This natural propensity has helped his storytelling immensely. He not only knows the history of far-off and desolate places but he has learned the legends that have been handed down by word of mouth for centuries. Much of this information is gathered first hand, for he is an indefatigable traveller.

This wanderlust is inherited from both sides of the family. His grandfather was a missionary in India, and it was there that his mother was born, high in the Himalayan Mountains. She spoke Hindu before English and had the distinction of being one of the first white women to cross the borders of Tibet.

Mr. Roscoe’s father also spent a great deal of time travelling about the Orient. He taught at the business college in Lucknow.

While sick with scarlet fever at the age of seven, Theodore Roscoe wrote, bound, printed, and illustrated his first story “The Devul and the Knight.” Even with the years of writing, his spelling technique is most distressing. He admits that he likes to write about Mohammedans, Hindus and Frenchmen best. He has lived in almost all the lands he writes about; he spent six months in Haiti before writing “The Little Doll Died.”

And now let’s turn to the June issue of A. MERRITT’S FANTASY. You will be thrilled to learn that we will be bringing you A. Merritt’s unforgettable “The Face in the Abyss.” Many have requested this classic of fantasy—so it’s on its way.

There seems to be little need of prefacing this unusual story which takes place in the unexplored regions of Peruvia. Graydon and three other Americans set off on the trail of a lost ransom treasure, said to be buried in the evil-infested Cordillera de Carabaya. Countless millions in gold and jewels were reputed in the hidden ransom of Atahuapla the Inca! But it was guarded by fierce Aymaras in a land where no man dared to tread ... because he never returned. Here is a story rich in imagination and personal insight. This is A. Merritt at his best.

Also in the June issue is Eric North’s threatening story of “The Green Flame.” A man called Toad, a brilliant but warped scientist, wished to make the world subject to him. The sinister tentacles of science reached out to ensnarl the world, while men in all capacities fought madly against the time limit Toad had given them. His diabolical invention enabled water to burn.

The June issue of A. MERRITT’S FANTASY will be published May 3rd.

—THE EDITOR
IF you're that man, here's something that will interest you.

Not a magic formula—not a get-rich-quick scheme—but something more substantial, more practical.

Of course, you need something more than just the desire to be an accountant. You've got to pay the price—be willing to study earnestly, thoroughly.

Still, wouldn't it be worth your while to sacrifice some of your leisure in favor of interesting home study—over a comparatively brief period? Always provided that the rewards were good—a salary of $4,000 to $10,000?

An accountant's duties are interesting, varied and of real worth to his employers. He has standing!

Do you feel that such things aren't for you? Well, don't be too sure. Very possibly they can be!

Why not, like so many before you, investigate LaSalle's modern Problem Method of training for an accountancy position?

Just suppose you were permitted to work in a large accounting house under the personal supervision of an expert accountant. Suppose, with his aid, you studied accounting principles and solved problems day by day—easy ones at first—then more difficult ones. If you could do this—and could turn to him for advice as the problems became complex—soon you'd master them all.

That's the training you follow in principle under the LaSalle Problem Method.

You cover accountancy from the basic Principles right up through Accountancy Systems and Income Tax Procedure. Then you add C. P. A. Training and prepare for the C. P. A. examinations.

As you go along, you absorb the principles of Auditing, Cost Accounting, Business Law, Statistical Control, Organization, Management and Finance.

Your progress is as speedy as you care to make it—depending on your own eagerness to learn and the time you spend in study.

Will recognition come? The only answer, as you know, is that success does come to the man who is really trained. It’s possible your employers will notice your improvement in a very few weeks or months. Indeed, many LaSalle graduates have paid for their training—with increased earnings—before they have completed it! For accountants, who are trained in organization and management, are the executives of the future.

Write For This Free Book

For your own good, don't put off investigation of all the facts. Write for our free 48-page book, "Accountancy, The Profession That Pays." It'll prove that accountancy offers brilliant futures to those who aren't afraid of serious home study. We'll also include "Ten Years' Promotion in One"—a book which has helped many men. Send us the coupon now.

LASALLE EXTENSION
CHICAGO 5, ILL.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION
417 S. Dearborn St. Dept. 4334-HR Chicago 5, Ill.

I want to be an accountant. Send me without obligation, "Accountancy, The Profession That Pays"—also "Ten Years' Promotion in One."

Name..........................................................Age..........................................................

Address...............................................................................................

City, Zone & State..............................................................................

Other LaSalle Opportunities
Higher Accounting C.P.A. Coaching Bookkeeping Law: LL.B. Degree
Business Management Salesmanship Traffic Management Foremanship
Industrial Management Stenotypy (Machine Shorthand)
ONE MAN AGAINST THE

Black Hand

THIS IS JOHNNY... handsome, hot-blooded... vengeance in his heart!

IN THE LAIR of the Black Hand Johnny is held captive and tortured because he knows too much!

Does Johnny escape from the clutches of the BLACK HAND? Can Johnny, alone, destroy the evil band of the BLACK HAND? See M-G-M's suspense-taut thriller...

Black Hand

starring GENE KELLY
J. CARROLL NAISH · TERESA CELLI

Screen Play by Luther Davis
From a Story by Leo Townsend
Directed by RICHARD THORPE
Produced by WILLIAM H. WRIGHT
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

THE VENDETTA BEGINS when Johnny's father is killed by the dreaded Black Hand! He sets out to destroy the gang!

THE TRAIL LEADS to Italy but the Black Hand brings death again... this time to the cop who is Johnny's best pal!

A LOVELY GIRL fears for Johnny's life but her pleas and kisses can't sway him from his purpose!
**THOUSANDS NOW PLAY who never thought they could!**

**Thrilled by Playing**
I've had my lessons just a week. I think your course is super. I was more thrilled than words can express when I found I could actually play America, The Merry Widow Waltz and others.
*J. S., Manchester, Mich.*

**Wouldn't Take $1000 for Course**
The lessons are so simple that anyone can understand them. I have learned to play by note in a little more than a month. I would have to spend around a thousand dollars for my course.
*S. E. A., Kansas City, Mo.*

**Shares Course With Sister**
The teaching is so interesting and the pieces so beautiful I couldn't ask for anything better. I recommend your course highly. My sister shares it with me and feels the same way.
*E. D. G., Wausau, Wis.*

---

**Finding New Joy**
I am finding a new joy that I never experienced before, for I have always wanted to play, but had given up hope until I heard of your course.
*C. S., Leucet, Okla.*

**Plays After 2 Months**
I hesitated before sending for your course because of an earlier experience I had with a course by ear from another company. I am playing pieces now I never dreamed I would play after only two months.
*E. T. Frichead, Ala.*

---

**You, too, can play any instrument By this EASY A-B-C Method**

**Learn in Spare Time at Home**
And then they made an amazing discovery! They learned about a wonderful way to learn music at home—without a private teacher—without tedious study—and in a surprisingly short time. They wrote to the U. S. School of Music for the facts about this remarkable short-cut method. And the facts opened their eyes! They were amazed to find how easy it was to learn.

**Costs only few cents a Day**
And that's what you can do, right now. Get the proof that you, too, can learn to play your favorite instrument—quickly, easily, in spare time at home for only a few cents a day. Never mind if you have no musical knowledge or talent. Just read the fascinating booklet and Print and Picture sample that explain all about the U. S. School method. (Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.) Tear out the coupon now, before you turn the page.

**FREE!**
Print and Picture Sample

---

**U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 3674 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.**
I am interested in music study, particularly in the instrument checked below. Please send me your free illustrated booklet, "How to Learn Music at Home", and your free Print and Picture Sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Free Booklet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarinet</td>
<td>Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Horn</td>
<td>Finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumpet</td>
<td>Trombone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornet</td>
<td>Flute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>Modern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed Organ</td>
<td>Piccolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuba</td>
<td>Mandolin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banjo</td>
<td>Harmony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Mrs. (Please print)

Address

City State

**NOTICE**
Please don't confuse our method with any systems claiming to teach "without music" or "by ear". We teach you easily and quickly to play real music, written for standard notes — not by any trick or number system.

**SAVE 25c — STICK COUPON ON PENNY POSTCARD**

NOTES: If you are under 16 years of age, parent must sign coupon.
I went into the temple at close of day and called on the goddess I served.
although more than two years had passed since Gregory George Gordon Green—known as “Gees” for obvious reasons—had established his confidential agency, he still gave himself an occasional mental pat on the back over his choice of a secretary. She was not only useful, but decorative too, a tall girl with blue eyes and brown hair with reddish lights in it, and a face attractive more through its expressiveness of eyes and lips than through regularity of feature.

She faced him, this mid-morning of January, from the doorway of his office, and dropped her bomb calmly enough. “Inspector Tott would like to see you, Mr. Green.”

He took his well-shaped but unduly large hands from his pockets, and stared at her incredulously. “Tott?” he echoed. “All right, Miss Brandon,” he said at last. “I’ll see him.”
Presently she ushered in a well-set-up, alert-looking man who might have been a stockbroker or a shopkeeper—but who actually was a trusted officer of the Special Branch of the C.I.D. For a few seconds the two men gazed at each other in silence. At the conclusion of Gees’ last case, they had agreed to bury a certain hatchet, but their expressions indicated that part of the handle still stuck out.

“Come in, Inspector.”

“Before I do, Mister Green”—the inspector laid a heavy emphasis on the Mister—“I’d like to be sure that microphone of yours is not working. Because I’m speaking unofficially.”

“Whatever you say, Inspector,” Gees assured him blandly, “will not be used as evidence against you.”

“I wish we had you back in uniform again,” Tott observed, rather wistfully.

Gees shook his head. “My fee for an initial consultation is two guineas. I wouldn’t get that in uniform.”

“I know what you’d get from me,” Tott replied grimly.

“We both know,” Gees assured him.

For a few seconds the inspector simply glared. “You remember that Kestwell case?” he asked eventually.

Gees nodded. “You wanted to arrest me.”

“Yes—that’s the point,” Tott said. “You got Mr. Briggs to come along and prevent that arrest.” Tott paused. “I believe they think a lot of Mr. Briggs at the Foreign Office.” Again Tott paused. Finally, as if the words were torn from him, he blurted: “I suppose you’ve heard that Mr. Briggs has got engaged to be married?”

“I have, now. From you. Who is the lady? I must ring up Tony and congratulate him.”

“It’s because he’s not to be congratulated that I’m sitting here,” Tott said slowly. “You’ve heard of Lady Benderneck. I expect?”

“There is also a Buckingham Palace,” Gees observed pensively.

“Yes, I thought you had. Well she sponsored this Miss Kefra—Cleo Kefra. Mr. Briggs met her and—well, lost his head over her. And the engagement was announced day before yesterday.”


“Is, I assure you,” Tott said, and made a grim comment. “Well, I’ve got a great respect for Mr. Briggs, and I’ve seen the lady.” Tott told him. “I’d hate to see a gentleman like him trapped.”

“What is wrong with Miss Kefra?” Gees asked.

Tott shook his head. “You’d better see her for yourself,” he answered. “Mr. Briggs is a friend of yours, I know. There’s nothing wrong with her—nothing that I can put a finger on, but—”

“Inspector, Briggs is pretty level-headed, and I don’t see any possibility of interfering, even if I felt like it.”

“Well, I’ve got it off my chest,” Tott said, and stood up.

Gees delayed him with a gesture. “Who is Cleo Kefra? The name isn’t English, for a start.”

“SHE looks Eastern to me,” Tott said. “She’s got a passport issued by the British consulate in Alexandria describing her as a British subject aged twenty-three, and apparently she’s very wealthy. No relatives, as far as I can gather. Came to this country five months ago, and she’s leased Barnby-under-Hedlington Grange, furnished—that’s in the Cotswolds. Also runs a swagger flat in Gravenor Mansions.”

“It sounds as if Mr. Briggs is to be congratulated,” Gees remarked.

“The flat is number thirteen,” Tott added.

“My grandmother died of pneumonia,” Gees said.

“What’s that got to do with it?” Tott almost barked.

“As much as the number of the flat, I think,” Gees told him. “Don’t get peived. I appreciate your interest, and I shall certainly make a point of seeing the lady as soon as I can. But what is your grievance against Miss Kefra?”

Tott shook his head. “I can’t pin it down,” he answered. He turned toward the door. “Thank you for listening to me,” he added. “It’s not—as I said—a matter over which I can do anything.”

“Thank you for talking,” Gees said. “I’m glad you feel like that about Mr. Briggs, Inspector, though I don’t see—”
"No," Tott remarked in the pause. "But I must get along."

After closing the outer door, Gees went into his secretary's room, seated himself on the end of her desk, and produced the inevitable cigarette case. He said, "If Tott were a fool he wouldn't be where he is." The girl waited.

"And yet," he went on, "it's apparently possible for Tott, even, to acquire a wacky notion. About Briggs Foreign Office. He's just got engaged. The girl it seems, exotic, slinky, and hails from Egypt. Also appears possessed of a healthy wad of dough. And Tott wants me to break the engagement since he can't do anything about it himself."

"But that's absurd," she said.

"Quite. Now I suggest we lunch at the Berkeley, Miss Brandon. I'll fix it for Tony to bring Cleo Kefra along. A woman's view of another woman is always worth having."

"So is a lunch at the Berkeley," she remarked. "But what name was that you called her?"

"Exactly, Miss Brandon—it hit me just like that. Cleo Kefra—something to do with the great pyramid, by the sound of it. Not an alias, either—she'd have chosen something less conspicuous."

Tony Briggs, over the phone, said he'd be delighted to bring his fiancée to lunch on Wednesday. No, he had not seen Tott recently—not for over a fortnight, in fact.

"And when is the wedding?" Gees inquired.

"Oh, we haven't got as far as that yet," Tony protested.

"Just as well. I'd better pass judgment first."

"Oho!" And Tony laughed. "I've no fear of anybody's judgment."

"Probably another Tony said that about another Cleopatra, old son," Gees observed.

He hung up, and went along to Miss Brandon's room again. She looked up from her typing at him. "It just occurred to me that history is doing another of its repetitions," he said.

"History—?"

"Anthony Briggs—and apparently Cleopatra Kefra," he explained.

"I thought of that some time ago," she said.

"Well, the other one threw the world away, but I expect chucking the Foreign Office will be this one's limit."

"Sacred mackerel!" Gees ejaculated, as he entered the Berkeley lounge on Wednesday with Miss Brandon. "The old man's getting gay."

The white-haired, soldierly-looking man, seated with another of his kind over two dry sherries, got on his feet and came toward them. There was enough facial likeness to declare the relationship between him and Gees—though his father was better looking and had neatly proportioned hands and feet, while Gees had large hands and very large feet.

"How d'you do, Miss Brandon?" he said courteously. "How are you, Gordon? Lunching here?"

"Meeting Tony Briggs and the girl he's going to marry, Father," Gees explained. "You know Tony, of course. Would you and—and that friend of yours care to join our party?"

General Sir George Green shook his head. "Thank you, Gordon, but—"

He broke off to stare toward the entrance, where Briggs and a tall, very slim girl were poised. "Gordon," he said, hurriedly, "I met that girl, exactly as she is now, when I was on my honeymoon in Egypt. A Miss Kefra."

"Mother to this one—no, though—it's the same name," Gees said. "An aunt—father's sister, probably. You'll be introduced?"

"Not now. No, I must get back to Farebrother."

With a slight bow he turned away—turned his back almost pointedly on Tony Briggs and his companion. Past question the girl's appearance had disconcerted him.

She was wearing a coat of undyed black panther fur, the five-group markings showing distinctly in its satiny gloss, and under it a closely fitted frock of shining gray, with a moonstone set in platinum pinned at her breast. Except for her fiancée's ring, she wore no other jewelry. A little black hat fitted closely to the red-brown of her hair, and under it her unusually pale face was perfect in feature.

Her eyes were amber flecked with
green, and the pupils appeared almost abnormally small—yet they were very lovely eyes. She was bizarre, un-English—and queenly. Tott had said that her passport declared her as twenty-three, but in poise and dignity she appeared far beyond that age.

Unusually slender, she was sinuous, too; she flexed in movement to an unusual degree. His first thought as he neared them was that Tony had won a first prize out of life; his second that, before she spoke a word, he disliked the girl—or woman. Beside him Miss Brandon made an utter contrast, as of normality facing the almost-impossible; he felt that he had never liked Miss Brandon quite so well, and trusted her so fully, as in this moment—and the green-flecked, amber eyes read all his thoughts and feelings, he realized, while their pupils dilated suddenly, rendering them darkly lustrous as she gazed at him.

"We're a trifle late, I'm afraid," Tony Briggs began. "Cleo, my two very good friends, Miss Brandon, and Mr. Green—"

The strange girl's hand, Gees realized as he held it for a moment, was very cold. She smiled at him, confidently—as might a duellist coming on guard. "I have been looking forward to meeting you, Mr. Green."

Perfect English, with no trace of accent. And a perfect voice, low-pitched, soft, and yet resonant. Her smile was the smile of—Gees faltered—of eternity.

CHAPTER 2

The Lady of the Lion

At the corner table, Gees faced Tony Briggs with Cleo Kefra on his right, and Miss Brandon facing her. Some dozen tables away, he could see his father and Colonel Farebrother, and noticed that the general kept staring at them, uneasily.

Cleo Kefra talked well, with the assurance of a woman of the world; Tony Briggs' gaze at her proved him hopelessly, fatuously in love—Gees felt rather grimly that he had never seen a worse case. Miss Brandon appeared divided between nervousness and amusement.

A mention of Egypt, toward the end of the meal, evoked from Gees the remark that he had never been there, and Cleo's dark eyebrows lifted in slight surprise.

"I gathered from Tony that you had been everywhere," she said.

"I was going to Egypt the year I joined the police force," he answered. "As it is, I haven't been there in this incarnation."

"Then you believe we live more than once?" she asked.

"An open mind," he answered, "is always useful."

"What do you do—your work, I mean," she asked. "Tony said something about an agency, but he was terribly vague about it."

"I've got a four-roomed flat within shouting distance of the Haymarket, and half of it is my office. I started by advertising that I'd tackle anything from mumps to murder."

"And how many cases of mumps have you attended?" she asked.

"I've had one murder—two murderers, in fact," he said. "The others—the ones worth considering, that is—have been worse."

"Do go on," she begged. She spoke lightly enough, but Gees heard a challenge in her tone."

"Well," he said slowly, "there was a man who made shadows."

Her fine brows drew down. Then she smiled and nodded. Every movement, every gesture, was graceful.

"I know," she said. "I saw it once at a party, a man who made shadows of ducks and giraffes and all sort of things with his hands."

"Not that, Miss Kefra," he said. "I mean that old shadow magic—older than Egypt, even. Each shadow's a life."

"I—" She began, and stopped. Again he saw the pupils of her eyes dilate, and knew he had, as he had intended, roused fear in her. "You—what did you do?" she asked, after a pause in which the other two, silent and listening, sensed the tension.

"That man will make no more shadows," he said, rather grimly.

"How very thrilling!" She had recovered her composure, and even managed a laugh. Tony Briggs drew an au-
dible breath of relief, and scowled fiercely at Gees, but said nothing.

"Mr. Green is very mysterious about that case," Miss Brandon observed. "It's the only one of which I don't know the end."

"How do you mean a man made shadows, Gees?" Tony fired out with abrupt harshness. "And each one a life?"

"He took lives to prolong his own," Gees said seriously. "It was old magic, the sort of thing nobody believes nowadays. No more credible than—well, someone told me today that he saw Miss Kefra exactly as she is now, thirty-five—no, thirty-eight years ago."

"Which is quite possible," Cleo said calmly.

"Quite—darling, what do you mean?" Tony demanded.

"Merely time-traveling," she explained. "The man's sight might have gone forward thirty-eight years, just as memory can go back to childhood—or even beyond, in some cases."

"This is much too deep for me," Tony remarked glumly. "I'd say the man saw somebody like you, except that there's nobody like you."

"Who is the man Mr. Green?" Cleo asked abruptly.

"It happens to be my father," Gees answered. "Thirty-eight years ago he was on his honeymoon in Egypt—so he tells me—and saw you just as you are now—with the same name, Miss Kefra. I told him an aunt, probably. It's a more likely explanation. People don't go time-traveling on their honeymoons. At least, I wouldn't."

She smiled once more, her perfect lips triangular.

"It appears that you and I are interested in the same subjects," he remarked. "Will you get Tony to bring you round to my place for tea some time?"

"Willingly," she assented. "I should very much like to hear more about this shadow magic you mentioned."

"The man who practiced it," he said, slowly and looking full into her strange lovely eyes, "was very old. There were many shadows."

"I don't understand." But Gees knew beyond any doubt that she did understand.
"I'm sorry to seem like breaking up the party," Tony cut in abruptly, "but being a wage-slave under the Government I ought to be back in time for tea. And if I'm to take you along first, Cleo—"

With Tony holding the door of a taxi outside, a little later, the girl gave Gees her hand and gazed full at him.

"I'm so glad we have met," she said. "Tony must bring you to see me, next time. For tea, one of his free afternoons."

"It will be a great pleasure," he assured her.

With Miss Brandon beside him, he watched the taxi go, and saw how its two occupants sat well apart from each other in their corners.

"We'll walk back, I think, Miss Brandon," he said.

"Just as you wish," she assented. "It's a beautiful afternoon."

"On second thoughts—" he lifted a crooked finger at a taxi-driver—"you take this and charge it to petty cash, while I run along to the British Museum for an hour or two."

She gave him an inquiring look as the taxi drew beside them.

"Never mind. I'm probably crazy. Both of us—Tott and I..."

The winter dusk was well advanced when, returning to his flat in Little Oakfield Street, Gees let himself in and entered Miss Brandon's office. She looked up.

"You have been a long time," she said.

"I have been thinking, since coming back here, Mr. Green. In over two years here, I have done about two months' real work," she explained. "You don't really need me—a girl in from an agency occasionally could take your dictation and—"

"You mean you want to give notice?" he interrupted incredulously.

"I might even go as far as that," she admitted, smiling.

He reached out to flick an ash into the tray beside her typewriter. "Finding it monotonous?" he suggested.

"Not that. But my being here like this, filling in time by reading novels, is not fair to you. This—your agency—is a one-brain enterprise."

"What about that lunch today?" he demanded abruptly, without hesitation.

"Well, what about it?" she echoed.

"I arranged it," he said slowly, "because of Tott's visit here—because of Tott's notion. And I had an idea, while I was groveling in the dust of the British Museum, that it might have struck you too. Instead, you brood over this preposterous idea of yours—it is preposterous, my girl! I've got used to your being here, a wall to throw my thoughts against and watch 'em bounce, and I'd hate to lose you."

"For one thing, Mr. Green," she retorted rather acidly, "I am not your girl. For another, the wall feels itself as the end of a cul-de-sac. The hours I waste here—waste!"

"Then to you," he asked, "that lunch was a mere social function?"

"Hardly," and she shrugged slightly. "It was most uncomfortable."

"Oh! Now we're getting somewhere! Carry on, Miss Brandon."

"That—that Miss Kefra was afraid of you."

"I meant her to be, on sight. What about Tony?"

"He won't be your friend much longer, if she has her way over it."

"No? Well, do you think I could get any girl from an agency that I could take to the Berkeley on a footing of equality, and count on the sense you showed with those two remarks? Moreover, I've been doing some thinking too. I'm going to make a case of this Miss Kefra, turn myself into a purely honorary and unsolicited nuisance as far as Tony Briggs is concerned—for his good, of course—and to drag you in and give you all the work you want."

"I don't understand, Mr. Green," she said, after a pause.

"No. I've got to explain. You know, of course, that I've dabbled a little in the occult."

"Then you consider Mr. Briggs—or Miss Kefra—an occult problem?"

"When did it strike you that she was afraid of me?" he countered.

"When you talked about the shadow-maker," she answered, after a brief pause.

"Exactly. Miss Brandon, Cleo Kefra is a lamia of some sort—uncanny in some way," he said. "Tony Briggs is my friend,
and I'd go a long way to keep him out of trouble. And that girl—woman, rather—spells trouble for him."

"She is—unusual," she conceded thoughtfully, "but what have you against her? What is there to justify interference?"

He stubbed out his cigarette, and lit another.

"I don't know. She hails from Egypt. She's paid old lady Benderneck to get her an entry into the circles Tony frequents, but she's—she's no background, really. At the best, an adventuress, and at the worst—but I want more than the mere impression I got at lunch before saying anything about that. Did you like her?"

She smiled. "We detested each other on sight," she answered.

"There you are! Intuition—on both sides."

"I don't understand any of it, yet," she said, "except that you seem determined to do exactly what you tell me. Inspector Tott asked, merely because Mr. Briggs has—well, because he's in love with her rather than loves her. You see, I must discount my own dislike of her."

"Trying to be fair—yes, but—"

The telephone interrupted him. It was his father's voice he heard.

"Oh, it is you, Gordon? Can you dine with me tonight?"

"With all the pleasure in life, Father."

"Good. I'll expect you at seven-thirty."

"Thank you very much, Father. I'll be there."

He replaced the receiver, and nodded thoughtfully.

"May get a line on the lady," he said. "That was my father, asking me to dinner."

"And you think—yes—over his having met a relative of hers."

"I'm not so sure about that," he disentled slowly. "In fact, I'm not sure about anything. But I want you to do some scouting for me, round Gravenor Mansions. A little work for a change."

"Not to interview Miss Kefra?" she asked quickly, doubtfully.

"Far from it. No. Just nosing around. Maybe there's a caretaker with a thirsty wife, or a man on the lift who'd take you to the pictures in his off time—anything, as long as you find somebody with a waggly tongue. And then—anything at all about Miss Kefra. People who come to see her, the establishment she keeps, how she impresses the underlings—but don't run the risk of meeting her. She's seen you once—had you sitting facing her, and those eyes of hers would look through anyone."

"When do you want me to go?" she asked.

"Well, unless you're doing anything this evening—"

"I hope to have something to report tomorrow morning," she said.

"And don't talk any more about giving notice," he said emphatically. "I'd never get another secretary to fit my ways as you do."

"My dear—" she whispered it to the closed door after he had gone out—"I wonder which is the greater, my folly or your blindness."

"WELL, Father, it's good to see you again, and it must be quite a while since I had the honor of putting my feet in the family trough."

The general frowned, heavily. "I detest this modern slang, Gordon, as I think you know," he said.

"I'm sorry, Father," Gees apologized, with—for him—unusual meekness.

The old man stared uncomfortably at his plate, puffed out his cheeks, raised his eyes to his son's face. "Gordon," he began abruptly, "I wanted a word with you about that luncheon party of yours today. Perhaps you may be able to tell me something about that—er, that remarkable resemblance I noticed. About the lady with Mr. Briggs, I mean." He cleared his throat loudly, and Gees held grimly on to his own patience. "I have the highest regard for Anthony Briggs, as I think you know," the old man went on.

"You have given me that impression," Gees admitted.

"Yes. Yes. And—er, on thinking the matter over, after ringing you this afternoon—but was today your first meeting with the lady?"

"My first sight of her. Yes."

"Ah! Then probably, as far as she herself is concerned, you know little more than I do. As I was saying, on thinking
it over, I decided to tell you the story of my meeting with the one who resembled her so very strongly. Not that there is anything to be done, as far as I can see, but knowing Anthony Briggs as you do, you might show by your attitude—"

"Yes. But show what, Father?" Gees inquired, after waiting vainly for the end of the sentence. He had never seen his father less at ease over anything than over this thirty-eight-year-old meeting with somebody who, then, had resembled Cleo Kefra and bore the same name.

"Disapproval of the entanglement," the general said with asperity.

"And make him more set on it than ever," Gees pointed out.

"I am not thinking only of Anthony Briggs," the general said. "I have in mind his—er, his position, and his access to things not in the knowledge of the public. I may be entirely wrong in anticipating—I may be doing him a grave injustice in suggesting that he is capable, under any circumstances, of—er—"

"Spilling the beans," Gees suggested, after waiting in vain.

"Confound those slang phrases!" the general snorted. "I was going to say, of disclosing confidential matters even to those whom he felt he could trust implicitly."

What amounted, Gees thought but did not say, to exactly the same thing. He waited for his father to go on.

"But, as I said," the general continued, "I decided to tell you my story, which concerns, beyond any question in my mind, a member of this lady's family. You will then do what you choose—probably nothing, I gather."

He was getting more and more ponderous, Gees reflected, and made no comment. All the signs pointed to embarrassment over the story he had determined to tell.

"I think I told you I—er, I was on my honeymoon when the incident occurred," the general said. "I had got my captaincy over a year before, and had been seconded for Intelligence, which, let me tell you, was not then what it is now."

"I can well believe it," Gees remarked gravely.

The general gave him a long look, but decided not to pursue that angle of the subject. "It was a starved service," he said. "The South African war was in being, and Omdurman was still a remembered campaign. Egypt, then, was what today would be called a propaganda center, Cairo especially, and you may or may not know that an intelligence officer is never off duty, even for one hour in a year."

"Then why take a honeymoon in Egypt?" Gees murmured.

"Why? My dear boy, my marriage formed an ostensible reason for going there, rendered the real reason inconspicuous. Your mother knew what she was doing—it was that or wait another year or more for marriage, and neither of us wanted to wait. Neither of us regretted it, either. My work—even now I do not intend to define it—left us the greater part of our time, and—well, I need say no more on that head.

"We had been there six weeks and then your mother developed some gastric trouble which I understand is rather common there in the spring months."

"I've heard of it. Commonly known as 'Egyptian tummy,'" Gees said.

"Vulgarily known, you mean," the general reproved him. "Your mother became so ill as to need a nurse, though the doctor assured me there was no real danger. She ran high temperatures, and needed careful attention, that was all.

"One night the nurse assured me I was better out of the way, as my wife was sleeping and ought not to be disturbed, and I went for a walk in the Kasr-el-Nil direction and met—well, even at this length of time I will withhold his name."

"Another Intelligence man, say, who was very glad to see me, since my connection with that service was far less suspected than his own—not suspected at all, in fact.

"It was then between ten and eleven o'clock, and we agreed that I should go out to Mena House, which is almost under the Pyramids. To find and bring in a—well, I will say a dangerous person. An agent provocateur, whose capture would eliminate a very great part of our troubles. I was to make contact with a woman who had been put on his track, and arrest him."

"So you had women in Intelligence, then?" Gees asked.
Before us was a woman with the head of a lioness.
"I cannot tell you what or whom we had," his father retorted stiffly. "Only that this woman, whom I had never seen before, would be at Mena House, dressed in a certain way, and I was to assure myself of her identity by a series of pass words.

"I got to the gardens of Mena House and found her, as I thought, alone at one of the tables. I joined her with an apology—which was a part of the passwords. In all, I remember, we had six sentences each to say and she made no mistake whatever in her replies. I was fully satisfied."

He sat silent for so long, then, that Gees ventured a: "Well?"

"SHE said we must wait, and we did," the general resumed. "It was very late, then. I—I had all the confidence in myself that one loses with experience, and—and this part I doubt if you can understand—I found that woman very attractive. She seemed so utterly sincere, and dependent on me for the ultimate outcome of the night's work—"

"And she was the living image of Cleo Kefra," Gees said in the pause.

"What made you suspect that?" his father demanded.

He shrugged. "I don't know. But she was, eh?"

"She even gave me that name—Kefra, not the other. Colonel—the man who had sent me there had not told me her name, I realized later. In that service, we used not to deal very largely in names among ourselves. Perhaps she and I sat there an hour, talking on various subjects, and then one of the waiters came and spoke to her, in Arabic. Then she told me it was time to go, to make the capture, and we went to my gharri.

"She shoved me a small revolver she carried in her bag, and insisted on coming with me, for my safety, she said.

"And that is very nearly all I can tell you, except that I was taken to Sherhard's two days later, in a complete amnesia, and the woman I should have met was found dead on the bank of the Nile with her throat torn to pieces as if a tiger had mangled it. Oh, and the _agent provocateur_ we should have captured made a clear escape."

"Drugged," Gees observed thoughtfully. "And that is all?"

"Nearly. For the period of amnesia, I shall never be sure whether dreams came back to my mind, or whether—but they must have been dreams.

"One I'm certain was a dream—a woman with the head of a lioness, purring like a cat. Another of the woman who told me her name was Kefra, with her arms round me, holding me back from something—or holding me to keep something off from me. And another of my being intensely grateful to her—heaven only knows why!—and embracing her passionately.

"I would not have told you that last one, except that when I saw your Miss Kefra today it was forced back into my mind as a reality, not as a dream, and I'm so far away from youth and all it means, now, as to confess that it may have been real. For I'm perfectly certain that girl could tempt Saint Anthony himself, if she wished."

"And is tempting the Anthony without the Saint," Gees commented.

"Undoubtedly! But now you see. The amazing, perfect likeness, as if that girl who fooled me—oh, she fooled me completely!—as if she had been resurrected exactly as she was then. Gordon, she's no wife for your friend, whatever her own record may be. With the same name, she belongs to a family that only a generation back consorted with your country's enemies, and belonged in a gang which could kill another woman by mauling her as might a tiger. No, it's a tainted source."

"And if the taint persists, Tony Briggs is in no state to perceive it," Gees added. "A woman with the head of a lioness, purring like a cat. Yes. Yes, I see."

"That was obviously a dream, though a vivid one," the general said.

"One that you were not meant to remember," Gees told him.

"You mean—confound it, boy, what do you mean?"

"I mean this is the most interesting thing I've struck since Hector was a pup," Gees answered with sudden and incautious enthusiasm. "If I told you, you wouldn't believe it. Father, my confidential agency is going to work free gratis and all for
nothing— it's started already, as a matter of fact. What you've told me convinces me that this engagement has got to be smashed, though I started by thinking it a fool idea. It isn't."

"Then what do you intend doing?" his father inquired interestedly.

"I'll hear what Eve Madeleine has to say in the morning."

"Eve Madeleine? And who in the world is Eve Madeleine?"

"She's only that when she's absent. To her face, she's Miss Brandon. She'll have a report of some sort for me tomorrow."

"You're not going to tangle her in an affair like this?"

"She's in it up to the neck already, Father, and glad of the chance. She's no fool, I assure you."

"She's a very charming girl, Gordon."

"Quite. I often pat myself on the back over choosing her."

"Yes, you showed good taste," the general said dryly. "In view of my experience with this Miss Kefra's relative, though, you had better be careful not to expose Miss Brandon to any risks."

"Such as a woman with the head of a lioness, purring like a cat."

"Don't talk balderdash, Gordon! I merely told you that to illustrate the impossibility of separating dreams from reality, while in a state of amnesia. To show that all may have been dreams."

"Quite so, Father—and is life anything else?"

"You mean—you attach importance to those fantastic visions?"

"I mean, for any man to tell his own son things like that takes courage, and though I've never doubted yours this is my first chance of seeing it. You're playing high for Tony's sake, Father, and I've got a liking for him, too. On top of which, the cow in the fairway is my special meat, so what have you?"

"I don't know," Sir George Green confessed solemnly, as if the final sentence had been a real question.

"No. Nor me, either. They spoke no more about it until Gees was about to go. Then the old man gripped Gees' arm tightly.

"Good night, Father."

---
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CHAPTER 3

Lost Little Ernie

“Swagger,” Miss Brandon whispered to herself. “Oh, very swagger! But why the police inspector?” She loitered by the railings of the square gardens, just across the road from the high, bronze-and-plate-glass entrance to Gravenor Mansions. By moving a few steps in ether direction, she could see nearly all of the spacious, high-ceiled entrance hall, decorated in mauve and silver, marble-floored, with a sort of Grecian-urn frieze high up on the walls, and here and there plaques of classic design.

There were two elevators. By one of the two massive pairs of outer doors, just inside the hall, stood an obvious police inspector, talking earnestly to a six-foot attendant in a silver-braided mauve uniform.

Miss Brandon moved on a few steps, halted, and turned, wishing the police inspector out of the way.

Rough lipstick and powder, skilfully used, had made wondrous changes in her face; she looked, as she had intended, rather down on her luck; an ancient fox-fur coat showed bare patches on its deep lapels and cuffs; she had bought it earlier in the evening at a Berwick Market stall. Her shoes were good, but both silk stockings were badly laddered, as her short woollen skirt revealed.

When the police inspector emerged, she began walking away from her post, in the direction that he took, until he had got far enough ahead to disregard her. Then she faced about and, crossing the road, went to Gravenor Mansions’ entrance, where the tall attendant in uniform swung the door and looked down at her hat rather sourly.

“And what might you be wanting, miss?” he inquired.

“Could I see the caretaker, please?” she asked in reply.

“About little Ernie, is it?” he demanded, with a change to eagerness.

“Little Ernie?” she echoed. “No, it ain’t about little Ernie, it’s about meself. Who is this little Ernie, anyhow—uh?”

“He’s the caretaker’s little boy, an’ he’s lost,” the attendant informed her, with a return to cold aloofness.

“Well, could I see the caretaker?” she persisted, after a pause.

“You couldn’t,” he answered decidedly. “E’s hout—I mean, he’s out. Nigh off his rocker about the kid, too.”

“Ow,” she said dubiously.

“What chew want the caretaker for?” her interlocutor demanded.

“I thought—” she gave him a swift, coquettish glance and lowered her gaze again—“you see, Lucy Parker—she’s a friend of mine—she told me they sometimes want maids here, and I thought—” She broke off and twisted her gloved fingers together in apparent nervousness.

He moved away to swing the heavy door for a couple entering—a couple on whom Miss Brandon instantly turned her back. Mauve-and-silver solemnly escorted Cleo Kefra and Tony Briggs to one of the automatic elevators. The attendant returned to her.

“You can’t stand about in ’ere, you know,” he said, not unkindly.

“Why, what’s the harm if I do?” she demanded, smiling saucily.

“Well, y’know, this place is class, that’s what it is.”

“An’ I ain’t class. Is that what chew mean?”

“I dunno about that.” He looked uncomfortable at her half-smiling, satiric gaze. “I come off at ten,” he said.

“Ow! An’ it’s only a little after nine, now. I could do with a little refreshment, too. D’you know anywhere round here?”

“Baker’s Arms—private bar,” he answered, with a certain eagerness. “It’s quiet, an’ quite refined. Sid’ll serve you, an’ if you tell him you’re a friend o’ Phil Vincent’s, he’ll look after you.”

“Ow,” she said again, rather solemnly.

“You will be there, won’t you?” he asked anxiously.

“Ten o’clock ain’t long,” she answered.

“I told you my name—you ain’t told me yours,” he pointed out.

“Grace Pottet—that’s me. An’ you’re sure there ain’t no places goin’ here? I was parlormaid in me last place.”

“It ain’t no use your lookin’ for the caretaker. Mr. Katzenbaum hisself en-
gages all the staff, an’ you’d have to go to his office. But will I see you at Baker’s Arms? You’ll be there?”

“I’m going there now.” She moved toward the door.

But then she halted, for the door in the corner almost crashed open, and Tony Briggs strode, even clattered, across the marble floor toward the entrance. Hurrying, Phil Vincent got the door swung open for him, and received no reply to his:

“Taxi, sir?”

Phil turned back to Miss Brandon as the door swung slowly and silently into its place. He said—“She ain’t ‘arf come back‘is hair for ‘im. I reckon she ain’t, by the look of it.”

“Why, who are they?” she asked, with evidently intent interest.

“Now, look ‘ere,” he said persuasively. “If I was to be ketched, talkin’ ‘ere with you for hours an’ hours like this, Mr. Katzenbaum’d ring up the Labor Exchange. I’ll tell you all about ‘im an’ ‘er, if you want, round at the Baker’s Arms, but not in ‘ere, see?”

He held the door for her, as she passed out and remembered to turn to the left.

SO FAR, she reflected, the intuition which she had let guide her had produced a possible source of information, but she had got little out of it. Phil Vincent, too, might prove of more trouble than use, but fully three-quarters of an hour, at least, remained before she would see him again, and she determined to try the Baker’s Arms.

She found the private bar door on the first corner, and entered to a clatter of voices. A shirt-sleeved, red-nosed man behind the glass-shuttered bar leaned toward her.

“Any sandwiches?” she inquired.

“Course we got sandwiches, ducky. Wadger like?” he asked.

“I’d like a little politeness, being a friend of Phil Vincent,” she told him icily. “And if you’ve got sandwiches—ham.”

“Sus-certainly, miss,” he said, with a complete change of manner. “I didn’t know you was one o’ the Gravenor bunch. Anything to drink?”

“A small port, please.” Previous experience had taught her it was the least noxious compound she could order in a place of this sort. So she always had it.

She reflected, as she seated herself on a leather-covered bench against the wall opposite the bar, that the Gravenor people demanded, or in any case obtained, respectful service. A flaming-haired damsel moved a half-empty stout glass to make room for her and said, “Pardon, ducks,” and Sid—if it were Sid—came from behind the bar with a wet rag with which he scrubbed off the area of long table in front of her.

“Nice evening, ain’t it?” said the red-haired girl.

“Quite mild for the time of year,” Miss Brandon responded pleasantly.

“We don’t have the winters they used to get,” the other pursued.

“It ought to be snowing, this time of year,” Miss Brandon said.

“Yes, and we don’t seem to get no snow, do we?”

Miss Brandon leaned forward and began innocently: “What’s this about the caretaker’s little boy round at the Gravenor? I’ve been away, and only just heard about it.”

Red-hair was evidently astonished.

“Why, it oughter be in all the papers! Little Ernie kidnapped—anyhow, he’s lost. Four o’clock today. You see, Miss—” She paused, invitingly.

“Oh, just Gracie,” Miss Brandon said recklessly.

“And I’m Eileen. Well, you see—do you know Gravenor Mansion, though?”

“I’ve only been there once, to make an appointment with Phil.”

“Then you don’t know the Parkoots—the caretaker and his wife?”

“I believe Phil did mention some name like that,” Miss Brandon lied gravely. “But I didn’t know they were the caretakers.”

“Oo, yes! They are! And little Ernie—well, you wouldn’t believe! That kid ain’t only just over two, but—” She lifted her glass, tilted it, and gurgled once.

“As I was sayin’,” she went on, “little Ernie’s the apple of his mother’s eye. She do look after that kid. But little Ernie’s lost, an’ the pleece is on it now, an’ Par-koot is ravin’ distracted, runnin’ up an’ down since four o’clock today. You’d think half London was lost, the way he’s carryin’ on.”
“How did it happen?” Miss Brandon asked, and, taking another bite at her sandwich, realized that she had a long way to go.

“Happen?” Eileen echoed, in high treble. “Why, there wasn’t any happen about it! Mrs. Parkoot left the door on the jar—they’re basement, but the door is top of the steps, leadin’ into the vestibule—where you go in—you know! An’ little Ernie must of got out. Sweet kid, he is. Why, they all make a fuss of him. There’s the Earl of Batwindham in number three. There’s him, and that Slugger Potwin—him which used to be the heavy champ, which has the flat opposite the earl’s—he’d lay down his life for little Ernie, if it wasn’t too expensive. And that Miss Kefra, which they say got so much money she don’t know what to do with it—why, Mrs. Parkoot herself told me in here Miss Kefra took that kid up in her arms an’ kissed him. An’ since four o’clock today little Ernie is lost, nobody knows where.”

Another bite—the ham was delicious, but the bread was thick—and Miss Brandon put down the wreckage of the sandwich, finally. “But somebody must know where,” she said, as soon as she could speak.

“That’s just it!” Eileen declared, with some excitement. “Phil is on all this afternoon, as I reckon you know! Little Ernie must’ve come up into the vestibule with the door on the jar, like it was, an’ Phil must’ve seen the kid—but he didn’t. And you know, being a friend of Phil’s—you know he’d see if as much as a mouse come into that vestibule—couldn’t help seeing. And yet he didn’t see Ernie, which has disappeared.”

“Supposing Mrs. Parkoot left a window open?” Miss Brandon suggested.

“My deear!” Eileen’s negative was final. “In a basement well with a twenty-foot wall, an’ no way out! An’ the kid not three yet!”

“It all sounds very mysterious,” Miss Brandon said, and, perforce, moved a few inches nearer her companion. For Phil Vincent, although it was not yet ten o’clock, loomed on her other side, and crowded down into the small available space beside her, grinning widely.

“Darlin’, I knew you was a sport!” he said. And, with no more preface, in sight of all the habitués of the private bar, he thrust out an arm, snatched her close, and kissed her full on the lips, platantly, vigorously—and sickeningly.

She thrust free of his hold, and stood up. Struggling, she got past Eileen, and, unresponsive to Phil’s—"’Ere, I say!"—got clear and made her way out to the street. There, lest Phil should follow, she ran until she reached the security of the square in which Gravenor Mansions radiated respectability, and thrust out a hand at a crawling taxi. Somebody came out of the shadows to halt beside her and take her arm.

“I say!” he said sympathetically. She turned on him, tigress-wise. “I’ve been kissed!” she exclaimed. “Do you hear?”

He asked, unemotionally, “Do you wish to lay a charge, Miss Brandon. The name, I conjecture, is Philip Vincent.”

“The name! I want to go home—do you hear? Nothing else, but to go home! If I’d known!”

Inspector Tott opened the door of the taxi, which had stopped beside them. Still holding her arm, he helped her in, and then gave the driver her address. Then, before closing the door, he looked in on her.

He said, “Green ought to have known better—tell him so. And he’ll get nothing on the Kefra woman this way. If he wants to know anything about that kid-napping, tell him I’ve got the whole story. Except—there ain’t any, apart from the kid’s disappearance.”

“Oh, tell him to go on!” she begged desperately.

“Righty-ho, miss.” He closed the door on her, and the taxi moved away, leaving him at the pavement edge, a melancholy, unperturbed figure of a man.

CHAPTER 4

The Gravenor’s Doorman

A SLIGHT shudder marked the end of Miss Brandon’s recital. Gees, perched on the end of her desk with a folded newspaper under his arm, eyed her sympathetically, and offered his open cigarette case.

“No, thank you. I don’t feel like smoking.”
"Philip Vincent, eh?" he reflected. "Well, Philip Vincent is going to get it and get it good. Oh, yes! I'll attend to him myself, shortly. I'm very sorry, Miss Brandon."

"And all of it so absolutely futile!" she exclaimed bitterly.

"I'd say, very far from futile!" he disented. "Two things stick out, to me. One, that Tony and Cleo Kefra had a peach of a row, from what you tell me of his exit. The other—well, I don't know, quite. But the evening papers may tell."

She gazed up at him, questioningly.

"Tell what, Mr. Green?"

"Little Ernie, you say, was missing since four o'clock, with only one available way out from the caretaker's quarters. They'd have their own entrance somewhere round the side or at the back, naturally, and he might have got out that way, but on the scrappy evidence you got it's not likely. Apparently that door 'on the jar' let him into the entrance hall, where this Philip Vincent was on duty."

"And therefore must have seen him, if he had gone that way," she pointed out. "The entrance hall is absolutely bare, and it was quite impossible for the child to appear in it without Vincent seeing him."

"The child is so small that Miss Kefra took him up in her arms and kissed him. Just over two years old, according to your Eileen. Could a toddler like that push one of those metal and glass doors open?"

"No," she said decidedly. "But somebody might have—"

"Let him out, you were going to say," Gees finished for her. "One of the tenants there? They all know the child, apparently, and the worst sort of moron would not let a two-year-old into the street alone."

"Even then, kidnapping in the street is practically out of the question—small kids aren't such valuable commodities in these days that people risk picking 'em up on sight and running off with 'em. Also, that square in the middle of the afternoon has got taxis on a rank nearly opposite the Gravenor entrance, I happen to know, and there are chauffeurs with cars waiting about—somebody would have seen the child if he had been snatched up in the street, and since the police are on to it they'd have got information about it."

"You mean—little Ernie is somewhere in the building?" she asked.

He shook his head. "Not now," he said very gravely, and, unfolding his newspaper, put it down before her. "Take a look at that."

He put a finger on a staring headline and, after a glance up at him, she read:

**GHASTLY DISCOVERY ON WIMBLEDON COMMON**

Shortly after midnight, P. C. Ambrose Wright discovered a fiber suitcase, half-hidden among some gorse bushes on Wimbledon Common, nearly opposite the pond beside the Kingston Road. On opening the case, he was horrified to discover the nude and terribly mutilated body of a male child, apparently about two years of age. The child's throat was fearfully lacerated, and this and other injuries made it appear that the tragedy was due to an attack by some large, carnivorous animal of the cat species.

P. C. Wright, at the time of the discovery, was patrolling from Kingston toward the top of Putney Hill. The point at which he found the case is within a dozen yards of the main road, which, even at that late hour, is far from deserted. Three cars, Wright states, passed him, going in the direction of the Kingston by-pass, between the entrance
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to the cemetery and the top of the hill, a distance of about four hundred yards—more or less. Rim on the grass went to prove that the case had been thrown toward the bushes from the road, since it had fallen into position after the ground-frost had whitened the grass, and there were no footprints, except for those made by the constable himself, in the vicinity. In all probability the case was thrown from a passing car, since, if a pedestrian had been carrying it, he would almost certainly have attracted notice from others using this road.

A far greater number of people, both children and adults, is missing at any given time than is generally supposed, and, so far, no clue is available as to the identity of this unfortunate infant. The suitcase, a cheap, figure-and-cane article, well worn, bears no labels or distinguishing marks by which it might be traced. There is a possibility that a child belonging to some traveling menagerie might have strayed too near the cages containing savage beasts, and that the parents disposed of the body in this way to avert inquiries and subsequent trouble. Against this is the fact that no menageries are known to have been on the roads in this district for weeks past.

Medical examination will, of course, reveal more fully the way in which the child came by his death, but it already appears certain that no human agency is responsible.

MISS BRANDON looked up. She said, "Very—badly—written," rather shakily, and Gees saw that she had lost color.

"I'd dissent, by the effect it's had on you," he said. "But with this—the ability to connect up these two things before any others makes the connection, your trip last night was very far from futile, you see. It enables me to get on to Tony Briggs before he can connect up.

"But—but what on earth do you mean?" she asked fearfully.

"I don't know myself," he confessed. "Between the British Museum and my father, and what I already knew—and this Gleo Kefra herself—I'm utterly puzzled. Only—it's all wrong—all wrong!"

Abruptly he snatched up the telephone receiver from its rest on her desk, put it to his ear, and dialled. "Mr. Briggs—Mr. Anthony Briggs, please," he said, when he got his response. Then—"Mr. Green."

After a pause, "Hullo, Tony. Gees speaking. I suppose you're not available for lunch today?" He frowned. "No, I thought you wouldn't be. Too bad. Well, look here. The nearest Lyons to the Parliament end of Whitehall—blow in and look for me in about twenty minutes, and I'll buy the coffee. Right?"

Miss Brandon watched him nod and smile at the response he got.

"Ah! Yes, I see! Leaving you desolate, is she? Well, that accounts for it. Yes. In twenty minutes."

He replaced the receiver, and again took out his cigarette case. Miss Brandon took one this time. He said, "I can walk it in ten minutes, from here," and lighted one up for her and himself.

"She ought to have been dark," she said abruptly.

"I believe the mummies go to show they were not all dark," he disserted. "The early dynasties. Besides—" he broke off, thoughtfully. "Probably in all Egypt today there are not more than half a dozen families—maybe not more than one or two—and the pure-blooded race that was, in the days of the Pharaohs. The present race is mongrel, more Arab than anything else, and she's got no Arab blood in her, by my reckoning."

"Mr. Green, you're not thinking of connecting her with the murder of that child?" she asked, with sudden fear.

"I tell you I don't know a thing!" he exclaimed, with equally sudden irritation. "Sorry, Miss Brandon—I didn't mean to bark. I'll get along, now, and—do forgive me for landing you with that mess last night. Won't you?"

"Why, of course, Mr. Green! It wasn't your fault in the least."

Two minutes later, with his hat in his hand, he paused again in the doorway. "I may have another commission for you, Miss Brandon," he said. "Tony Briggs tells me she's going away for a few days, and I may want you to keep track of her. I'll know better after I've seen him, though. I'll be back in an hour or so."

Tony Briggs was prompt and unruffled. There was just a suggestion of pouter pigeon in his bearing, and his pink-and-white face wore the expression of virtue rewarded.

"Quite a cheery party yesterday, wasn't it?" he said, patting the tablecloth. "I thought your Miss Brandon was looking remarkably attractive. Have you fallen for her yet?"

"With you an object lesson in falling, I'm keeping on my feet," Gees said grave-
ly. "And to anticipate your next remark—she is."

"What?" Tony asked.

"All that, and then some. Did you take her back after lunch?"

"Well, naturally!"

"Took the whole of the afternoon off, huh?"

"I did not! I took her as far as the Gravenor and then came back to work—in the same taxi. You seem to think I never work!"

"Didn't even go up to her flat with her for a quiet good-by? Tony, don't strain my credulity too far!"

"Honestly, old man! I saw her to the lift, and left her."

"I must have independent evidence on that. Get the one-headed Cerberus in that entrance hall to testify to it on oath."

"Oh, cut it out! Besides, he was nowhere in sight—we had the entrance hall to ourselves."

"Oho! Let me see... Three o'clock or thereabouts when you left the Berkeley, quarter of an hour to Gravenor Mansions, and call it twenty minutes from there to your office. Bet you a bob, Tony, with that entrance hall to yourselves, you weren't back before half past four."

"Hand over," and Tony stretched out his hand. "I was well settled at my desk when I heard Big Ben chime a quarter past. Fast and honor, Gees. One shilling, please."

With apparent reluctance Gees took a shilling from his pocket and handed it over. He said, "Even allowing for traffic holdups, that gives you twenty minutes to say good-by in that entrance hall."

"What the blazes is it to you if it does?"

Tony demanded irritably.

"Sorry, Tony—you know I was only clowning. But you said on the phone she's going away today. Where's she off to—back to Egypt?"

"If she were," Tony said decidedly, "I'd find some excuse for going there too. No, she's got a place she rented, furnished down in Gloucestershire, and I'm seeing her off for Cheltenham after lunch. Staying there till Tuesday week, and I go down for two long weekends and come back with her after the second."

"Uh-huh! What's your lady mother say about it?"

"Oh, blast it, Gees, you've got a nasty mind! And this isn't the Victorian age, either. Besides, she's having Lady Bendornerk to stay with her, and other people as well, probably."

"Cheltenham, eh? Sleepy place. I don't care for it."

"But she's not in Cheltenham," Tony said. "Her place is miles out—Barnby-under-something. It's called, but if she didn't take an express through to Cheltenham she'd be pottering about half the day at wayside stations on a slow train. Her man meets her there with the car—meets me, too, tomorrow evening when I go down. So there you are. Do I step down from the witness box, or do you cross-examine further?"

"M'lud, no further questions."

Tony smiled. "You haven't told me what you thought of Cleo."

"What could I tell you?" Gees countered. "You had only to see the way other people took her entry to realize you had far the most interesting woman—girl—in the place. She's got a brain like—a linotype machine, which they say is seven men's brains, and she dresses as well as you do, which is saying much. I've never seen such eyes, and her voice is a revelation in perfection of tone. Any more?"

"That's quite enough," Tony said, rather grimly.

"What's more important to me is her opinion of me."

"To be absolutely frank," Tony told him, "you did not make a good impression. In fact—well—never mind, though."

Back to Gees' recollection came Miss Brandon's account of the way in which Tony had charged through that entrance hall and out from the block of mansions the night before. He nodded, gravely. "I won't," he said, and drank the last of his coffee.

"I thought you were rather bristly, somehow," Tony said. "Not quite your usual self, when you were talking to her."

Gees said nothing and presently they finished their coffee, paid up and separated.

Gees meandered thoughtfully along Whitehall, came to a full stop and made for a telephone booth, inserted two pence, and dialed. After a brief delay he
got Inspector Tott, who demanded very irritably what he wanted.

"To stand you lunch at the Junior Nomads, Inspector," he answered. "Today, one-fifteen. Can do?"

"Can not do, thanking you all the same, Mister Green," Tott snapped at him. "I told you when I came to see you that this was not an affair for any official action, and that's that."

"Then why were you hanging around the Gravenor last night?" Gees demanded.

"None of your business."

Gees laughed softly into the transmitter. "Don't hang up for a second, Inspector. You heard about the missing child, of course?"

"Being investigated by that division."

"Has Parkoot—I believe that is the name—has he been to Wimbledon yet to see if he can identify the body found last night?"

"Here! What on earth are you getting at?" Tott demanded sharply.

"One-fifteen, at the Junior Nomads. Change your mind, Inspector," Gees suggested. "I really need official backing for something I want to do in that case, not the other."

"All—right, Mr. Green," Tott answered, after a long pause. "But if you are thinking of leading me up on some blasted—"

Gees mumbled his entire innocence of subtlety, hung up and emerged from the booth to gaze at a "Lunch Edition" poster, sight of which prompted him to buy a copy. The late news column gave him:

**SUITECASE MYSTERY**

The body of a male child found in a suitcase just after midnight on Wimbledon Common has been identified by Mr. Edwin Parkoot, of Gravenor Mansions, as that of his son Ernest, whose disappearance was reported to the police yesterday afternoon. It is understood that figures on the suitcase indicate that it was purchased recently, and inquiries are being pursued with a view to tracing the purchaser.

"Bah!" said Gees to himself. He handed it back to the man from whom he had bought it.

"Finished with it," he said. "You can have it."

He walked on toward Charing Cross. "Oh, Lord, be good to them, somehow!" he murmured. "It must be hell to lose a child any way, but that way—be good to them somehow!"

"This is Mr. Green, Crampton." Tott introduced the quietly dressed man who joined them after lunch. "Inspector Crampton, Mr. Green. And I might tell you, Crampton, that what he's got to say might be worth hearing, though he's got no official standing. He was in the Force for two years some while ago, and a damned nuisance he was, too, but he's got an indirect line on this kidnapping business that neither you nor I has a chance of getting. It's your case, so I'm handing him over to you, as he asked."

"Yes, I know your agency," Crampton said. "And you think you might be able to give us a helping hand over this Par- koot business?"

"Well, thank you very much, Mr. Green, for my good lunch, and I'll leave you to Crampton," Tott put in. "See you soon, Crampton."

"I don't know that I can give you much, Inspector," Gees said, "but I may clear up a point or two. Is it possible to have a word with Parkoot, or is he—"

"He's cold fury," Crampton said, "and only too anxious to get his hands on whoever did it, poor chap. She's down and out—you can't see her. But you want—"

"To find out things," Gees finished. "Can you come along with me and see Parkoot? He'll be at the Gravenor?"

"We'll go right along," Crampton promised. "But— as they went toward the street—"do you mind telling me where you come in? I mean—what's your angle on a case like this?"

"A possible lead to an inquiry of my own," Gees answered, "and since my inquiry couldn't possibly be a police affair—at least, for the present—I shall have to ask you to leave it at that."

"What's good enough for Inspector Tott is good enough for me," Crampton said.

**MISS BRANDON'S** description was enough to convince Gees that it was Philip Vincent who swung the heavy door for them when they reached the Gravenor; and he noted Vincent's respectful salute to the inspector. He halted just inside the door to watch it slowly close against the
pneumatic cushioning cylinder, and then, grasping the handle, swung it open again. "You see, Inspector," he said, "that child couldn't have opened it. It's a sixty-pound pull, at least."

"They're kept open in the warm weather, sir," Vincent put in.

"Was any door left open yesterday afternoon?" Gees asked him.

He shook his head. "No, sir," he answered with finality. "Never, in the winter months. Them cylinders have to be taken off, for that."

"And they're all on," Gees gave the man a steady, appraising look, and then turned to the inspector again. "Let's go. Best to get it over with."

But when Parkoot, a middle-aged, heavily-built and tall man, faced them in the doorway, Gees saw that he had no controlled victim of a tragedy to face. The man was grimly impassive.

"This is Mr. Green, Parkoot," Crampton told him. "He thinks he may be able to help in—well, our investigation."

"If that's so, Mr. Green," Parkoot said slowly, "God will bless you. I know you can't give him back to us, but—Pleased to meet you, sir."

Gees shook his hand heartily, and felt respect for the man's courage. "A few questions, if you don't mind," he said.

Parkoot came out into the basement corridor, and closed the door softly behind him. "The missus is asleep," he explained.

The cigarette case appeared as Gees leaned against the polished marble wall. Gees lighted up. "As good here as anywhere," he said. "A first question, Mr. Parkoot. That entrance hall is in charge of an attendant. Is he supposed to leave it?"

"No, sir."

"Meal times?" Gees asked laconically.

"Relief," Parkoot answered.

"Then that's that. What sort of man is Vincent?"

"Oh, quite reliable, sir, if that's what you mean. He was on yesterday afternoon, when—when it happened, and what I can't make out is how it happened that Ernie got out, because the missus was lying down, and our own door at the side was locked. And the door at the top of the stairs was on the jar, but Vincent'll take his dyin' oath the kid never went that way. So—well!"

"Not well," and Gees shook his head, while Crampton maintained an interested silence. "Not much doing up there in mid-afternoon, as a rule, is there, Parkoot?"

he asked casually.

"I'd say it's a dull job, but—" He broke off, gloomily.

"How many flats are there in the block?"

"Twenty-two, sir. But if you think—"

Again he broke off.

"We've got to prove, not think," Gees told him, and Crampton nodded. "Service here, or do the tenants keep their own servants?"

"Either way, sir. There's accommodations for one servant in each flat—two at a pinch—and our own restaurant and staff."

"I see. Tell me this, then. Why was Vincent absent from that hall for at least twenty minutes, between three-thirty and four yesterday afternoon?"

"That's impossible, sir," Parkoot said
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firmly. "He wasn't—and he knows it'd cost him his job, too. No, he wasn't."

"Very well, he wasn't. How many of the tenants have their own attendants—living in the flats, I mean?"

"Very few, sir. The trouble of getting servants makes most of 'em rely on our staff for everything. There's—let me see. Lord Batheum—they say that's how you ought to pronounce his name—he's got a maid; that boxer chap, Potwin, keeps an old army man to look after him, and Miss Kefra in number thirteen's got a foreigner, sort of chauffeur and houseman and everything else—but they're away. So is Lord Batheum, as far as that goes, though his maid is still here."

"And the rest depend on your staff, eh? Do the staff have rooms here, or live out? I've a reason for asking."

"The chef and his two kitchen lads live in—not the others," Parkoot answered. "Though I don't see how they—"

"Come into it—no. But now I want to take a long chance—a very long chance—and I wish you two'd come with me while I take it. Up to Lord Batheum's flat, if you will."

"I get it," Crampton said quietly. "Yes—but let's go."

The caretaker led them along the corridor to the foot of the stairway and pressed a button beside a door. A lift descended almost inaudibly, and stopped. He opened the door, ushered the two in, and followed them. The lift went up, stopped, and they emerged to a carpeted corridor.

"That's his door, sir." Parkoot pointed as he spoke, and Gees advanced and pressed a bell beside the door.

He pressed again after a long interval, and the door swung open to reveal a tall, pert-looking, rather attractive girl in a black silk uniform.

"His lordship is notatome," she said, sharply, before Gees spoke.

"So I understand," he slipped his foot into the door-opening. "You are, I see, just as you were yesterday afternoon. But quite on your own, I take it, today. Are you all alone?"

"Mr. Parkoot, are you going to stand there and see him insult me?" she demanded shrilly. "Let me shut this door, you! I—" Then he caught sight of Inspector Crampton, and stopped, open-mouthed.

"How long was Vincent in here with you yesterday?" Gees drawled.

"Oo-h! You liar!" she cried, and, reddening, gulped.

"Was it one hour, or two?"

"It wasn't half an hour—" she began—and stopped.

"That's enough, Sir," Parkoot said, and turned toward the lift. Inspector Crampton said, "Here!" and went to follow him, but he slid the door closed and went down alone. Gees and the inspector made for the stairs and raced down; but they knew the lift would beat them.

They came to the main floor just in time to see Parkoot swing Vincent about. From a half crouch he landed one tremendous blow with his right on the point of the jaw, with plenty of weight to back it. Lifted off his feet, Vincent crashed to the marble floor, and Parkoot stood over him. The other two came beside the caretaker, and all three stood waiting until Vincent opened his eyes.

"Get up!" Parkoot's admonition was an almost animal growl. "Get up! Strip that uniform off, and get out, before I kill you!"

"Again they waited. Presently Vincent managed to get on his feet, and staggered uncertainly toward the basement stairs and down them.

"Will he come out this way, Parkoot?" Gees asked.

"No, sir. By the side door—it's spring-latched." He held up his hand to look at his skinned knuckles, and even smiled.

"I'd like you to come along with me, Inspector, if you will," Gees said. "I haven't finished with Vincent, yet."

CHAPTER 5

. Angry Lady

"You said you were taking a long chance," Inspector Crampton remarked as he followed Gees down to the basement. "You did, too, with that girl. A longer one than I'd care to take."

"And yet it wasn't so very long," Gees told him. "She squealed before she was hurt, gave herself away hopelessly before
I accused her of anything. Besides, it was acting on information received—from two entirely independent sources."

"That's his locker room, sir." Parkoot pointed at a door along the corridor. "D'you want me to stay?"

"I think not, Parkoot," Crampton answered, and smiled slightly. "You might kill him, if we didn't hold you back."

"Then I'll go along and ring up the agency to send a man in at once to replace him," Parkoot said, and entered his own quarters, closing his door gently. Crampton pointed at a half-glazed door at the end of the corridor.

"That's the only other way the kid could have got out," he said. "Been taken out, rather, for you can see he couldn't have opened that door himself—couldn't have reached up to that Yale knob to turn the latch."

"How did the child get into this corridor?" Gees asked.

"Mrs. Parkoot left her door open so he could play about in it—he couldn't come to any harm," Crampton explained, and somehow that door at the top of the stairs, leading to the entrance hall, happened to be left ajar. But how he got out of that hall—"

Gees almost said, "He didn't," but thought better of it. They waited, and finally Vincent, sullen and tight-lipped, appeared in street clothes.

"We want a word or two with you, Vincent," Crampton said.

"Oh, do you? Well, for a start, I want you to arrest Parkoot for assault. And I'm goin' to get damages out of him, too."

"Quite a good idea," Gees cooed softly. "Oh, quite a good idea! And don't forget to call that girl in his lordship's flat as evidence."

"So she spilt, did she, the—"

"Stow it!" Gees barked. "What time was it when you left the hall to go up to that flat yesterday afternoon?"

"Whatever she told you," Vincent mumbled, "I was in the hall till over a quarter past three, and I was down again by four o'clock."

"Contradicting each other already, you see," Gees observed.

"I don't care what she told you!" Vincent almost shouted. "I'll take oath on it—I wasn't away more'n forty minutes at the outside."

"Three fifteen to four o'clock, call it," Crampton commented. "The period in which the child disappeared."

"Nobody asked me to keep an eye on the kid," Vincent said sullenly.

"Many people in and out during the afternoon, as a rule?" Gees asked him.

"Hardly anyone, between three and five," he answered.

"Did you stay in the entrance hall all the rest of the time yesterday?"

"Yes, I did, except when I give Miss Kefra's man a hand with her trunks, because he was takin' 'em down to her car, so's to be there to meet her today. An' goin' outside to get taxis for people. Her, for one, when she went out to dinner."

"Did you leave the hall to help with the trunks before or after getting a taxi for Miss Kefra?"

"Before—no, it was after, a good quarter an hour after. Why—that's what got to do with it? The kid wasn't in the trunks—the police was lookin' for 'im by that time. After eight, it was."

"Now what gave you the idea of connecting the child with the trunks, I wonder?" Gees mused.

"I didn't do nuthin' o' the sort!" Vincent protested indignantly. "I said he wasn't in the trunks, that's all. I seen Miss Kefra pick that kid up an' kiss him, one day when the door was left on the jar before an' he happened to stray up into the hall when she was comin' down in the lift, an' that old dofferer of a man of hers couldn't swath a fly if he tried. An' the kid was snatched away out of here."

"Yes, snatched away out of here," Gees mused aloud again. "I expect you'll see the suitcase at the inquest, and be able to tell if it went out of here yesterday while you were in the hall."

"No suitcase of any sort went out!" Vincent protested. "An' that kid was snatched out alive, not took out dead in a case. Kidnappers, that's what it was."

They left the man to himself and ascended to the empty entrance hall. There Gees paused.

"Do you happen to have any list of the people here?" he asked.

Crampton felt in his breast pocket and
brought out a small, folded, white sheet. In silence Gees looked down the list. Beside No. 13 he saw the names of Miss Cleo Kefra and Saleh ibn Nahor, personal attendant. He refolded the paper and handed it back.

"Thank you," he said. "No, it couldn't be anyone here."

"Well, I'm much obliged to you, Mr. Green," Crampton said. "Now do you wish to make any more inquiries?"

Gees shook his head. "Not now, thanks," he answered. "If— if the business that's interesting me just now should happen to cross any of your line, I know where to get in touch with you."

As he went on his way, he murmured to himself: "Saleh ibn Nahor—" Then he took out an envelope and pencil, and wrote the name down. Then he hailed a taxi to take him to Little Oakfield Street for tea with Miss Brandon.

But tea with Miss Brandon was not the peaceful function Gees anticipated. He had just seated himself on the corner of her desk when the doorbell began a peal that suggested a desire to run the battery down. Gees got on his feet.

"I'll go, Miss Brandon.
"He went to the door and opened it. "Easy, man," Gees admonished, ignoring the ominous expression on Tony Briggs' face.

"I want to know," Tony began coldly, "why you—"

"Not here," Gees interrupted. "Come inside."

In angry silence Tony followed him to his room. He pointed to the deep-seated, leather-upholstered chair.

"I don't want to sit down," Tony said stubbornly.

"I do," Gees observed, and did. "Now, go ahead."

"I want to know what you—" Tony paused to correct himself, and went on with meticulous care— "what was the idea of Miss Brandon, in obvious disguise, masquerading in the entrance hall of Gravenor Mansions last night. Spying there, in fact. By your orders?"

"Oh, the Parkoot business," Gees said. "That missing kid. Yes. Wait a second— I'll get Miss Brandon herself along to explain." He pressed the buzzer on his desk, and offered his cigarette case.

"No! Not now!" said Tony savagely.

Gees took one for himself. "Oh, Miss Brandon," he said as she entered, "You've met Briggs. He wants to know now what you mean by being at Gravenor Mansions last night. I'm just back from my talk with Crampton, and you'd better tell him how we're interested in this case of the missing child—and the finding of the body out at Wimbledon, and all the rest of it." He gave her a long look.

"I went to Gravenor Mansions last night, Mr. Briggs," Miss Brandon said coolly, "and obtained some information about the missing child—long before it was connected with the Wimbledon tragedy—which Mr. Green was good enough to say was very useful. Is that all, Mr. Green?"

Gees got on his feet. "You see, Tony? There's no connection between Miss Brandon's visit to the Gravenor and you or anyone you know there. Now what's the trouble?"

"I— well— Miss Kefra recognized Miss Brandon, obviously disguised, last night—" Tony broke off.

"And chanced another dark stroke against my already unattractive name," Gees finished for him. "You ought to realize, Tony, that my agency goes in for all sorts of investigations. So there you are, Tony, blaming me for a sheer coincidence. Why?"

"Miss Kefra thought—" Tony began, and stopped.

"Supposing I started thinking?" Gees exclaimed with angry energy. "Supposing I alleged that one of Miss Kefra's trunks, taken out of her flat last night by her man, had inside it the suitcase which held the body of that child— No, shut up, Tony! I've got just as much right to allege an absurdity like that as you have to come here and accuse me of setting Miss Brandon on to spy on Miss Kefra. Now you can either apologize and stay for a cup of tea, or get out."

"I apologize humbly to you both," Tony said. "But I mustn't stay now."

"Look here, Tony, what time do you go to her country place tomorrow?"

"By the same train she took today," Tony said. "Cleo's meeting me at Cheltenham with her car, and Lady Benderneck is traveling down with me."
“Well, then—when do you start back? Monday?”

Tony nodded.

“Well, look here. I shall be down Shropshire way myself on Sunday. Suppose I pick you up at ten Monday morning? Then I could have a word with Miss Kefra and wipe this blot off my scutcheon.”

“Ye-es,” Tony assented, very dubiously.

“Fine!” Gees exclaimed. “Now what’s the address?”

“It’s the Grange, Barnby-under-Heddington. I’ve never been there, so I can’t tell you anything about the road—”

“Leave it to me,” Gees interposed, “and count on seeing me somewhere round ten on Monday morning.”

“I really must go now, Gees,” Tony said, glancing at his wristwatch. “Awfully sorry about this misunderstanding—”

“I’ll clear it all up before I fetch you away on Monday morning,” Gees interrupted, accompanying him out into the corridor.

“But if you’re looking into this affair of the missing child—” Tony half-questioned, pausing in his stride.

“Oh, my part in that is finished, now— I’ve handed it over to Inspector Crampton.”

He went into Miss Brandon’s room after closing the door on Tony. She said: “So I was futile, after all.”

“On the other hand, Miss Brandon, this bee in the lady’s bonnet—the one that fetched Tony here with murder in his eyes as soon as he had said good-by to her—it clinches things. People don’t imagine they’re being shadowed like that unless there’s some reason for shadowing them.”

“You suspect—what?” she asked. “Not that she had anything to do with the disappearance of that child, surely?”

“An open mind,” he answered, “is as useful as a pocket corkscrew.” He held one up as he spoke. “I might be able to tell you more when I get back next Tuesday.”

“But I thought it was to be Monday.”

“You’d be surprised. Meanwhile, Miss Brandon, Vincent took the count in the Gravenor entrance hall today, and is now one of the unemployed, thanks to me.”

She put the teapot down on the tray and stared at him, silently.

“Well—that’s something,” she said nervously. “But—but I wish you’d tell me—about Miss Kefra—”

“I assure you there’s absolutely nothing to tell—yet,” he said. He smiled at her, but she found no smile of her own with which to answer.

CHAPTER 6

The Cats of Sekhmet

SLENDERER, even than she normally appeared, and to Tony Briggs bewilderingly alluring, Cleo Kefra let him hold her close for almost a minute, and then drew away.

“Your friend will be here at any moment,” she said. “Have you had breakfast—” she glanced at the table— “or did you wait for me?”

“Of course I waited, darling,” he told her. “As if—but there’s a wire from him. I shall have to ask you to turn the car out to take me to Cheltenham, after...
all. He's broken down. He may get here
this afternoon. There's the wire."

Glancing at the top of the message, she
saw it had been handed in at Ludlow at
8:38 A. M., and put it down to turn to
Tony.

"I will order the car for you, dear," she
said, and, advancing one slippered, tiny
foot, set it on a bellpush in front of
her. After that, she seated herself, and
gestured him to the place opposite her.

"So—I must tell him you have gone," she
said. "Or leave word for him, perhaps.
Darling, get me one kidney, and no
bacon."

Going to the sideboard, he uncovered
the dish, and hesitated.

"They look badly underdone, to me,
Cleo," he said dubiously.

"But they are not, really," she said.
"One, please."

Carefully, even distastefully, he trans-
ferres two halves of kidney from the dish
to a warmed plate, which he put down be-
fore her. The service gave him oppor-
tunity to lean down and kiss her.

"You're so lovely, Cleo! I hoped you'd
have been down sooner, since it's my last
morning here."

She laughed. "Until Friday—five days!
Darling, this is very early for me. I come
alive at night, not with the morning."

A wizened, wrinkled, five-foot-nothing,
white-haired, clean-shaven man, with
startlingly youthful blue eyes entered
noiselessly. He said: "You rang, mad-
am?"

"Quite five minutes ago, Saleh," Cleo
Kefra answered. "You will be ready
with the car to take Mr. Briggs to Chelt-
enham in half an hour. That is all."

"Thank you, madam," and he closed
the door, leaving them alone again.

Whereupon Tony bent down for another
kiss, but her hand restrained him. She
said, "No, darling. Else, you would go
back starved."

"I do," he said significantly. But—"

He went to the sideboard, and chose a
slice of cold ham and a poached egg. She
poured his tea, and coffee for herself. The
halves of kidney showed crimson and
dripped redly as she cut them, but the
coffee urn and spirit kettle masked her
eating from Tony's sight. He caught her
glance at him, and sighed.

"Five days, darling," he said. "Why
must you come here?"
"But such days!" she told him, and
laughed.

"Cleo, how soon will you marry me?"
he asked abruptly, leaning toward her
across the table.

She laughed softly. "Is it not yet a
week since we became engaged."

"I know, but—how soon, darling?"
She shook her head. "I cannot tell you
yet."

"Is there—you have only yourself to
consider?" he asked, anxiously.

"Only myself," she answered slowly.
"I am quite alone."

"Then why—?" he began, and broke
off.

"Not yet—I cannot tell you yet," she
repeated, and rose to come and stand be-
side him. "Do not insist, Tony—let it
wait for a time. We can be together, as
now."

"I want all of you, Cleo," he said
rather indistinctly.

"So?" She spoke the monosyllabic
softly, thoughtfully. One less blind than
was he might have said that she was quite
unimpressed. But he lifted the hand she
had laid on his shoulder, and put it to his
lips.

"Your friend—when will he arrive?"
"My—OH, you mean Gees! I've no
idea, darling. Too late to get me to Lon-
don in time, or he wouldn't have sent that
wire. He says four o'clock, but since he's
had some sort of breakdown it may be
later."

"Does a Rolls-Bentley break down?"
she asked thoughtfully.

"He may have hit something. But—
Did he tell you he drives a Rolls-Bentley,
darling?" he inquired, gazing at her with
surprise.

She nodded. "When we lunched with
him," she said.

"I don't remember—" He was frown-
ing in an effort at recalling any mention
of Gees' car when Cleo drew her hand
away and stood back from him as the
door opened to admit a tall, elderly wom-
an. Tony rose to his feet. "Good morn-
ing, Lady Benderneck," he said.

"Morning, Tony. Cleo, my dear, I
must go back to town. I'm very sorry—
a case of illness in the family. Can you
arrange for me to be driven to the station?"

"If you must go, Sarah," Cleo said, "Tony is being driven to Cheltenham in half an hour or a little less. Perhaps you could go with him—or would that be too soon?"

"It would suit me admirably—the sooner I can get back, the better. I'm so sorry to leave you here alone, darling."

"Why not come back with us?" Tony asked, rather eagerly. "Being alone in a place like this in the middle of winter is not too good."

Cleo shook her head. "I shall stay," she said. "You can come down again for next weekend, Sarah?"

"I hope so," Lady Benderneck said dubiously. "I will let you know, dear, as soon as I know myself. But must you stay here?"

"I shall not go back with you," Cleo answered, a trifle coldly.

When they were alone, Tony gazed out from the window at the stretch of moat, which extended all around the old house. Its surface was blackly sullen in the light of the clouded morning.

"You can't stay alone in a place like this, Cleo," he said.

"I have to, Tony," she said, and shivered. "When you come back Friday, I may be able to answer the question you ask so persistently."

"You mean it, Cleo?" He faced about and took her in his arms.

"I may. I am not sure."

"Darling, I love you so terribly!"

"Is it terrible, my Tony? Now let me go—I must dress to see you off. Five minutes—ten minutes at most, and I shall be with you again."

A HALF hour later, with baggage loaded on the car, Tony sat beside Lady Benderneck and heard her sigh of relief as Sahel, wizened and brown and competent, drove over the bridge that spanned the moat.

"Why she chose such a place I cannot think," Lady Benderneck remarked rather acidly. "Such an eerie, ghostly place. And those cats!"

"Cats?" he asked, surprised. "I didn't see any cats."

"Two—more like small tigers than cats, except that they were not striped. Big, tawny things—I heard a noise outside my room last night, and looked out—they were in the corridor. I shut the door at once. The one that I saw clearly had china-blue eyes, like a Siamese, but they were too large for Siamese. Much too large!"

"I must ask Cleo about them," he said. "I never saw any cats." Leaning forward, he slid open the glass partition separating them from the driver. "Sahel, her ladyship tells me she saw two big cats outside her room last night. Are they yours?"

Momentarily, the car swayed, as if for an instant the man had let the steering wheel swing in his hands. Then it steadied.

"There are no cats, sir," he said.

"But I saw them, outside my room!" Lady Benderneck insisted.

"Then they must have been prowling in the night and got in, your ladyship," he answered her, without looking around, "for Miss Kefra has no cats at the Grange, nor have I, nor the maids."

"It's very mysterious," Lady Benderneck said with emphatic disapproval. "I saw two—large, dangerous-looking cats,
in the middle of the night. It's most mysterious."

"I wish Cleo hadn't insisted on staying on there alone," Tony said.

... The still, dull winter's day was near its end when Gees got his first view of the boxlike, Georgian outline of the Grange, and saw, too, three sides of the oblong moat which surrounded house and grounds—an area of nearly two acres.

The place looked neglected; the parapets of the gray stone bridge over which he must drive to come at the house needed repair; shrubs and trees looked unkempt; and last year's grass lay lank and dead on the borders of flower beds and round the edges of the lawn.

The house was set on a massive substructure of darker, more aged-looking stone than its upper part, indicating that an eighteenth-century builder had set his edifice on the foundations of an earlier structure.

He entered the portico and pressed an incongruous bellpush—its bright newness emphasized the need of paint on its surroundings. The opening door revealed Cleo Kefra herself.

"Ah! Mr. Green," she said coolly. "All but one of my servants have fled today, and that one has gone to Hedlington for provisions. So I welcome you myself. Will you come in?"

"Thank you," he answered, with equal lack of warmth, and stepped inside.

He followed her into a high-ceiled drawing room crowded with ugly Victorian furniture.

"I expected you about this time," Cleo remarked. "Won't you take your coat off? This room is rather warm."

He took off his coat and turned to put it on the bench behind him.

As Cleo Kefra looked up at him, he noted that the pupils of her eyes were dilated in the dim light of the room, rendering them dark and softly lustrous.

"This must be very inconvenient for you, Miss Kefra," he said. "No servants, I mean."

"It will not be inconvenient, since my guests left this morning," she said. "Saleh—he is the man who attends to me in the flat when I am in London—can attend to all my own needs. But draw up a chair."

"But why are you left like this, servantless?" he inquired. "Isn't it sudden?"

"Some nonsense about ghostly cats, as nearly as I can gather," she answered. "Or real cats, trespassing from some nearby farm. I expect—" she smiled slightly—"the village is buzzing with excitement over them, by this time. My three maids all marched away before lunch, and a boy arrived with a hand-cart an hour later to take their belongings. But why—why do you nod your head like that, Mr. Green?"

"Just—" he paused to think hard for a reply—"your excellent English. Not a trace of accent in it."

"Why should there be? I have known it... it is my language."

The pause was significant, he felt. She had intended a different end to the sentence. "And Tony couldn't wait for me?"

he remarked, stirring his tea.

"He went by train—Saleh drove him to Cheltenham," she said. "And he has already explained what he said you wished to see me about—Miss Brandon, I mean, and that you were interested in the child's disappearance. I am sorry I misconstrued her presence at the Gravenor."

"I am still interested in that child's disappearance," he said slowly, and saw her eyes darken still more.

"I understood it had been found," she said half-questioningly.

"The boy—not the living child," he answered her. "Terribly mauled and clawed as if by—" he drank the last of his tea, and put the cup back on the tray—"cats," he ended, looking full at her.

"How very strange!" she remarked, with incisive irony.

"And they must pay—all nine lives," he stated with finality.

OUTSIDE the room the light had so far failed that leafless trees had grown shadowy beyond the uncurtained window. Here, they sat in a dimness mitigated only by the firelight, and Cleo's face was all in shadow, since it was turned toward him and away from the fire. But her eyes glowed at him, dark fires in themselves.

"I do not understand," she said.

"Sekhmet herself shall not save them," he said again, somberly.

"Still I do not understand," she re-
peated in a very low and beautiful tone.

"Eight-and-thirty years ago, it was a woman's throat that was torn and clawed," he went on deliberately. "Now it is a child's."

"Ah-h!" She breathed rather than uttered the exclamation.

She threw her cigarette end in among the coals of the fire, and then they sat for a long time in silence, each watchful and waiting on the other.

"You are strong, I know," she said at last, "but the stream will bear you away, while I stand on the bank and watch its flowing."

"I shall win, though. Not because I am strong, but because any deviation from the norm has its price, and in the end that price is exacted to the uttermost."

"You threaten?" she asked, with a challenging note in the question.

"Say that I warn," he answered quietly, gravely. "You must pay."

"You know that, if I willed it, you would not leave this house?" she asked, after another lengthy silence.

"Then we should both be dead," he retorted grimly.

"No—Oh, no! Look out through the window, toward the bridge."

He stood up to look. Light enough remained outside to reveal to his gaze the shapes of two great cats, tawny things that sat on their haunches, faced toward the house, just clear of the bridge parapets.

Then he blinked, for the two shapes dissolved to nothingness as he gazed at them, and he knew the effort of maintaining the vision he had imposed on his retinae had been too much for her. The knowledge gave him intense satisfaction as he seated himself again.

"We are quite alone in this house," she said. "You can prove nothing to others, no matter what you see or hear, alone here with me."

"Admitted, but I have proof for myself, now," he told her.

She laughed softly. "You needed none," she said, "as I knew the moment I first saw you. We are very old, you and I."

"Even if this be my ninth life, I know only one," he dissented.

"Nine lives, the ninth life—you harp on it!" she exclaimed with evident anger.

"I too know only one. But we are very old."

"Leaving me out of it, I'd be interested to know exactly how you reach that conclusion," he said. "Especially since—well, as I see it, you are not likely to get much older."

"I should be very much interested to know how you reach that conclusion," she retorted with satiric amusement.

"You want that put plainly?" he demanded.

"We are quite alone here," she said.

"You may say what you will."

"Plainly, then, the last night you spent in London, the body of a child—identified later by the caretaker at Gravenor Mansions as that of his son—was found on Wimbledon Common after midnight, mauled and clawed as if those two vanishing cats of yours had got at it."

And I tell you—" she spoke with an earnest sincerity that he could not doubt—"I know nothing of the death of that child."

He sat puzzled, silenced for the time. He had been so sure, but truth sounded in her words: there is an intonation that compels belief, and it was hers then.

She turned her head a little, and the glow in the grate reflected from her eyes, rendering them as depths of visible, velvet darkness.

"Nothing," he echoed. It was an affirmation, not a question. "Yet I wonder—you know old magic. That trick of the cats was on a level with the rod that turned into a serpent—"

"That?" she broke in contemptuously.

"I could fill this room so full of serpents that the hissing would drown your words. It is no more than a child, if instructed, could summon out by his will."

"And you, with powers like those, aim to marry Tony Briggs!"

"Had I known that you were his friend, I would have chosen elsewhere," she retorted, with a trace of bitterness. "The friendship must end."

"Or the engagement," he answered harshly. "Since you speak of it like that, why marry him? Obviously not for love."

"No," she said, after a long, long silence, "but because you were right in one thing you said. I have begun the ninth life."
“I begin to understand,” he remarked, after another interminable interval. “Eight and thirty years ago, you began the eighth. That would make you—eight times thirty-eight, now—”

“Not so,” she interposed. “I was sure the moment we met that you knew much. But not all. How could you, not being initiate?”

“The night has hardly begun,” he observed coolly, “and I never intended to reach London till tomorrow. Let me crave another hour, say, of your hospitality, and ask why it is—not so.”

“Why should I tell you?” she demanded.

“Because you are afraid of me,” he answered, and made of the sentence a statement of inescapable fact.

CHAPTER 7

Firelight for Fools

AGAIN they sat in silence. The red mass of coals in the fire basket fell and shrank with a rustling sound: so long was it since fresh coal had been put on that now there remained only smokeless, flameless embers. The glow in the room was fading.

“It is true,” Cleo Kefra said. “Because you are of those who see beyond words to the thoughts they conceal. And of those who know.”

“As are you.” He rose. He lifted a big hod from the tiling of the fireplace and emptied its contents into the iron basket. For a few seconds the fire appeared almost blacked out, and then tiny flames thrust up into the new fuel. He went to the window, drew the curtains over it, and returned. “Presently,” he said, “that fire will light the room again. Do you wish for other light, though?”

If I did, I could summon Saleh,” she answered.

“So you are not alone here now?” he suggested.

“I heard the car when you drew the curtains,” she explained, but he will not come near this room unless I summon him. Do you wish to go?”

“No. I wish to know,” he said bluntly.

A little flame shafted up above the mass of coals, stood for seconds like a sword blade, lighting her grave face and almost black eyes in each of which only a faint circle of iris remained, and abruptly vanished. Seen thus, she was witchlike, uncanny, but very lovely too.

“Why should you not be told?” The query was little more than a whisper. “For I am a woman of today, and if you told this tale of my yesterdays it would be no more than the babbling of a fool, an unbelievable fantasy that I need not even deny. For today believes only what it can see and explain by measure and rule, and the things of the spirit are no more.”

He waited, in silence. She broke out with sudden intensity: “Why do you wish to know. What is it to you, after what you accused?”

He shrugged.

“You have answered the accusation,” he said, “so I withdraw it. But there was a—an admission. Briggs is madly in love with you—anyone could see it, and you are not in love with him. Which means disaster for him.”

Does it?” she questioned with angry irony. “Have I not—?”

She broke off with odd abruptness. Again a flame broke through the coals, and, this time, lived and flickered, casting on the walls of the room shadows that danced as if the inanimate things that outlined them moved and had life.

“And still you don’t deny it!” he said. “You were going to ask whether you had not proved the contrary to my suggestion, in some one of your lives.”

“So!” she said, as she took a cigarette. “You too are very old.”

“But I want to know why—of all of it. There is an explanation somewhere, and I want it. That’s my hand, every card of it face upward. So what?”

She said: “I question—may you leave this place alive?”

“As to that, I’m absolutely indifferent,” he drawled in reply. “If I don’t, you won’t get much older. I telephoned a telegram to Tony Briggs here this morning, and they’d drag the moat for the bones your cats can’t crack. But aren’t we rather talking in circles?”

She laughed softly. “I like you—Oh, I like you, you Gees! Tony speaks of you by that name. Take care that I do not
will you to desire me as I willed him. For
then—” She did not end it.

“Ah!” he breathed. “We appear to be
getting somewhere, now. And that magic
must be very old. As old as—well, as old
as your cats, say.”

“That a man should desire me?” she
asked derisively.

“That a man should not,” he contra-
dicted. “You, being what you are, have
roused intense dislike in three men, to
my knowledge, and Tony Briggs, whom
you own you willed to desire you, is—
well, nothing but desire of you, by all
that I’ve seen. Yes, very old magic.”

“How old?” she asked again, with not
less irony.

“That is for you to tell me—the—
what was it? Yes, the unbelievable fanta-
sy that you need not even deny, and
at the same time an explanation which will
finally extinguish my accusation—or not.”

“I answered you,” she said coldly.

“Again we talk in circles,” he com-
plained. “A very ugly and terrible fact
remains unexplained. Full explanation
of yourself may lead me to the solution
of my problem, just as you and Tony
bidding each other a tender farewell in
the entrance hall of the Gravenor solved
another problem—by proving that the
man who should have been on duty wasn’t.
This is not an accusation, but a request.”

“From one of the three men who dislike
me,” she pointed out.

“I did, but I don’t now,” he said blunt-
ly. “I have even—well, call it a kindness
for you.”

“I do not understand that,” she de-
clared slowly.

“Because—I realize—” he spoke still
more slowly—“that you once saved my
father’s life. Thirty-eight years ago.”

Flames leaped and danced over the fire
basket and he could see all the sinuous
grace of her as she sat leaned toward him
—could see how her night-dark eyes sof-
tened as the meaning of his words struck
on her sense. She said: “So he told you!
I am glad I saved him.”

She leaned back and, whether by her
will or by the intensity of the firelight,
her eyes so changed that he saw them as
amber jewels, a difference that trans-
formed her from tender, dawning woman-
hood to complete maturity. He told him-
self then that she must not marry Tony
Briggs. If only Tony could see her like
this—

“What makes you suddenly old?” he
asked bluntly, even rudely.

“Sight,” she answered, without resent-
ment. “I have stood beside and out of
time for so long that I will not even call
it memory. Sight that you by your ques-
tioning put before my eyes.”

Again he took out his cigarette case and
offered it.

SHE said, abruptly: “There is too much
light,” and stretched out her right
hand toward the fire. Instantly the lea-
ping flames died down until they were no
larger than the flames of thin candles
over the kindling coals.

“More magic. Creating an atmosphere,
say, to fit the story.”

He sat in a stillness such as he had
never known, a remoteness from ordinary
being in which time might have ceased to
exist—it was as if he were bodiless in the
void of space between the universes.

When she spoke again her voice came
to him in a thin, faint sound, like that of
one who spoke from a measureless distance: yet every word was clear, because the silence into which it fell was infinite. She said, "Wait! I seek myself in the pattern woven of all that has been or shall be in all the world, and I am but one little thread in the fabric we call life. Do you hear my voice?"

He answered: "I hear."

"We are very old, you, and I," he heard, and each word as it reached his consciousness was clear and sweet and hushed, like a note from a shaken sistrum—but, as the analogy came to his mind, he knew he had never heard a shaken sistrum.

Verily she had created an atmosphere, and in some occult way thrust her knowledge of things past into his own mind.

Again the tiny, bell-like notes impinged on his brain, and he was aware that the distance across which he heard them was that of time, not of space. She had moved along time to speak from the far past into this present, to look again on what she told.

I WAS a child (she began) a small girl-child, when my father took me to the temple that was then close by Abydos, dedicating me as a priestess there. My father, a merchant in whose sight I was nothing, gave me to the priests, bidding me serve the goddess, and I saw him no more. This was in the first year of the reign of Menkau-Ra the wise.

(Gees stirred himself to interpolate—"Builder of the third pyramid," and saw or imagined that as he spoke the fire came momentarily to life. But then again it appeared still, and her small voice spoke on.)

Not a stone of that pyramid was hewn from the quarries when I began my service and learned many things. So many, that I ceased to long for the world, the play and laughter of small lives, the embraces of a man, and even the bearing of children. I was apt to my tasks, and soon was set high in the service of the goddess, initiate to the mysteries about her. She with the form of a woman and the head of a lioness—Sekhmet.

So I became a woman, instructed and initiate, and priests desired my beauty, but I laid hold on the goddess through my knowledge, and no one of them prevailed to win me to thought of him. No, not one.

Ten years I served the goddess, and Menkau-Ra the wise came from holding a court in the upper land, came to the temple and set eyes of desire on me, Kefra, priestess and dedicate, yet subject to the will of him, the divine Menkau-Ra.

The high priest of Sekhmet bade me put on attire fitting for the chosen of our lord, and await his messengers. But I knew that the desire of Menkau-Ra was but for an hour, or until some other beauty should appear to his sight.

I went into the temple at the close of a day and called on the goddess I served, as only those in dire need may call.

In a great darkness she came to me, and I laid hold on the ears of the altar, and a voice breathed words into my heart, still, small words, deeply graven, to endure always while I endure, unforgotten as true.

There was a great darkness, and a voice. These were the words the voice spoke to me from above the altar:

My servant, high in this my worship, I who am created by the service of all who truly obey and make sacrifice to me, I who am mother and guardian and lover to all my servants.

I have heard a prayer, I who see far into time, and view a day when my servants shall be few and even cease from this worship. If the prayer prayed here before my altar be that of one dedicate in every thought to me, I will make a covenant with my servant Kefra.

Then in fear, I asked what should be the substance of the covenant, and again the voice spoke in the darkness—

The divine Menkau-Ra shall cease from desiring my servant Kefra, and no man shall desire her against her will. She shall not fail from her beauty while one is left alive to make sacrifice to me, even if she be that one and no other is left.

So long shall she endure as I endure through the will of all who have created me and given me my strength, set up altars and made sacrifice to me, and I will be as a shield between her and all harm.

For these my gifts, nine times shall she render up herself to me, each time a renewal through which her beauty shall not fail, and until the nine times are accomplished this my covenant shall endure.

I asked: "O, holy one, after I have rendered up myself nine times, is this
covenant no longer a shield to me?” And the voice answered:

So long as the gods of Egypt are known of men, and an altar is served in Egypt, so long shall the covenant endure.

Then I, knowing how all the altars of the gods were served in the upper and lower lands, and not yet seeing far into time, nor having any thought other than that Osiris would judge the dead till the last man died on earth, said: “It is well, O holy one.” Because the voice spoke no more, and the darkness passed away, I went out and back to my place, and before day came again I was changed, knew myself set free of time.

WHEN the messengers of the divine Menkau-Ra came to summon me, I went without fear, knowing that not even he who sent them could desire me against my will.

They led me before him, but I had no will toward him, I who knew I should see him carried to the pyramid he had begun to build. He looked on me, and sent me away, back to the service of the goddess, since he desired me no more.

And Menkau-Ra passed and was laid in his tomb in the pyramid, while to me, in the temple of the Abydos, a year was as a day and a day as a year, for I stood aside to watch time, nor travelled with it to age and weariness. I sought knowledge, not as they who are bound in time seek it, but with the patience of one to whom all time is given.

When certain years had been woven into the fabric we call life, the tale was told of a priestess of Abydos who had conquered age, and I became a wonder—all that tale was written by the scribes on the wall of the tomb that held Nitocris the beautiful. She summoned me before her to learn how she might keep her beauty as I kept my own, but I could not tell her, and so her loneliness passed. She passed, as did Hatshepsu who also summoned me to ask the secret of enduring life, and I could not tell her. They passed, and I remained, a wonder beyond belief—so far beyond that men said I was my own daughter, age after age.

In all that time of service before the altar and in the cloisters by Abydos, no man desired me, because my will was to-ward none. Age by age I increased my knowledge of the mysteries, adding stone to stone to build up such an edifice as the world has never known, until I grew weary of its weight upon my mind.

King after king ruled and passed, until there came one Ptolemy Auletes, in whose reign the worship of Sekhmet at Abydos ceased, and the temple in which I had served from age to age was deserted, to become a ruin.

But before that came to pass, I laid hold on the ears of the altar and called on the goddess, seeking release, I, virgin inviolate, whose will was toward no man. Again the darkness came about me, and again the voice spoke above the altar:

I, mother of all who have created me, made a covenant with my servant Kefra, by which she should render herself up to me nine times. Until the nine times are accomplished, the covenant must endure. Ask no more.

Then I, knowing that not once had she called on me to render myself to her, nor knowing what should be the form or purpose of this rendering, went from Abydos to Thebes, very weary of unending living, though a woman young and beautiful to outward seeming.

There was a world I did not know, a new Egypt, and the gods that to me at the beginning had been changeless and beyond question eternal were changed, weakened, passing from the regard of men, as all gods change and pass.

The gods of Egypt, once powerful above all gods, grew weak and were made to pass, because belief and sacrifice failed. There in Thebes I saw dimly the purpose of the covenant great Sekhmet had made with me in the days of her strength, though I did not see the way in which she would accomplish her purpose, nor how I should be rendered to her at her call.

And there in Thebes, priestess no longer, I willed a man to desire me. I, virgin inviolate, from age to age, at last sought love, having known all else.

I drew him to me, and knew my will resistless. His name, his place—they are nothing now. In a night that should set a crown on love I waited as ever a bride waits for her bridegroom, faint through great desire, and a darkness that I knew came about me, a voice I knew spoke out of the darkness, bidding me remember the
covenant I had made, and claiming this night of my desire that I should render myself to her, who had given me length of days and knowledge beyond human compass.

I would have pleaded, but she bound me in a black forgetfulness deep as death itself, to release me at the beginning of the new day. Then, wakening, I saw my lover dead at my feet, knew from his wounds she had claimed him as a sacrifice while I lay as dead, and thus had gained renewal of her strength. The lion-headed had torn him, drained his blood, and then had left him.

In that day, fleeing lest I should be accused of his death, I first cursed her, though by the knowledge the ages had given me I knew the covenant was now sealed by a life, and I knew, beyond a doubt, I might not break it.

("The first of nine lives," Gees thought but did not say.)

I fled to the city Alexander founded at the seaward end of the delta, and there, though I was out of time and beyond its power, time gave me peace. I had many great jewels, gifts and bribes for my wisdom while I served at Abydos—the twin pearls of which Cleopatra drank one before Antony, were once in my possession. She was last and most evil of the evil race of the Lagidae, and I knew the city in the days of her fall, when Octavian, man of ice that he was, rounded off his conquest of the world.

One night I walked alone, and a drunken Laestrygon of Cimmeria took me up and carried me off, desiring me against my will, and I thought then that the goddess no longer had power, and that the covenant was ended. But before he could harm me I felt the darkness and heard the voice claiming that I render myself up a second time, and again I knew a blackness like death, to waken and find the Laestrygon dead—as the man of my desire had died.

Then I who had cursed the goddess blessed her, remembering her words of the covenant when she said she would be a shield between me and all harm. This was the second time, the second life, and out of that death she gave me new life as she gained it for herself, a renewed youth—because I blessed her, it may have been.

FATE or the goddess bade me go to Ephesus, and there I saw the great temple to Artemis and knew they worshiped Isis in different guise, as they worshiped Hathor when they made sacrifice to Aphrodite, who again laid hold on me, there in Ephesus. A man strong and gentle, whom I willed to love me as I loved him. For six weeks—six little weeks!—he was mine and I his, and then she laid the darkness on me and took him, killed him as a lioness kills. I looked on him torn and bloodless and cursed the covenant, knowing her all evil now, who once had been mother to her servants. This was the third time of my rendering up, the third life.

In a little while, a new life stirred within me—it was given to me, timeless, to bear a child who must be bound by time. I thought what it would be to see the child of my loving grow old and go down to death, I remaining changeless and young, since by the covenant six lives remained to be taken. Yet even so at the first faint cry of the born child I knew life completed and perfect. But this too she took, laying the darkness on me while she slew it, a babe not yet come to speech, and I was alone.

In the madness of that grief I told myself that I had known all of life, and would make an end, since for her own purpose the goddess could so torture me, though she had said she would be a shield between me and all harm. In that day your Lord taught in Galilee, but no word of His teaching had reached my ears.

I took my jewels, and poison that I bought, and with them went to a cave that I knew beyond the walls of Ephesus. I had a hope that by the poison I might travel to join the man I had loved, and the babe to whom I had given life.

So, having taken the poison, I slept—for an hour, I would have said, to wake naked and see shepherds in the cave, amazed at what they saw. Being simple men, and kind, they gave me clothing, the rough clothes of a shepherd boy, and I put them on and came out from the cave, not forgetting the jewels that fate had bidden me keep by me even when I sought death.

I came out to a new world, for while I slept, Rome had been ravished, Charle-
magne's paladins had died at Roncesvalles.

Now see how a legend grows. I, found naked among the rotted rags of clothing that had been, came out from the cave dressed as a shepherd boy, a sleeper awakened. The tale passed from man to man, and in the telling grew, changed—one became two, more than two, and to this day there is a legend of seven sleepers of Ephesus, because I, Kefra of Abydos, took poison in the cave and the goddess who had need of me kept life in me and wakened me in her own time.

He said: "This goes too far." He stared at her ironically.

She said: "You who know, test me with any question you choose to ask. Of any happening, any name, between the time of Menkau-Ra and this."

Unhesitatingly he asked: "What was the name of the woman whose place you took at Mena House, thirty-eight years ago?"

"Sadie Hillman, an American by birth," she answered instantly. "The goddess laid the darkness on me and took her—the eighth life."

"And how did you save my father?" he persisted.

"Stood between him and Saleh—between him and the man he would have arrested, and who would have killed him," she answered.

He ignored the slip that had revealed another name. "How was it that he saw your goddess, or dreamed he saw her—a woman with the head of a lioness, purring like a cat?" he demanded.

She frowned in sudden, entire perplexity. "No—that I cannot answer," she said. "Unless, in the hypnosis I put on him, the semblance of the goddess was thrown from my mind to his. If that were so, it was not by my volition. When they would have killed him, I stood between and saved him, because—because his bride waited for him, as I had once waited in Ephesus. So I saved him; took away his memory of the time, and sent him back to her, unharmed."

"And forgot to take away his memory of yourself," he pointed out.

"I had no thought of seeing him again—no thought of coming to this country again, then," she said. "It is chance—fate, perhaps."

"Then you have been in England before?" he suggested.

She smiled. "When Barnby Grange was the castle under Hedlington, in the year that Poitiers was fought, she laid the darkness on me here in this keep for the sixth time and renewed her strength by a young girl's life. Of all who were tried for sorcery in that age, I think I am the only one who was not sentenced to drowning or the stake. At least, I know of no other, but there was the shield between me and harm, as promised in the covenant she made with me."

She paused an instant.

"I have told you a series of the maddest, most fantastic impossibilities. But—one thing. To you, if you think of me after you go from here as—Kefra, my own name as my mother gave it. Not the other. Kefra, given me because she was descended from Khefru himself, though not by his chief wife."

"And he, I believe, built the great pyramid," Gees observed.

"You sound sceptical, even, of that," she said. Then, abruptly: "Dine with me before you go.

---
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He shook his head, as if to protest. "Your place is already laid," she persisted. "Not courtesy, but my wish."

He looked full into her eyes, night-dark, now. He said: "Then I thank you, and accept."

"Kefra," she reminded him.

"I thank you, and accept—Kefra."

She laughed, very softly. "Wasn't it a mad story I told you?"

He answered: "I am not sure that it was—Kefra."

CHAPTER 8

Time Stands Moveless

GEES followed the silent little man up the wide staircase, and into a lighted room of which the half-open door faced him as he gained the first-floor level. An ordinary bedroom, he saw, furnished as the drawing room with a heavy Victorian type suite; it might have been a bedroom in an old-fashioned hotel, by the look of it. On a stand at the foot of the bed he saw the suitcase he had left in the back of his car. He turned to face Saleh, angered by the obsequious service for which he had given no authorization.

But, for nearly a minute, perhaps, he did not speak, and Saleh, facing him, stood in the anticipatory silence of the well-trained serving man. A little man, Gees saw, no darker in complexion than a southern Italian, with close-cropped, grizzled hair, and as many wrinkles in the skin of his face and neck, apparently, as there were hairs on his head. A very old man, until he looked Gees straight in the face, when his blue eyes appeared amazingly youthful: yet his face and hands and body were those of an old man; those blue eyes did not fit with the rest of him, and their incongruity made Gees forget his annoyance in curiosity.

"Did Miss Kefra tell you to bring this stuff up?" Gees demanded.

"There was no need, Sir," Saleh answered calmly, "since you are dining with her. The case is locked, or I would have laid out the clothes. Shall I now, sir?"

"I can manage, thank you."

Saleh inclined his head, turned, and went out, closing the door silently.

Gees frowned at the case, and then opened it, to take out his dinner jacket. A quarter of an hour later he found Saleh waiting to conduct him to a small room lighted only by shaded candles on the small, circular table laid for two. On a side table he saw a cocktail shaker and two small, stemless glasses of a curious opalescence. Saleh said: "Madam will join you here, sir," and went out.

There was a big coal fire in an old-fashioned grate, and on the mantel over it a black marble clock, stopped at a quarter to six. With a thought that, since he had to change back into day clothes before taking to the road again, he would not be in London till the small hours, Gees looked at his wrist watch, and saw that it, too, oddly enough, registered the time as a quarter to six. Very odd, that; the watch had never let him down before, but, putting it to his ear, he found it had stopped.

He took it off, shook it, and put it to his ear again, to hear half a dozen faint ticks, and then no more. He had just finished strapping it back on his wrist when his hostess entered the room, slender in a closely fitting dinner frock of shining gray, with the moonstone on her breast as her only ornament.

"My watch has stopped," he said. "I wonder—we must have talked a long while before I left you—do you know what the time actually is?"

She shook her head and smiled. "Time?" she echoed. "No. Need we think of it? I hope I have not kept you waiting."

He took up the shaker and, giving it a twist, heard the tinkle of ice. Then, beside him, she took up one of the two glasses on the tray, held it between herself and the light, and stooped to lay it on its side on the carpet. She put her foot on the rim, and as Gees said, "Why break it?" pressed the edge of the glass.

He saw it go flat, and then spring back to its normal shape as she released the pressure and took up the glass undamaged.

"More magic?" he asked ironically.

Again she shook her head. "There were four," she answered. "One was lost, one I gave away, and these two I have kept in all my wanderings." Again, taking up the glass, she inverted it, and
showed him a series of lines graven in the underside. "The name of the man who made them," she explained. "Nefer-An, a craftsman who lived and worked in the street of the silversmiths in Thebes, in the days of Hatshepsu. His secret of tempering glass died with him—he was a secret man. There are vessels like these in the tomb of Nitocris the beautiful—vessels of this glass that bends, wrought to hold her unguents."

"And you know where that tomb is?"

He took up the other glass, and with a finger and thumb on opposite edges of the rim pressed it; the glass yielded as if it were paper, became oval, and sprang back to its circular form as he released it.

"You see, no magic," she said. "Just one little facet of the knowledge that this world of yours has not discovered. And the tomb—yes, pour the drinks—what if I do know where Nitocris lies?"

He filled the glasses: the mixture foamed up and stilled to clarity, and Kefra took up her glass. He said: "You might cause a sensation by revealing it—upset accepted theories about Nitocris."

She said, very coldly, "That I, Kefra, a priestess of Abydos, should cause the desecration of the dead of Egypt!"

"You are right, of course," he said, very soberly.

She smiled, her brief anger at an end. "So we drink," she said, and raised her glass, "to the kindly mystery that men miscall death, life unending beyond time."

He said—"Since I don't feel quite like that, I drink to you, Kefra," and emptied the little glass at a draught, as she too drank.

She put down her empty glass beside his on the tray, and pointed him to one of the two chairs at the table. An odd tingling went through his body, an almost momentary sensation of fiery heat, yet it was not unpleasant. Again he had the sense of an intense stillness that he had known before the fire in her drawing room, a stillness as of the cessation of all life about him—so still it was, except for the movements she made, that all the world might have been brought to a pause. He asked: "What was that we drank?"

"If I told you, you would be no wiser," she said, as Saleh, entering, served them with oysters packed in crushed ice, and stayed to fill them a glass each of a dry, still, white wine.

"That man of yours," Gees said, when he had gone out again, "if you don't mind my asking—is he old, or young?"

"Neither."

"He killed—what was her name—Sadie Hillman."

"No, he did not," she said quietly. "She was the eighth life."

He said: "I suppose, if I asked you to explain—" and stopped.

Saleh entered to serve them again, and she kept silence till he had gone. Later, Gees realized that he had eaten and enjoyed the fool, but with no awareness.

She said: "If you, at the beginning of your life as a man, had been offered all that was offered me when I accepted the covenant, life and beauty enduring, desire of me only as I willed, and a shield between me and harm—if these had been offered you—"

"Placed as you were, you could only accept."

"I told you a story—I did not ask your belief," she said coldly.

"I admit that you could only accept," he insisted.

"Desiring to keep myself inviolate from Menkau-Ra," she added. "It was not for me, then, to know the price I must pay. I have told you how once, when the man of my love and the child of my body had been claimed as parts of that price, I sought death and found it denied me. Again in a later day—in this place here—I sought it, and again it was not for me. For Sekhmet, seeing into this far future, made the covenant not for my good, but for her own, and I must pay all the price of what I gained, as and when she has need of that price."

"I begin to understand," he said—and again Saleh, entering, made a pause in which he thought over her explanation.

"That for long ages she had no need of me," Kefra went on when they were alone again, "and made no demand that I should render up myself to her. When she had need, she took, and thus renewed herself—for accursed she is, now, and all evil, no good remaining to her. This I, who was once her priestess, know."
He sat silent, holding back a question. That a goddess of old Egypt could pack the mutilated corpse of a child in a second-hand fiber suitcase and throw it away on Wimbledon Common—no! There was a limit, even, to fantasy.

She said: "I did not know of the child’s death till Tony told me."

"It was the ninth life," he asserted, gravely.

The stillness grew heavy about them again. He glanced at the fire, on his right as he sat, and saw that it was quiescent as had been the fire in the drawing room: it appeared not to have shrunk or changed since he had filled the two elastic, unbreakable glasses. Kefra said: "Now you will understand why I was afraid of you."

"Was?" he asked. To his hearing his voice was a faint, thin likeness of itself—the word a tiny sibilance let fall into an infinite stillness.

"Was, because now you begin to understand. She has taken as and when she willed—taken among others men I loved and the child I carried under my heart! And held me, who desired death, from my desire; bound me in the bonds of life and set me to watch, untouched by time, while time went by—because of her own need. I have no longer any fear of you who know me free of all guilt, as I have ever been, since the wisdom I have bought of time has bidden me keep heart and hands unstained. On her the guilt—to her the doom!"

"What doom?" he asked.

"Darkness, and to cease from being. Evil cannot serve her any more, since I am now free of her. She must pass to the darkness without end—as all gods fashioned of men’s minds must pass. No, I do not fear you any more."

Again Saleh, entering, made a pause, and it seemed to Gees that while the man was in the room he was back in normality. Habit rather than thought caused him to glance at his wrist watch, and he saw that the hands now marked the time as a quarter past six. The door closed on Saleh, and he put the watch to his ear, but heard no ticking.

"I don’t understand this," he said. "It’s still stopped, but the hands have moved twenty-five minutes since I looked at it last."

"It is you who have stopped, not the watch," Kefra said.

"Oh?" He stared at her, and knew that on his right the fire, which had flickered in burning while Saleh was in the room, had stilled again.

"You, whom I have willed to stand aside from time," she said.

He looked at the watch again, and saw that the second hand did not move. "This is altogether fantastic."

She shook her head. "No," she dissented. "For a hundredth—for a thousandth part of all that men spend on means to kill each other, they might have rediscovered this—to you a miracle—that was known to the initiates of old time. To stand aside from time and let it pass, live untouched by it for a space, as is in my power to live and as I cause you to live here with me. Because I will you to understand fully that neither the blood of the child nor any other blood stains my hands."

"For you, here with me, time is not. To you the watch seemed stopped, as the fire seems still, because for this space you are outside time’s passing. If you had looked at the watch while Saleh was in the room, you would have seen that the hands moved, for I released you, then."

"Then—that fire in the drawing room didn’t stop burning?" he asked. "When you reached out and seemed to stop it, I mean."

"I made the illusion," she answered. Kefra smiled; and proved that she read his thoughts: "Your breakdown enabled you to see me alone."

"Why, yes," he answered, and put down his fork on the empty plate. "I wanted to know why you chose Tony Briggs."

She shook her head. "Wanted to prevent me from choosing him," she amended. "And now you know—what is your wish?"

"Does it make any difference to you?" he asked in reply. "And what, after all, do I know? Nothing within normal belief."

"Nothing," she assented, "nor does your wish make any difference to me. But—" she pushed back her chair and
stood up—"there is a difference. We will go back to the drawing room, and Saleh will bring us coffee there."

"I must go, very soon," he said, and looked at the watch again. The hands, he saw, had moved in five minutes, and the seconds hand was moving normally. He said, irritably: "What is the time?"

"Your watch, and the clock there, tell it," she answered.

And the clock, he saw, indicated twenty minutes past six. Kefra said, coolly: "Will you have your coffee here alone?"

He opened the door for her and followed her to the drawing room, where, as when he had left it, there was no light but that of the fire. She faced him by it, and he saw her face clearly. She said: "There is light enough, unless you wish for more."

"It is as you wish," he answered. "Yes—light enough."

She laughed, softly. "Tell me—what does a woman ask of a man?" she demanded.

He shrugged again, but differently. "The man who can tell that isn't born, and never will be," he answered emphatically.

"No? Then I will tell you. Strength, and the insight that makes for identity of desire. That even in yielding to her will he shall be master of her, not her subject. That even in his tenderness she shall sense dominance, and in giving as a king gives he shall take as from a slave. Yet, having regard for her need, he shall give to her only as long as he had need of her, and in giving shall demand all."

She went on quite coolly: "Yes, you are right," and took off Tony's engagement ring—the only one she had been wearing—to lay it on the high mantel.

"You mean that?" he asked incredulously.

"I will him not to desire me," she said with quiet intensity.

"Then why on earth did you ever will the contrary?"

"Because it was little to me whom I chose," she answered. "I said, in a little time I shall be free of that evil covenant, as I have been free since the day I first met you. I should have waited a little longer, I know now, but I knew the freedom must be very near, and that it would set me back in time, to live and grow old and pass as do all others, the long bondage at an end. I said, I will choose me a man that I may have his love when I am old. I said, he shall be a man of whom I am not ashamed, and more I will not ask, because I have only to will him to desire me, and he is bound to me—mine completely. I said, somewhere on the earth there may be a man who could give all that a woman asks, but I have not found him, and with that saying I chose this man, your friend. Now I will him not to desire me!"

He drank a little coffee and put the cup on the mantel, close by the ring. Doggedly he held back another question.

But she answered it: "Because it is your wish."

"Will you leave my mind alone!" he exclaimed harshly.

She said: "No."

The hands of his watch pointed at half past six in the firelight. He said: "Now, I think, it is time to go."

"In time," she said, "it is ninety minutes since you entered this house. I set you with me outside time, because I
willed to fight you, strip away from you all you had believed of me, and beat you down to acceptance of truth, sight of me as I am. And I willed, too—"

She did not end it. He looked up from the fire and saw her eyes in its light, twin-darknesses, yet lighted in a way he had not seen before. He reached up and gripped the edge of the mantel—sent his coffee cup flying to shatter on the tiles before the fire.

"I have faced and beaten magic before," he said, almost savagely.

"Is my magic so terrible to face?"

"Kefra, take back what else you willed. Don't will it—I tell you, don't will it! I don't know what or why—it may be these tricks you have played with time, but I see—no good will come of it. Harm—perhaps death itself. Don't will me to—"

He tried to end the sentence, but could not.

"Tricks I have played with time," she repeated musingly. "Tricks. I have taken nothing from you, but rather have given—a space of living in which time was not. Else, another day had broken on us. Through how much of emotion, how much of change of purpose and how much of clearer sight, have you lived since you entered this house?"

"Oh, an age or two," he answered, half wearily. "In—yes, in less than two hours. And we talked here for the first of them, and then I dressed and we had dinner—an hour over that—what is the time?"

"And now—" she disregarded the question—"you speak of harm, perhaps death. I accept what may be, but I do not change my will again. I accept what may come of it, and have no fear. And I too see, clearly as you see. Whatever I may gain or lose, no harm will come to you."

BEHIND her, in the shadow where the firelight did not reach, he imagined a tawny lioness' head outlined, with the lips drawn back from white teeth in a fierce, fearsome grin—it could have been only imagination, he knew. But he said: "Your goddess hears you."

She said: "Let her hear and accept this challenge, no longer my goddess nor I her priestess, as I heard and accepted her covenant, to gain nothing more than life that I could not end and find her more cruel than ever. I, Kefra, am free of her now the nine lives are yielded up, and though she destroy this body and beauty I have worn so long, the vital self that animates it she may not touch. I will go down to Amenti and stand before the assessors free of her. And if she send me down, still I shall stand free of her, and thus buy you freedom of her power."

He imagined that the tawny head on the darkness snarled derision, and found voice to ask: "Buy my freedom?"

She smiled, and with that the head shrank to littleness and vanished, if it had ever been. She said: "With life itself, at need."

He shook his head. "Let me stand on my own feet," he bade.

"So I would have you stand," she said, and still smiled at him.

She leaned toward him with her trick of movement—a graceful, sinuous inclination that brought her eyes near and beneath his own. She asked, softly: "Say now, is my magic strong?"

"Very strong, Kefra."

"Yet, it could not save me. In all my knowledge, all the prevision with which it was given me to look into time, was no sight of this pit before my feet. For what I have willed and cannot change is not—can you comprehend—not by my own will, but by a stronger force."

"No. I cannot comprehend."

"A force that shall keep you free of harm—" she almost whispered the words—"strongest of all forces on earth or beyond earth, and it shall be a shield between you and all harm from her."

She stood erect again, separate from him, waiting. He said, whispering: "But this is altogether beyond belief."

"It is not by my own will," she said, rather piteously. "Here I am woman, and nothing more."

"You say that! You, claiming—what? Fifty centuries?"

"Oh, I have stood apart from the years and seen them fall as drops of water fall and are lost in the flow of a river! Now with my covenant fulfilled I am free to be borne on by the river. But not alone! I ask not to pass alone, being now woman and no more."

"Then—" by an effort he kept his voice
THE NINTH LIFE

CHAPTER 9

Before the Storm

GEES sat at the steering wheel, and Kefra stood beside him, her hand on his. The morning was gray and still. He looked into her eyes, with grave content in his own.

"Why do you stay, instead of coming back with me?" he asked.

"Why do you go?" she asked in reply.

"That's easy," he answered, and smiled. "To make your place ready for you. This—you have changed all my life, Kefra."

She said, very softly: "And I have now no life but you."

"You told me—such love as no woman of a day ever gave. I love you, Kefra."

She bent, quickly, to touch his hand with her lips. "I have no life but you."

"There's Tony," he reflected; "and many other things to be done, but by next week it must be one life. Kefra, let me tell Tony."

She shook her head. "In all else, I ask only to yield. But in that one thing you have no part—I must tell him. No other."

"Then come back with me—now—and tell him."

"Not yet. I too have many things to do, and three days is all too short. But on Saturday I shall be with you again, if—"

Her eyes grew somber.

"Why the if?" he asked. "And you said—if we come to the one life, as though you had some doubt in your mind. Why?"

"Because, though I am one with you and one with time since yesterday, still I have sight—the knowledge I stored has not gone from me. You are safe—that I have bought and know. But for myself I do not know. Only—" she laid both hands on his—"if the little time I craved and won be all, still I am glad."

He said: "I hate leaving you here."

She smiled. "You leave very little here. All of me that may go will be with you, all I have given I give forever. As this Kefra you see is yours to take and hold so is my spirit given to you, woven into your life. Take that with you for my last spoken thought, until I hear your voice and know your strength holding me
again. It will not be long—you'll see."

Very gradually the intensity of her gaze ceased to have power over his consciousness, and his recollections of the night became incredibilities—impossibilities.

_The little time I have craveed and won... so is my spirit given to you, woven into your life... my last spoken thought, until..._

The tender radiation of her eyes, the cadenced sweetness of her voice—bear left for the Oxford road, pull in at the wayside garage to refill. Twelve and eightpence—"Give me the silver and keep the coppers. Good day and thank you." Fifty centuries old—more than fifty centuries! Yet alive with all the sweetness of youth, with beauty unmarred by time, inspiring and yielding to ecstasy beyond dreams. A priestess of Sekhmet in Abydos, in the days of the Menkau-Ra!

Madness! He had dreamed that part of it.

A long dream—it could not be that he had driven to Barnby Grange only yesterday afternoon. . . .

Sadie Hillman. He must spring that name on his father and watch the reaction. Not that it would be proof of anything. For the story Kefra had told there was no proof available anywhere on earth: one could not prove a fantastic impossibility anything but impossible. Yet, Sadie Hillman, and Saleh—how would the old chap react to that name, too? If—If there were anything in what Kefra had told him, then she, not an aunt nor any relative, had been allied with his country's enemies. Kefra, descendant of the divine Khefru, and a priestess in Abydos more than fifty centuries ago!

This was the Oxford road, and he had just passed a five-ton truck. That was an aeroplane high up and small over him, drifting northward like a blown leaf. Tony Briggs—well, anyhow, he had saved old Tony—had he, though?

Cats, big, tawny cats, sitting on their haunches by the bridge parapets. _If I yelled it, you would not leave this house._

The head of a lioness tawny on the darkness, its fangs showing in snarling derision, and then shrinking as if the beast drew back from a strength greater than its own. _I was her priestess and cursed her..._ When she had spoken that sen-

tence, her lips had been barely free of his, and her hands had reached up like flower petals caressing his face and hair.

"This will not do!" he said aloud, sternly.

Leaving the car by the curb in Little Oakley Street, he went up the stairs and let himself into his flat, to find Miss Brandon's room empty and a sheet of quarto paper laid on her desk bearing the typed statement:

_Return from lunch at 1:30. E.M.B._

_He left it lying and went along to his own room to see a small pile of letters opened and waiting his attention, and, on them, an unopened telegram. With a momentary chill of fear—causeless, as he found—he opened it and read:_

.ONE WITH TIME AND YOU FOREVER

It was enough—the letters could wait. He took off the telephone receiver and dialed—it was not quite one o'clock.

"Gordon speaking, Father. If you're not otherwise fixed, can I invite you to lunch with me at the Junior Nomads?"

"Why, certainly, Gordon—certainly! What time—it's just on one now?"

"Oh, about one-thirty."

"Suits me admirably. Very nice indeed of you, Gordon."

Gees replaced the receiver, and for a few seconds stood looking down at the instrument, Kefra's telegram still in his hand.

"I wish I'd cultivated the old boy a bit more while I had the chance," he mused.

He was in the entrance hall of the club when his father appeared. They took chairs in the lounge for a dry sherry apiece, and General Green looked with satisfaction at his son as he put his glass down after a first sip.

"Very good idea," he observed, "and a far more healthy pate as to a meal than all those poisonous cocktails. And how did you find things on the estate? Is Carter keeping things in good order?"

"In my opinion, the best man you have ever had there," Gees answered. "But before we come to that, Father, there was a question I wanted to ask you about that story you told me the other day."
“Ah! About that Kefra woman’s antecedents, you mean?”

Gees refrained from squirming. He said: “Yes, and the other people in the story. The man in it—the one you said was an agent provocateur. Was he ever caught, do you know?”

The general shook his head. “He vanished completely.”

“Did you ever see him?”

“No. I had his description given me.”

“Then I suggest,” Gees said slowly, “that he was a small man, with a not very dark complexion, and remarkably young-looking blue eyes. Very striking eyes, incongruous in such a face as his, though I can’t describe his face as it was thirty-eight years ago, naturally. I suggest further that his name was Saleh.”

He spelled the name out.

“Ah!” his father exclaimed softly.

“There was another woman in it, you told me,” Gees said. “One who was killed in a particularly brutal way. You knew her name?”

“Not till after she was dead,” the general answered. “In that service, we do not deal largely in names, which anyone may assume.”

“Does it matter about revealing the dead woman’s name now, at this length of time?” Gees inquired after a pause. “Sadie Hillman, wasn’t it?—American.”

“Gordon, you have got access to records in some way!” the general barked at him. “That is—there is a leakage—I must—”

“I assure you, Father, there has been no leakage. You can rely on my keeping absolutely still, Father,” Gees assured him rather earnestly, “especially since the story concerns you in the way it does.”

He drank the rest of his sherry.

“Yes. Certainly Gordon—certainly. But—well, you have amazed me. That you should know both those names!”

In turn he put down an empty glass and rose to his feet.

“I must say, Gordon, my opinion of your activities in that office of yours has changed considerably since—er—since you dropped that internally vulgar advertisement about mumps to murder,” his father, said, over their lunch. “The cases in which your name has come to public notice, and now this present instance of unexpected knowledge, go to show that your work has a certain efficiency about it. Ah! I suppose you would not—or—disclose any of the sources from which you obtain information? Such as those names, for instance?”

“Since you were once in intelligence, you ought to know anything of that sort is quite impossible,” Gees told him.

“Yes—yes, of course, and I cannot resent your discretion. No. And although it may sound a strange thing to say to one’s own son, it gratifies me exceedingly that you and I get on together so much better than we did a year or two ago. In fact, at times I begin to feel almost proud of you, Gordon.”

“Sentiment entirely reciprocated, Father,” Gees said, and managed a smile. “Let me give you a hand with your coat.”

The general adjusted the coat collar carefully, and took his gloves from its pocket. “I want you to come and dine with me one evening next week,” he remarked, “and bring that Miss Brandon of yours.”

The inference was altogether too plain, Gees reflected as he went on his way. Since the old boy had discovered that Eve Madeleine was well connected, niece of one of his friends of service days and daughter of another military man he had known, he had not been sparing of these hints, though he had never gone as far as this before. But, Gees told himself, that dinner would be eaten without him; on Saturday Kefra would return to London—before the definite invitation materialized, he hoped.

His Yale key proved sticky in the lock of the outer door of his flat, as it often did, and he cursed it softly, volubly, fiercely, with more intense irritation than ever before. Entering, he closed the door, shielded his hat viciously to the far end of the corridor, and entered Miss Brandon’s room to find her looking up from her chair at the desk with a sort of questioning surprise. He said—“I’m sorry, Miss Brandon—that infernal lock annoyed me.”

Refraining from reply, she noted that the hitherto inevitable cigarette case did not appear. Presently she moved some papers on the desk and observed: “I put
all the worthwhile inquiries on your desk, Mr. Green, and disposed of the rest as usual. There is one—"

"You can fetch 'em all back and inform the inquirers that I am too occupied to undertake any more investigations," he interrupted.

"One," she persisted coldly, "which I felt sure would interest you, in which you are asked to try what the police have given up."

It ought to have been a matter of eager interest to him, she knew, but he shook his head and frowned—at her persistence, she felt.

"Turn it down with the rest, Miss Brandon," he said curtly, and, taking out the cigarette case, selected one for himself but failed—for the first time in their acquaintance—to offer the case to her.

"Then I will come and fetch them now," she said coldly.

When she had taken the letters away, leaving him alone at his desk, he leaned back in his chair and reflected.

"Oh, Kefra! Kefra!" he whispered.

Again he might have been out of time, for it seemed that no time at all had passed when Miss Brandon, entering, put a cup of tea down on the desk before him, and stood to say: "If you wish for a second cup, Mr. Green, you have only to ring," with an icy aloofness.

He stared at her, with a flashing thought of how, usually, he ambled into her room and sat on the desk for tea. He wanted to ask what on earth was wrong, but instead said: "Thank you, Miss Brandon, this will be enough," with just as frigid politeness as she had handed him.

A half hour later, with the tea untouched and cold on the desk, he got up, grim and angry, and went to Miss Brandon's room.

"I want—that inquiry you spoke about, Miss Brandon. If you'll let me have it I'll see if it's worth investigation." Just as well look at it, though he had no intention of doing anything about it.

"I have already declined it for you, Mr. Green."

"Already?" he snapped. "But how could you?"

"By telephone, as the inquiry requested. The—Fothergill, the name is. He states—here is the inquiry—he was most anxious to lose no time, and would you telephone as quickly as possible."

"But—yes—well, telephone where? I can telephone again if I like the look of it. Whereabouts—what's his number?"

"He was at Brown's Hotel, which is all the address there was on the notepaper. You see, Mr. Green, this inquiry came in yesterday morning, and Mr. Fothergill expected some reply by this morning at the latest—so he told me. I caught him just before he left the hotel for Paddington, he said, so we have no address. You could trace him through Brown's, I expect, if you feel like taking up the case. This is the inquiry."

He shook his head, and did not take the letter she offered. "No," he said. "I felt a bit curious, that's all, thank you."

He went back to his own room, reflecting that you could not get just such a note as was in her voice for that reply by rubbing one slab of ice against another. And even the interest he might have got out of perusing that inquiry, over a case the police had given up, was denied him! Ah, well! Only four days to wait.

CHAPTER 10

The Cat Purrs

The CLASP of her arms warm about him, the sweetness of her lips on his, the wonderful, unearthly fragrance that was one with her as a breath about him, and the caressing tenderness of her voice—

"I come to kiss you in the night—"

Wakening, he knew it was a dream and no more, yet, it seemed to him that the fragrance lingered. Then at a sound somewhere in the flat he sat up: a steady, persistent, softish sound—in this room, was it? It went on and on, softly, ominously—Ah! Not in the room at all, of course; he must have left the water running in the bathroom.

He got out of bed and, without troubling to switch on the light in his room, went to the bathroom and switched on there, to see that all four taps were closed, not even dripping, let alone running. Into his sitting room—nothing there, and still, faintly, the noise went on, a pulsing, steady sound, though fainter now than when he
had first heard it. If only he could locate it!

He tried his office, and it was a little louder, but did not emanate from any point in that room, he felt sure. Then, as he came into the corridor again, he knew it must have come from the one room in which he had not yet turned on the light, his own bedroom. There was no doubt about it; the sound came from some point beyond that half-opened door.

Reaching up before he went in, he switched on the light, and as he entered the sound ceased altogether. But now he had placed it, recognized it as one thing and one only, unquestionably.

The purring of a cat. And he knew there was no cat anywhere in the place; all windows except that in the bedroom were closed and fastened, and, since there was a biting southeast wind blowing, he had allowed that one window only an inch slit of opening at the top. He went all over the flat again, with the negative result he had anticipated. There was no cat.

Again, as he entered the bedroom after that second tour, he smelled the scent that was Kefra’s and hers only. Smelt it very faintly—or imagined it. What were the words he had dreamed of hearing?

“I come to kiss you in the night—”

A sentence broken off, not completed—because the intense impression of reality the dream had given had wakened him, perhaps. Yet it had been a dream and no more, could have been nothing more.

The purring had not been a dream; he had heard it.

So sure was he that he had heard it, in this room, that he got out his Webley and, placing it under his pillow, left the light on when he got back into bed. If any cat showed up, he told himself, purring or yowling, or silent, London would be a cat short in the morning. Not that he expected—

Oh, blast the thing! Some acoustic oddity, letting the purr into his room from the flat above or the one below, probably. But just let that cat show itself, long enough for him to get a line on it!

It did not.

He smoked five cigarettes, and dozed off with the first dawn. His charwoman’s entrance with tea awakened him, and as he drank the tea he recollected that he had not given Kefra his address, so she could not write to him. Wait a bit, though—she knew the address, somehow, for she had sent that telegram.

Perhaps Tony had told her, at some time or other. Yet it was unlikely that Tony had recited: “Thirty-seven Little Oakfield Street, S.W. One,” or that she had memorized it. Anyhow, she had the address, and with that as a certainty he got out of bed and padded barefooted in his pyjamas into Miss Brandon’s office, where the charwoman had already placed the morning’s sheaf of letters on the desk.

The top one of all bore the postmark: Hedlington-cum-Carnworth, and, opening it, he took out a single sheet of paper, and read:

_I will come to kiss you in the night—_

No signature—none needed. Just the incomplete sentence, and, faintest of emanations, the scent that was one with her.

He put the telephone receiver to his ear. A woman’s voice asked: “Is this Gees’ Confidential Agency, please?” and he an-

---
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When you use Sloan’s Liniment, you _know_ that it is increasing the all-important flow of blood to the treated area, and that this effect _extends below the skin-surface_. No wonder Sloan’s helps to bring blessed relief from rheumatic aches, arthritis pains, lumbago, sore muscles. Sloan’s has been called “the greatest name in pain-relieving liniments.” Get a bottle today.
swered with a very short, "Yes, it is."
"Can I speak to Mr. Green, please?"
"Speaking."
"Mr. Green, I'm calling for Miss Brandon. She's got a slight chill, and will not be able to come to work today. She hopes to be quite recovered and back at the usual time tomorrow."
"Oh, well, tell her there's nothing to do, as usual—and what inquiries there are will take no harm by waiting, even if she takes tomorrow off as well. Give her my best wishes for a quick recovery."

It was the first time since he had engaged her that she had been absent like this, he reflected as he hung up. If she stayed away for any length of time, the place would seem cold. Altogether different, lacking her friendly presence—

Then he remembered: He was giving her notice, and closing down. Everything finished—Kefra only—so it would be, from now on.

He took an envelope from his breast pocket, extracted the single sheet of paper, and again read the nine words on it. How much had been dream, how much reality, before he had wakened in the night to hear a cat purring? As to that, how much had been dream and how much reality since he had entered Barnby Grange as daylight began to fail?

HE MIGHT as well open the rest of the letters and look them over, assure himself that there was nothing requiring immediate reply. With that intent he rose from his chair, and sat down again at the summons of the telephone bell. He assured his caller that he was Mr. Green, and was asked to wait just one moment. Then a voice he knew: Inspector Tott, speaking.

"Good morning, Mr. Green. Are you busy?"

"Desperately," Gees answered. "So much to do I don't know which way to turn. What do you want?"

"Are you still interested in the Gravenor Mansions affair—the death of the Parkooy boy?"

"Nope. Not a little bit. Why—are you?"

"To some extent. There has been another case of exactly the same sort, with a girl of twelve as the victim, this time. No sign of assault or outrage, but the throat and breast torn by claws, just as in the case of that poor little Parkooy child. And no clawed beasts reported anywhere in the country. Not tracks, either."

"Well, that sort of thing is not quite in your line, I should think. Why tell me about it?"

"For one thing," Tott said, "I don't like handing it direct to Mr. Briggs. For another, I thought it might interest you."

"What has Mr. Briggs got to do with it?" Gees growled.

"Nothing, directly. Quite possibly nothing indirectly."

"D'you want me to go and recite it all to him, then?"

"No, I don't think I'd ask you to do that," Tott answered slowly.

"Well, what made you think it might interest me?" Gees demanded.

"Because," Tott answered, very deliberately indeed, "although Mr. Briggs has naturally nothing to do with such a crime, as I see things it might possibly—I do not say it will—but it might possibly affect him. Indirectly, but then it would certainly interest you, his friend."

"Well, until it does, I'm not interested. And as nearly as I can see, there's not the slightest chance of a thing like that affecting Mr. Briggs in any way whatever. None of his friends have claws."

"This second case," Tott persisted, "is not in any of the papers yet. The body was discovered last night, and the discovery reported to an intelligent police inspector who had read about the Gravenor Mansions affair and noted the similarity of the cause of death. He got in touch with Crampton by telephone—"

"Why weigh all this out to me?" Gees interrupted harshly.

"Because—" Tott sounded quite ruffled—and this is where Mr. Briggs may come in, indirectly—this body was found at a place called Barnby-under-Hedlington, in Gloucestershire. I'll put that no more plainly, but you see what I'm driving at, possibly."

"Don't be such a fool over a simple coincidence!" Gees shouted savagely into the receiver.

"Not coincidence, Mr. Green," Tott answered steadily. "However, since you choose to be nasty about it—"

"No—hold on—I apologize," Gees
broke in desperately, "I've got a rotten head after a sleepless night, and—Crampton, you said. Is he going down there to consult about it?"

"No. He told me he's going to see if he can get Parkoot to let him have a master key to make search of—well, of a certain flat at Gravenor Mansions. Failing that, he's applying for a search warrant. But seeing how this might hit Mr. Briggs, and being able to spare the time, I'm going down to this Barnby-under-Hedlington to assure myself that the police down there don't jump too quickly at too many conclusions—for Mr. Briggs' sake."

"Stout feller—when are you starting?"

"Somewhere about twelve. I must look up a train—"

"Don't! I'll call for you at twelve and run you down by car."

"Well...yes, I could do that," Tott assented, rather dubiously. "But I thought you said you were busy."

"I am. I shall have to make holes in the atmosphere before twelve, but I'll call for you then. Must get a move on here, now. See you at twelve, and beat any train you can catch to the nearest station."

HE COULD not beat the Cheltenham Flyer, he knew, but, if Tott went by it, he would still be three-quarters of an hour or more distant from Barnby when he got out at Cheltenham. Half-past ten, now—he had an hour and twenty minutes before going to pick up Tott.

Of course that second case was a coincidence! It could be nothing else. But, strive as he would to convince himself of this, a second passenger arrived with him in the taxi at Gravenor Mansions, and his name was Fear.

In the entrance hall of the Mansions he faced Parkoot, just emerging from one of the lifts, and asked: "Inspector Crampton? Have you seen anything of him yet?"

"I've just taken him up, Mr. Green," the man answered.

"Then, if you will, take me up too."

They went up, and emerged to go along the spacious corridor to a door which Parkoot opened with his key. A uniformed constable faced them, in the luxuriously furnished lounge which gave access to the other rooms of the flat, and he forestalled his query.

"I understand Inspector Crampton is here. Will you tell him Mr. Green would like to see him for a moment?"

"Just hold on a minute—I'll see."

"You needn't wait, Parkoot," Gees said, and inwardly reflected that it was unusual, to say the least, for the caretaker of the place to let even a police inspector make a search of one of the tenants' apartments without witnessing his operations. But, with no demur, Parkoot retired and closed the door again, just as Crampton appeared, with yet another uniformed man looking over his shoulder.

"Ah! Good morning, Mr. Green. Got another line for us?"

Gees shook his head. "No more than to tell you this is a waste of time," he answered. "What do you expect to find here?"

Crampton's mouth closed, trapwise. Then he opened it again to ask, stiffly: "I conclude you have got wind of the second case?"

"Why should that second case bring you in here?" Gees countered.

"Because both the man and woman who were in this flat at the time Parkoot's child was abducted went to Barnby-under-Hedlington, and the second case followed on their arrival. Which may be a coincidence, and may not. I prefer not to take any chances on it."

"And as I asked before—what do you expect to find here?"

Over his shoulder Crampton spoke an answer to a question—"Yes, carry on, Sergeant." Then, with chill quietness: "I understand, Mr. Green, you spent some considerable time on the Force. That being so, your own common sense ought to tell you the answer to that question."

"Ah! Yes, I suppose it ought," Gees admitted equally coolly. "Have you any objection to my knowing—as a decidedly interested party, I may tell you—to my knowing the result of your search?"

"Interested? In what way interested?" Crampton demanded sharply.

"I must refer you to Inspector Tott for an answer to that."

"Well—" Crampton glanced at his wrist watch—"you may wait here till we have finished, if you like considering—" he appeared to relent slightly from his stiffness—"the line on the case you
gave to us—just a little while back.”

“Then I will wait,” Gees said, in turn glancing at his watch. Not quite eleven o’clock—he could afford half an hour, and still be able to pick up Tott at the appointed time.

Crampton left him in company with the uniformed man guarding the door, and as the minutes dragged he heard the voices of the searchers, but could not distinguish what they said. Finishing on one side of the entrance lounge, they crossed it to tackle the rooms opposite. The man on the door occupied himself in an inspection of prints on the walls of the lounge, and Gees noted that every one was a picture of either ruins of old Egypt or some aspect of, evidently, the Nile. Kefra herself had chosen them—or had Saleh ibn Nahor been responsible?

Now, forced against his will to question whether the two deaths were in any way connected, and sure (he told himself he was absolutely sure) that Kefra was in no way connected with either tragedy, he felt that he wanted to know more about the blue-eyed little man who was neither old nor young, and yet looked both.

He served Kefra now, it appeared, yet equally it appeared that in the time of her meeting with Gees’ father she had served him, or at least been in league with him. Combining Kefra’s admitted association with the man thirty-eight years ago, and her slip which revealed his name as that of the wanted man, with what his father had told him, Gees felt justified in assuming that Saleh ibn Nahor he had encountered was the Saleh of his father’s story. Yet here he was with Kefra, free and unsuspected!

So far changed, in nearly four decades, of course, that he bore no likeness to the Saleh who had either killed Sadie Hillman or instigated her death.

Yet, if that death were as Kefra had said one of an appointed nine due to other than human agency, how did Saleh come into it? As agent, perhaps, but not as instigator.

Again, if the tale of nine had been completed, how account for this tenth in Gloucestershire, except by regarding its likeness to the others as entirely coincidental?

Now, reviewing Kefra’s story of a cove-
hardly exist unseen in a place like that.
Alternatively, had such an animal ex-
isted unseen in Kefra’s flat, it could not
have got at the child down on the ground
floor, or could it, in Vincent’s absence?

Is my magic strong?

The half-mocking question came back to
his mind as he waited there with the placid,
unimaginative constable. All his life he
had made a hobby rather than a study of
old religions and cults, always keeping the
open mind he found so useful.
Of a truth her magic had been strong.
Was Saleh a partner in it, master of or
servant to her, or was he the agent and
human vehicle of that still stronger magic
of Sekhmet?

At that point Crampton appeared in the
entrance hall, followed by his sergeant,
who carried a rather soggy-looking roll of
carpet under his arm. Gees looked a ques-
tion.
“Found it in the bathroom, hung up to
dry,” Crampton explained. “Somebody
washed it out and hung it there, but didn’t
wash quite hard enough. I’m taking it to
see if tests will tell us whether what’s left
of the stains is human blood.”

“It would have been burnt, if that were
so,” Gees said.

Crampton shook his head. “These flats
are all-electric,” he pointed out. “You
couldn’t burn anything here without leav-
ing traces.”

“Finding a carpet in the bathroom
doesn’t prove it was ever laid,” Gees re-
marked. “I don’t see this getting you
much farther.”

“This isn’t a carpet, but a rug,” Cram-
ton said, “and—well, since you seem
rather dubious, come and have a look
here.”

Gees followed him to a large room
opening directly on to the entrance lounge,
one in which, except for a low divan im-
mEDIATELY opposite the door, and three
little octagonal tables of ebony, inlaid
with silver and ivory, was no furniture as the
western mind regards it.

On a pile carpet of delicate, greenish
blue were heaped cushions of crimson,
blue of a slightly deeper shade than the
carpet, and silver tissue, two heaps to each
of the low tables.

One picture, a distant view of the island
of Philaein sunset light, hung over the
divan. The almost empty simplicity of the
room had an effect of sensuousness. Then,
looking where Crampton’s finger pointed,
Gees saw an oblong, about eight feet by
six, in front of the divan, within which
the heave pile of the carpet was flattened
down smoothly as if by continuous pres-
sure on it.

“That’s where the rug was taken from,”
Crampton said, with satisfaction in his
tone. “It’s exactly the size of that flat
patch.”

“Is that so?” Gees managed to keep all
concern of every kind out of the comment.
“Well, thank you for my look-see, In-
spector, and now I must hit the trail. But
I think, if there were any chance of your
finding what you expect on that rug, you’d
have found something of the same sort on
either cushions or carpet in here.”

“Did you read the account of the post-
mortem?” Crampton asked.

“Fraid I didn’t,” said Gees, and shook
his head.

“The child’s body was practically blood-
less—something hellish about the whole
thing,” Crampton told him. “Drained dry
of blood. I don’t know—anyhow, I’m
going to get that rug tested, even though
we can’t find a sign of anything else in
the place.”

“Good luck to you. I’m off, now. Got
to hurry to keep an appointment with In-
spector Tott. He’ll be interested to hear
about this. See you later, perhaps.”

He went with no further word—a
glance at his wrist watch showed him that
he had less than twenty minutes in which
to go back to his flat and get what he
needed, and go on to pick up Tott.

A promise of an extra half-crown to a
taxi driver shortened his transit to Little
Oakfield Street, and he saw his car await-
ing him before he hurried up the stairs.

Inside his own door he halted and stood
gazing along the corridor, tensed for long
seconds of anticipation, half-incredu-
ulous, half-fearful.

Kefra’s scent was in the place, unnis-
takable though faint. And again he could
hear, just hear, the purring of a cat!
He went along the corridor to his bed-
room and entered, for there, as before, the
purring seemed loudest. As he thrust the
door open the sound ceased utterly, and, search as he would, he could find nothing in the room to account for it. For a moment or two he stood there, staring around helplessly.

He got his automatic pistol out of the wardrobe, and with a round in the chamber and the safety catch off went all over the flat, vainly as far as accounting for the purring sound was concerned. Then, knowing that Tott was waiting, he slipped the pistol into his hip pocket, stuffed into an attache-case pajamas and what else he would need, and added two spare magazines for the pistol, loaded with eight rounds apiece, before closing the case and bearing it down the stairs to his car.

CHAPTER 11

The Red Sea

Inspector Tott climbed in and took the seat in the Rolls-Bentley next to Gees. "I was just giving you up!" he exclaimed, and sat paralyzed as Gees’ car darted into movement, shot past a taxi, dived between a big Daimler and a truck, and came out ahead of the three miraculously—in Tott’s opinion—unscathed.

"Whew," Tott breathed, after an eventless two hundred yards or so, "I haven’t had any experience of your driving, till now."

"I thought you were in a hurry," Gees told him equably.

Again Tott held his breath—and the side of the car as well. He said, a little later, "There is a thirty-mile limit for all London."

"With you aboard, I can forget it," Gees told him, "and I’ve got to make up that fifteen minutes I kept you waiting."

Tott said: "You’d better—" and then exchanged speech for silent prayer, knowing that the truckload of iron girders bearing down on them would grind him so small that eggspoons would be needed for scraping him off the street. When another miracle had put the truck behind them Gees said: "That’s what I am doing—can’t you see?"

"Bum-bub—better keep that limit!" Tott fairly shouted. "If you don’t, I’ll run you in and charge you myself."

Not another word was exchanged between them until, far beyond Uxbridge and its speed limits, Tott said, "Eighty-five. Suppose a car shot out of any of those crossroads we’ve passed?"

Gees answered: "How did you manage to get posted to this case? Did Gloucestershire ask for a Scotland Yard man to give it the once-over?"

Tott glared at him.

"I’m not posted to it. I’m on leave, till next Monday."

Gees slowed for the long, long speed limit through Wycombe, and asked, casually: "What’s your view of the whole business?"

"What’s yours?" Tott snapped. "Amateur deductions are always interesting."

"Well, I told you you’d be surprised, but I’d better go back first. A very long way back of this case. From the earliest ages, from long before the beginnings of history, man has made gods for himself," Gees said. "Gods within his comprehension, most of the time. Created them, say, out of belief and sacrifice. The belief gave them influence over the mass of their worshippers, and the sacrifices gave them a sort of semi-material strength. You get an example of this—in the tenth plague as recorded in Genesis, the slaughter of all the firstborn of Egypt."

"I would very much like to know what you think you’re talking about," Tott observed, very sourly indeed.

"The beginning of one," Gees answered. "Yes. It must be obvious that that slaughter of the firstborn of Egypt wasn’t the work of the universal Power we are beginning today to recognize as the source and ruler of all life. The real God wouldn’t go in for wholesale murder of his creatures and bring mourning into thousands of homes just to let a horde of Israelites loose to go and do more wholesale slaughter in their promised land. Oh, no!"

"By belief in their Jehovah, the collective belief of many thousands of people, and by sacrifices to him, those same Israelites created an actual Jehovah and gave him tremendous power. And you’ll find lots of tales in the Old Testament of how the said Jehovah got angry and ran amok, as long as their collective belief and continual sacrifices kept him strong enough
Again he heard the purring of unseen cats.
for manifestations. It's the old idea."

"What about skipping all that bilge and coming to the case?" Tott interrupted. "Those lights are against you, too."

Gees stopped the car gently and smoothly, dead on the traffic line. "As I was saying—but that's all about the Hebrew Jehovah, anyhow. He's only one instance of how gods were made. Other instances—well, from Easter Island images to the distortion of belief that set the Inquisition torturing and burning. And one big crowd of gods of all sorts in Egypt."

The car moved on. "As I was saying," Gees went on, "Egypt was stacked high with gods, some of them developed and adopted from the days before Menes—if Menes ever existed, which is denied today. Some of them won enough belief to come to great power, mostly of a fairly benevolent sort, and I don't think any record of human sacrifice to any one of them has yet been discovered. But that's not to say that some of them didn't demand human sacrifices—and get them, too, especially the ones adopted from older races to fit Egyptian needs. One of them particularly I have in mind."

"YOU'RE out of my depth," Tott said, "and though I've got a glimmering idea of what you may be getting at, I don't see how you can fit it on to either of these two cases. Can you see counsel for the prosecution opening his case with a lecture of how the Hebrews got across the Red Sea and Pharaoh and his little lot struck a wet patch?"

"Leaving all that for a bit," Gees said, "I wonder whether you ever heard of secret societies among the tribes of central Africa, calling themselves leopard-men, and lion-men, and using skins of various specimens of the cat tribe to inspire terror and work a sort of magic?"

"I have," Tott admitted. "Lots of explorers and people have written about that leopard society."

"Have you also heard of Sekhmet, the lioness-headed goddess of Egypt?"

"No. She's a new one on me. There was a cat goddess, though."

"There was," Gees assented. "Bubastes, a much later creation. I have an idea Sekhmet came north from central Africa to Egypt—I mean, belief in her came to Egypt with the coming of invaders from central Africa, and the race that made Egyptian civilization seized on her and developed her. Built up a priesthood around her, sacrificed to her, shaped her to fit the Egyptian character, and gave her real power."

"You mean—the images of her had power?" Tott asked.

"No. I mean there was a live creation, made up of thoughts and prayers and sacrifices, which within certain limits had powers. The old Egyptians were wonderful magicians, and they could create such a being to serve their own ends. And just like Jehovah and the other old gods, Sekhmet would not cease to exist as long as belief in her and sacrifices to her persisted—especially if she could get human sacrifices."

"M'lud—" Tott sounded utterly derivative—"I submit that my learned friend has utterly failed to sustain his case. Evidence for the defence, M'lud, not only shows but proves that this unfortunate child was chewed up by an Egyptian goddess, and this Crown prosecution of my unfortunate client is more than an utter farce."

"Your gibe may be very near the truth," Gees remarked coolly.

Tott digested that in silence until they had curved on the western end of the Oxford by-pass. The car did not so much gather pace, on the straight again, as leap easily into a smooth and quiet swiftness. Presently Gees slowed again.

"We ought to have hit several things, but we haven't," Tott said.

A small car had shot out of a side turning, and the powerful brakes of the Rolls-Bentley had pulled it to a stop so suddenly that the driver of the small car was just able to miss the front bumper and get going Londonward.

Gees drove on.

Tott looked around, and saw no sign of the small car along the road. He drew a rueful, tragic breath. "That absolute balderdash you were talking a little while ago. I was thinking—here are two cases of murder, almost certainly, and by the look of things both of them are the work of the same homicidal maniac. Places and times give us a pretty good idea of—"
well, I’ll say good reason to suspect where
that maniac may be found, and—"

“And what?”

“I had a pretty extensive experience
of criminal work before I was posted to
my present job, and I got my promotion
through dealing in facts I could prove.
If I’d gone all bats over lion-headed
goddesses and things like that, I’d still
be in uniform regulating traffic—or else
in a padded cell.

“I came to you a few days ago and told
you I didn’t like a certain person, and I
couldn’t say why—which I own was not
dealing in facts. Now I’ve got grounds for
suspecting—I won’t put that more defi-
 nitely—grounds for suspecting that there is
a reason for my dislike, and that certain
person or someone connected with her is
involved in this business. Grounds for
suspecting it, I say, and therefore satisfy-
ing myself about it one way or the other.

“But I haven’t and I know I never will
have grounds for worrying myself about
lion-headed goddesses. And you can’t
believe any of that foolery about old gods
being able to commit murders, any more
than I do. Why! It’s utterly fantastic and
absurd.”

“An open mind,” Gees said, “is as
useful as a spare collar-stud. I always
travel with both. We’ll pull in at that
pub on the bend, and you can pay for
the drinks.”

“I will, with pleasure.”

“You know—” Gees stopped the car in
front of the Inn—“down in the back of my
mind somewhere I’ve got rather a liking
for you.”

“Which is why you try to pull my leg,
I suppose,” Tott rejoined in his sarcastic
but good-humored way.

“Not exactly.” Gees got out and went
round by the radiator, while Tott de-
scended from his side. “I was merely salt-
ing the ground, in case any of your digging
turns up what I see is in it. Just don’t be
too surprised.”

“But you don’t mean to say you be-
lieve—” Tott began, and stopped. No
point in pursuing the subject.

“Now haven’t I just told you the value
of an open mind?” Gees remonstrated.
“Let’s hustle after those drinks—it’s
about five minutes to closing time for this
part of the world.”

CHAPTER 12

Not of This Earth

The Hedlington police sergeant was
respectful, almost worshipful, in the
presence of the great Inspector Tott.
“Our own inspector, Mr. Perry, will be
here in about half an hour, sir, if you care
to wait,” he said.

“Half an hour, eh?” Tott consulted
his watch.

“Maybe less, sir.”

“Well, sergeant, I may tell you and him
too that I have no official connection with
this case—my looking in on you today is
a busman’s holiday, if you know what
that is. I’m well—rather interested in
such an unusual crime.”

“Unusual is right, sir—and pretty hor-
rible, too. If it was a crime. Mr. Perry
is inclined to think it was some animal,
like that one in London the other day.
We don’t know quite what to make of it.”

“Umm-m!” Reflecting, Tott decided to
wait for the local inspector. “And the
body—what had been done with it?” he
quired.

“Taken to the Rest and Be Thankful—
that’s our village inn, sir,” the sergeant
answered. “The parents’ll take it after the
inquest, tomorrow morning, but it’s there
till then.”

“If possible, I’d like to see it, sergeant.
You can wait here, Mr. Green.”

“On the other hand?” Gees said gently,
but persuasively.

“I’ll take you along sir,” the sergeant
offered.

Gees said: “Thank you very much,” be-
fore Tott could speak.

Leaving the car outside the sergeant’s
house, the three of them walked along the
village street to the inn, closed at this
hour. The sergeant led them to the pad-
locked door of a brick-and-tile barn before
which a constable kept guard. He handed
the key to the sergeant.

The body lay on a narrow trestle table,
covered by a sheet. Tott drew down the
sheet as far as the waist, revealing the
body of a girl who in death appeared much
less than twelve years old. There were
deep, terrible lacerations across the breast
and the left side of the throat was fearfully
torn. Forcing himself to it, Tott leaned
over the body to look closely at the right arm and shoulder. He drew back again, white of face; he turned to Gees. He said: “Two of them, and one at least was human.”

In turn Gees leaned over the corpse and then drew back. “Yes, two of them,” he assented. “No animal made those marks. That’s the grip of a hand without claws on it.”

Tott lifted the corner of the sheet. “I’ve seen enough—haven’t you?” he asked. “Those wounds—quite bloody.”

“Cover it,” Gees urged. “This feels like sacrilege to me. They’ll have photographs and measurements, if you want them. I don’t.”

Tott replaced the sheet, and they emerged from the shed to face the sergeant as the constable replaced the padlock and turned the key. “The whole village has gone into a huddle over it, sir,” the sergeant said, “and I reckon you’ve seen enough not to wonder at it.”

“I don’t,” Tott agreed. “Anything bearing on it yet?”

The sergeant shook his head gloomily. “Not a thing, sir. Not a pad mark, not a footprint. Nothing. Pretty much every man in the village that’s got a gun is out beating the woods. Mr. Perry warned ‘em of the danger, because if it is a leopard or a tiger as they reckon, shot guns’ll be precious little use. But they reckon if they keep together they’ll be all right, and I suppose they will, too.”

“Woods?” Tott echoed. “Was the body found in these woods, then?”

“No, sir—it was on the open ground betwixt here and Barnby, at the top of the hill, and the woods are t’other side of Hedlington from there. But they reckon it’s the only part where anything like that’d lay up after a kill. I don’t see it that way myself, nor does Mr. Perry, because them animals don’t just drain away all the blood like this one did. From all I’ve heard of ‘em, they go for flesh food.”

Tott nodded in sober, thoughtful agreement. “The girl was out alone, of course,” he suggested after a pause.

“Children go all over the place here alone, sir,” the sergeant answered. “Not now, of course—not since this happened. But they did. She went down to Barnby with some friends of hers after school. Then she set off to come back home, up here, and they were the last to see her alive.”

“Found—when and how?” Tott asked. “By me, sir. I’d walked my bicycle up the hill and the light from the lamp showed me something a good twenty yards back from the road, on the grass. So I wheeled the bike across, and found her. No tracks, no anything. And next to no blood, either!”

“Do you know what time she left the other children?”

“Somewhere close on five, sir. They say it was beginning to get dark, and she ran off in a hurry because she’d be late for tea. And I found out they were all late for tea, all five of ’em.”

“And the time you found her?” Tott persisted.

“Three minutes to eight by my watch, sir. I checked it at once.”

Listening, Gees reflected that at about that time, the evening of the Parkott child’s disappearance, the Gravenor doorman must have been helping Saleh ibn Nahor to get his trunks out to the car in front of Gravenor Mansions.

FOR a little while Tott brooded. “Well, sergeant, I think we’ll go along and wait for your Inspector Perry to turn up. I suppose he’ll go back to your house?”

“Yes, sir, and I wouldn’t wonder if he’s got there by now.”

They went back. The group in the road fell silent as they passed. They had almost reached the garden gate of the sergeant’s house when Tott spoke again to nobody in particular:

“Absolutely real and solid, whatever it was.”

The sergeant said: “I beg your pardon, sir?”

“I was thinking,” Tott said, “that fancies and foolishness don’t fit into any case of this sort. Finding what or who did it can only be done by sticking to hard, everyday facts.”

“Why, yes, sir, and that’s what the inspector and me are doing.”

A gravely cheerful, middle-aged man, Inspector Perry, and rather above the average of a provincial police officer, in Gees’ opinion. Rather more a man of
The yellow beasts penned her against the wall—one crouched as if to spring . . .
the world. "I had a long talk over the phone with Inspector Crampton," he said, "and by what he had to tell me there's a similarity about both deaths. Except—in his case there appear to be no holding marks."

Tott nodded comprehension. "I've seen the body here," he admitted. "And my first conclusion—my main conclusion, I should say—was that there were two—somethings. It doesn't look human."

Quite so—quite so," Perry agreed. "By what Crampton had to say, claw, and fang only, there. But here—the only sort of beast that could have made those grip marks on the shoulder would be one of the ape tribe, ourang or chimpanzee or possibly baboon, and none of them hunt with members of the cat family. In the same way, no member of the cat family, as far as I know, can grip to cause a bruise. I should say bruises. That awful tear in the throat might have been caused by any sort of beast, but when you add on the claw marks, it's feline and nothing else. I make it a pretty big feline, too."

"An ordinary house cat can scratch deeply," Tott observed.

"But couldn't leave its prey as bloodless as that poor child's body was when it was found," Perry pointed out. "And that reminds me. Down under Hedlington—literally down under it, by two hundred feet or so—is Barnby, named Barnby-under-Hedlington, from its position. To get there, you wind down the side of the hill—the body was found at the top of that hill. About halfway down the hillside becomes cliff, and the road is cut in and railed for safety. If you stop at that point and stand with your back to the hillside, you can look straight over Barnby hamlet and see what is known as the Grange."

"I see. And this Grange?"

"Was let furnished at the beginning of last autumn—the owner went abroad—to a Miss Kefra. She's got a sort of chauffeur-personal-man, and he's Egyptian, and she had three servants there all the time—the man went backward and forward to London with her. Pretty well-to-do, I understand. Well, the day before yesterday, the three maids all quit, and said it was because they couldn't stand the cats."

Tott said, quite calmly: "That sounds relevant. Might be worth looking into."

"I thought the same," Perry assented. "Two of the three were engaged through a Cheltenham agency, and I've still got to trace them—if I think it worthwhile. The third is a Mrs. Bell, a widow who had been at the Grange as cook and lives here in Hedlington with her brother. She says her reason for leaving was that she wouldn't stay on in the house alone with Miss Kefra's man—Sally something-or-other, his name appears to be."

"Sally," Gees put in, "Sally ibn Nahor—which means son of Nahor."

"Sally—yes," Perry agreed. "Only one of the other two actually saw any cats, it seems, and she rushed into the other one's bedroom in the middle of the night, too scared to stay alone in her own room. According to her, she'd heard a noise and gone out to look for the source—mind, I get this only at third hand from Mrs. Bell—gone out wondering about it, thinking there was a stray kitten or something of the sort outside her room, and found herself face to face with two enormous cats, smooth-coated, yellowish beasts, she described them.

"She managed to shoo at them—this is the tale she told the other girl and Mrs. Bell—and one of them growled at her. It didn't miaow or spit as an ordinary cat does, but growled."

"Then both of them came at her and penned her against the wall of the corridor outside her room, one crouched as if to spring at her, and she gave herself up for lost—too paralyzed with terror even to scream, she said. And then they weren't there, either of them."

"Somnambulistic nightmare," Tott said.

"In the morning," Perry went on, "she summoned up courage enough to go to her own room to dress, and swore to the other girl and Mrs. Bell that she saw the hidequarters and waving tail of one of those ghost cats as it went into this Miss Kefra's own room—Miss Kefra was in the room at the time.

"So she waited till the other girl was dressed, and then went along with her to get dressed herself. When all three of them got together in the kitchen, she asked Mrs. Bell whether the place was supposed to be haunted, but without saying any-"
thing about what she had just seen.

"Mrs. Bell owned that there were stories about it, and then the girl told what she'd seen and said she couldn't stop another hour in a place like that. She'd infected the other girl with her fright, and they both packed and quit. Then Mrs. Bell had a word with Miss Kefra, and she packed and quit, to some extent because of the panic of those two girls and this tale of ghost-cats, but more, she says, because of this Mr. Sally."

"It sounds like a queer business," Tott observed.

"If you ask me," Perry said, "the look of that Sally chap is enough to give any girl the jitters, and that place is too far from cinemas and the boys to pay for the tickets, and girls like those two know they can get posts anywhere, with the shortage of domestics there is nowadays, especially in villages and small towns.

"I went to the Grange this morning," Perry went on, "and this Sally let me in. He's a weird-looking specimen with a face a million years old, but he was quite respectful. I told Miss Kefra why I was there—the possibility of cats about the place. She was most sympathetic over the death of the girl, and assured me there were no cats of any sort at the Grange.

"And she as good as insisted on my satisfying myself about it, went all over it with me, from attic to cellar, in case, as she said, any strays had got in without her knowledge. We went over all the buildings, too. I'd gathered from Mrs. Bell that Miss Kefra was a bit of a terror, but I found her perfectly charming, a real lady in every way, and anxious to do everything she could to help me."

"What was that you said the girl said—that the cats suddenly weren't there when they first frightened her?"

"According to Mrs. Bell, they were her words. Not that the cats vanished, but that they weren't there, just as one of them was going to spring at her. But nobody else in that house ever saw any—and if there was a cat there, Mrs. Bell would have known about it. I see no reason to disbelieve her telling me that she never saw a cat in or near the house, all the while she was there."

"You acquit the Grange of cats?" Tott suggested.

"Absolutely. I've never seen a ghost myself, but that girl may have thought she saw something—may even have seen something, for all I know, because it seems that some people can see apparitions, if they are to be believed. But apparitions, even ghost-cats, haven't got material claws and fangs. They can't rend and kill physically."

"Have you any theory at all of the cause of this?" Gees asked.

Perry shook his head.

"We can't get away from the fact that two people, this Miss Kefra and her man Saleh, were at Gravenor Mansions or thereabouts when the Parkoot child was killed in this—well, I might almost say this unique way—and then they move down here and another death of almost exactly the same sort happens," Tott explained.

"Which was why I had my talk with Crampton over the telephone, to get all the particulars he could give me," Perry pointed out. "The cases are similar, but there is this difference of the bruises."

"A child of two wouldn't struggle long
enough for the attacker to cause any bruises. A child of twelve might," Tott observed. "And you say—the place where the body was found—"

"You mean you'd like to give it a once over? Because there's absolutely nothing to be seen. There are no footprints of any sort—that grass wouldn't register any—and there's nothing but the very faint impress made by the body, and the equally faint tracks left by Sergeant Willis and his bicycle—and Willis was as careful not to obliterate anything as I should have been myself. My trouble though, is that there was nothing to obliterate."

Tott looked at his watch. "It's getting rather late, but I think I'd like to look at that spot while the light holds."

"I'll drive you there, if you like," Gees offered.

"And I'll come along too," Perry said. "If you, Mr. Tott, can make any suggestions, I shall be only too pleased to have them, because I've got to own that up to the present—unless those chaps out beating the woods find something, that is—I'm absolutely at sea."

They went to Gees' car, and Tott seated himself in the back so that Perry, beside Gees, could guide them. But Gees needed no great amount of guiding, having come up from the Grange and through Hedlington when he had left Kefra at the Grange the day before. It came to him as something of a shock that only thirty hours or so had passed since he had last seen her.

He drove past the last house of the village, which was set in a depression along the height which rose over Barnby. The road curved westward, over the highest part of the ridge; and then a gentle descent brought them to a point where the low stone wall bounding the road on their right receded to take in over an acre of tussocky grass land, on which grew a few hawthorn bushes.

As Perry called a halt, Gees saw a uniformed constable midway between two of the bushes.

Perry got out of the car as it stopped. "This is all that's left of what used to be Hedlington Common," he observed. "The rest of it has been enclosed."

"And the child came up that hill," Tott suggested, nodding at the steep descent toward which the car was heading.

"MUST have come that way," Perry assented. "And—you can see the Grange chimneys over there—" he pointed as he spoke—"while Barnby itself, what there is of it, is down under us, under the side of this hill. By which I mean—anyone coming from the Grange—"

"Yes," Tott said, as the sentence remained incomplete, "but—it's not my case, and I don't intend to take any hand in it. But—no offense intended—you seem to me almost anxious to acquit the Grange people."

"I don't see it as possible to do anything else," Perry pointed out. "After that talk with Miss Kefra—my estimate of her—" Again he broke off, frowning as if resentful of Tott's insistence.

"I believe," Tott said very slowly, "in their normal moments people who suffer from a homicidal mania can be absolutely charming."

"Did you ever hear of anyone afflicted with homicidal mania who made use of cats?" Perry asked. "Or leopards or lions or tigers, or whatever this thing or these things might be? Because I'll put my life against a stick of celery that nothing human caused the wounds that brought that poor child to her death. That's impossible."

"You may remember—" Gees, still seated in the car, spoke to Tott—"I sketched a bare outline of a theory on the drive here."

And when I attach any importance to that theory," Tott answered sourly, "it'll be time for me to apply for long leave and spend it in a lunatic asylum. Are you going to wait here for us?"

Gees shook his head. "I'm going on a bit. I wonder—Mr. Perry, if I feel like staying the night round here, do you think I could get a decent room at the Rest And Be Thankful spot?"

"Sure of it, Mr. Green. They've nobody staying there this time of year, but they've got three or four rooms."

"I expect I'll come back, then," Gees said, as he released his hand brake to let the car forward on the slope. "If I go on to Cheltenham instead, many thanks for admitting me to your council."

"He's a clever chap," Tott observed to
Perry as they advanced toward the constable who came to attention as he faced them, "but batty about ghosts and the supernatural generally. That theory he talked about was no more than leg-pulling—all about the plagues of Egypt and old gods and goddesses. Interesting, but utterly ridiculous tripe as far as this case of yours is concerned—or the one in London either."

Thus he pronounced judgment, while Gees let the car's own weight take it engineless down the slope, until where stout iron railing fenced the road on his right, he stopped and got out, to go to the railings and stand with his back to the car, looking down into the valley toward which this road tended.

A bitter wind struck on him from the northwest; already there was a shade less light in the leaden sky. He looked over the railings, downward, and saw that he stood at the brink of an almost vertical cliff, with the cottages and two or three larger houses that made up Barnby so near its foot that he could have tossed stones on to most of their roofs with very little effort.

A mile or so beyond them, slightly above the general level of the valley, showed Barnby Grange with its surrounding moat and few trees masking it not at all at this leafless season. He reflected that the castle which had preceded this present building on the site must have been a very strong place in the days before artillery could threaten it from the height above him. Now, the square, gray, building appeared somber in the failing light; he could see no smoke over "any of its chimneys, nor any sign of life about it.

He remembered a part of Kefra's fantastic story of herself: When Barnby Grange was the castle under Hedlington, in the year that Potteris was fought. SHE laid the darkness on me here in this keep for the sixth time and renewed her strength by a young girl's life.

One had either to accept that story of hers in its entirety, or reject it altogether—it was not a recital of which one could believe parts and dismiss the rest.

He might have dismissed it, as practical sanity dictated, had it not been for his father's story of her and her knowledge of the names in that story. Then he remembered his father's words: "I'm perfectly certain that girl could tempt Saint Anthony himself, if she wished." And the way she had won Inspector Perry to believe in her justified the estimate—he was a very long way from Tott's distrust of her. But then, she had had no chance to win Tott over.

Abruptly Gees found himself facing the completeness with which she had won him over.

He had come all this way for no other reason than to see her and aid her if need arose over the preposterous suspicion that she could be in any way connected with these murders.

But now, gazing toward that grim, lonely grange in the middle distance, he felt reluctant to go on. The spell she had laid on him ceased to have power; his practical self demanded resumption of normal aims. The glamor with which for a brief while she had conquered him was not of this earth: it was unreal...

The minute of resistance passed. Consciousness of all that she had asked and given, of all that she had promised—"one with time and you for ever—" submerged him like a leaping wave. He got back into the car and went on.

He told himself: "At least I must see her."

CHAPTER 13

The Hell Cats Purr

FRAMED in the doorway of the Grange, waiting for Gees to enter, Kefra stood outlined against the dimness of the entrance hall. When he had stepped over the threshold she closed the door and turned to him; for a minute, perhaps, she gave herself up to his hold, clung to him with a strength he had not thought she possessed, and he felt her trembling.

"I prayed—knew you would come to me," she said, almost sobbing.

Here, he realized, was no mistress of strong magic, but a frightened woman—yet the renewed strength of her spell over him was greater for this weakness in which she told her need of him. He asked: "Where is Saleh? Are you alone here?"

"Saleh has gone to Cheltenham," she
answered. “This morning a police inspector came to see me, and we thought it better that he should go to Cheltenham instead of the village for things I needed. They—these people here—think that I—Come into the drawing room.” She stood back from his hold. “Your coat here. I must—”

She did not end it. He followed her into the room, and saw the heaped fire in the iron basket on the hearth—the bitter wind made it a welcome sight. Standing before it, Kefra faced him, and he heard her long, tremulous sigh—of relief?

“I know,” she said. “You counted the cost, and felt you must be free of me. You could not believe—” She left it at that.

“I could not believe,” he echoed. “Not being with you, it was all different. And reason rejects—”

“And now you are with me?”

“You are Kefra. There is nobody like you.”

Her eyes, all darkness in the firelight, looked full into his own, and he had the sense—justifiable, for once—that all this had been before. Yet this was different, for she was wielding no magic.

“You see it is impossible,” she said. “You took and controlled the strength of a thousand men to bring you to me. If you choose to turn a switch, you may hear a man talking or a woman singing on the other side of the world. You might have taken the strength of ten thousand men and come through the air to me. You might have lifted a toy and held it to your ear while you talked to me across the distance. And because I, Kefra, use no toys nor any strength but the knowledge I have gained, you say that reason rejects what I have told you.”

“Cold reason,” he said. “With you, I don’t retain cold reason. But—I’m keeping all of it that I can talk like this, and I own it isn’t much. Still—will you understand, I wonder?—I want to be free of you while I find out—it’s a brutal thing to say, but I don’t mean it to be brutal. Kefra, if I’m to throw aside everything else for you, as I see must be done, I’ve got to know more than I know now. I hate to say this, but—I can’t join my life to one who depends on illusion to hold me. I’d rather end it, and seek the final reality than begin, then have it end.”

SHE sat down in the old-fashioned armchair before the fire, and pointed him to its fellow—the one he had occupied when she had made magic in this room. She said: “That was very bravely spoken, and I honor your courage. If I am—if I am a little less than when you went away, still I think, enough remains to answer you.”

“I think there is more of you,” he answered. “Less of illusion and more of you. Then, you were a whirlwind that swept me up and made me less than myself. Now, you are a woman, worth holding.”

He did not attempt to hold her, but sat down, facing her across the firelight. She said: “I let your cold reason guide you, and believe it will impel you to me more surely than if I willed your desire. Because I can give as no woman of a day ever gave—but I must give answer to all you would ask, before that may be. You do not come to me, today. You come to one who may have had part in the deaths of two children, and ask if I am that one.”

“What I ask, Kefra, is for your own sake. You must see it so.”

She brooded a while. As, when he had sat here with her before, he waited; the last of the daylight faded out. She asked: “Would you join your life to mine?”

He answered: “You need not will my desire, Kefra. Now I see you again, I know—will you join your life to mine?”

She said: “Woven into your life—do you remember? I asked you to keep that as my last spoken thought, when you left me. And now you come as a judge—what is it you would judge?”

Her gaze was compassionate. “You think you have learned all you know of old wisdom in the span of one life, and ask me to express my knowledge in terms of that one life. I said: ‘One with time and you for ever,’ and thus all that you ask of me, I give. How shall I tell you—what shall I tell you?”

“About these cats. What is this tale a servant girl is telling about two big yellowish cats? I saw those two cats myself, under your hypnotism, or whatever it may have been—and then I didn’t see them. Here’s a servant girl talking about seeing them, and very nearly being attacked by
them. What's the truth about their existence?"

"When I made that illusion," she cried, "I wanted to show you that I have power as strong as any you could use against me. It was an illusion. But of what the
girl saw, what caused her fear, I know
nothing," she said. "They were not of my
devising."

"Kefra—you ask me to believe that?"
She shook her head. "I ask you to be-
lieve nothing," she answered.

"But I want it reduced to normality," he
persisted desperately. "What power is it, in terms of today? What knowledge
is it?"

At that she smiled, just such a smile as
might appear on a grown woman's face
over the question of a child. "I won it in
ten times the length of life you have lived," she said, "and you think I could tell it in
an hour. Yet one part of it I showed you
plainly."

"And that?" he asked.

"YOU called it tricks with time. I will
try to explain it in terms of today.
Let us say—" she paused to think for a
while—"say that you enter on a road,
bounded on each side by a wall that com-
pels you to travel only along the road,
and once you have entered on it you must
tavel to its end without pause. Is that
clear to you?" She leaned forward.

"Quite clear," he answered. "But—"

"Wait!" she interrupted. "Keep the
picture—a road from which there is no
egress, and on which you may not pause
until you reach a certain point, beyond
which you cannot see. The point at which
you enter is the beginning of your life,
the point beyond which you cannot see is
its end, the road itself is time. The dis-
tance you travel along time is your life,
from birth to death. It is not difficult to
comprehend?"

"Easy," he assented. "And you—"

"Know it possible to pass outside the
walls that confine you to the road," she
completed for him. "To live in a space
between two moments, so completely out-
side time that when you put a watch to
your ear it seems to have stopped, because
you are in a space between the last sound
of its movement and the next. I took you
into that state with me, and in it you lived
through a change that would have carried
us through days and nights, if you had
been bound in time, moving along it.
When the change was completed as I
planned, we stepped back within the walls,
and now travel with the rest of humanity,
with time."

"And that, you mean, is how this story
you told me of yourself may be true," he
suggested. "Outside time from age to
age—"

"No." Again she interrupted him. "The
covenant I made gave me no power to
stand apart from time, but I gained that
power myself, to use only in great need,
since it drains away strength in a way you
could only understand by using it. I see,
now the covenant is fulfilled and no longer
binds me, that my long continuing in time
—not outside it—was not designed for
my gain, as I thought when the covenant
was offered me. She promised—remem-
ber as I remember—that I should not fail
from my beauty while one is left alive to
make sacrifice to her."

"That is, one priest—or priestess," he
said, and with the consciousness of all
that the last word implied shrunk from
her.

Slight though the movement was, she
noted it. "One other than me," she said.
"I cursed her and ceased from serving her
long ago. Am I one who would have
killed my own child as the child you saw
today was killed? Or the man by whom
I bore that child? Tell me—am I?"

He said—"No." And again, with the
energy of conviction—"No!"

The clock on the mantel before and
over them struck six, and momentarily his
thoughts reverted to Tott, to whom all she
had told him would be preposterous non-
sense.

She asked wearily—"What else?"

He said: "Somewhere, then, a priest of
Sekhmet is left."

She echoed it. "Somewhere, a priest of
Sekhmet is left."

"And his name," he added, "is Saleh
ibn Nahor."

"The goddess herself, not Saleh,
claimed her sacrifices," she said.

"How can a goddess take material
shape and do material harm?"

"I am no goddess, but a woman," she
answered, "yet by my single will I could
impose on your sight two beasts that appeared to guard the bridge—impose it for a little while. Thousands on thousands believed in Sekhmet, willed her to being, and since my single could bring those shapes to being for your sight, what must be the power and reality of one shaped by a thousand wills? A priest remains—Sekhmet is!"

"No goddess, but a fiend from hell," he said.

"And what else are more than half the old dieties of human belief?" she questioned in reply.

"That may be," he said, "but this Saleh—whatever he may be. When I asked you, you told me he was neither young nor old. Which means—what?"

"When I answered that question, you faced me as an enemy," she said. "Saleh comes of a family of fellahin near Luxor, one of the very, very few families of pure Egyptian blood. They were great people once, though now they live in squalid poverty, and some spark of old ambition stirred in this Saleh. Nahor's son—drew him out from his hut by the shadoof and set him on a way that crossed mine. Because he was apt I taught him—some few things."

Frank though the answer sounded, he heard in it reserve, a complete withdrawal of herself from him, that marked a vast change in her since he had entered the room with her.

This was not Kefra who had told him she was one with him and time, but Cleo Kefra as he had first seen her. He felt doubt, now, of all that she had told him, and felt, too, a little trepidant in facing this strange, amber-eyed woman. For she had grown strange.

"Yes, taught him how to evoke beasts when he wanted to frighten away anyone he didn't wish to remain in this place."

"Taught him more than was wise," she said somberly. "Say rather that I renewed in him knowledge that had been his in past lives, so that in some things the pupil outran the teacher. But—she stood up, and he too rose to face her—"no more—I will tell you no more. You must go—leave me."

"You mean it, Kefra?"

"For your own sake—go now," she bade. "Remember—against all that holds me as you see me now I force myself to call it back to your mind—I said, no harm should come to you. Thus, you must go now."

He wanted to speak, but could not. There was that in the gaze of her amber eyes, with no more than points of darkness for pupils, that which compelled his silence.

After a long pause he turned away and went to the door, to look back for a moment and see her immobile before the fire, no more than a tall, slender, graceful outline.

Then he went out and closed the door between himself and her, to take up his coat and hat in the entrance hall and let himself out of the house. In his mind the sentence: "So that is that—" repeated itself over and over, foolishly, until he asked himself: "That was what? What was that?"

There was no answer to the question, but—were there two Kefras in the one shape? For surely this one who had hidden him go and reminded him that no harm should come to him was not the Kefra who had compelled him to believe in such a tale as no woman ever told before.

The moon, near the full, was hidden by the cloud-curtain that masked all the sky, but enough light was over the earth to silver it to gray indistinctness in place of darkness. Getting into the car, Gees switched on the ignition and pressed the starter, to hear the instant, purring response of the engine.

He gazed past the edge of his windscreen toward the stretch of moat on the south side of the house and grounds. There was—yes, it must be a reck rising from the water. Nothing but a faint mist rising, but to his sight or fancy it wreathed into shapes that went sinking, crouching, pantherwise through the dim grayness of night.

It was the purring of the engine that caused him to think that he was seeing such things.

Purring, purring... he reached out and switched off, and for nearly a minute the purring went on!

With a shudder, he started his engine again and drove away, toward the Rest And Be Thankful at Hedlington.
CHAPTER 14

When the Goddess Destroys

HE HAD the dining room of the inn to himself, and a deft, silent maid to wait on him. He moved to an armchair by the fire to drink his coffee, and try to reduce the muddle of incompatibilities that puzzled him to some sort of order. Miss out all the fantasy, try to regard the problem of these two deaths as Tott would regard it, and what conclusion resulted?

First, the Gravenor Mansions affair. Crampton had found and taken away a rug from which somebody, Saleh, perhaps, had tried to wash certain stains. If enough of the stains remained for Crampton to have them identified as caused by human blood and no more, then Crampton would be exactly where he had been before.

Saleh might have bumped something and made his nose bleed—the blood might have got on the rug in any one of a dozen different ways. To render those stains of any significance, Crampton had to prove that they were caused by human blood of the same group classification as that of the dead child. With that, of course, he would have grounds for a case, though even then scarcely enough for a conviction.

He might believe that Saleh was the one who had disposed of the body, but proof, not mere belief, was needed for production before a jury.

For the present, then, he might be utterly unjust to connect the Parkoot child’s death with Kefra’s flat or anyone who had been in it on the day of the child’s disappearance. Was unjust, on the face of it, since Saleh had neither claws nor fangs.

Similarly, there was no connection between this second death and either Kefra or Saleh; all that had stirred Tott was the coincidence, which he refused to see as one, of Kefra and Saleh having been within reach of both victims when the two tragedies happened. Stranger coincidences happened every day, and passed unnoted.

A question Kefra had spoken drifted into Gees’ mind then: “Nine lives—the ninth life—why do you harp on it?”

Following on that, the reflection that she had spoken of a covenant which involved nine lives, and of which she was free, now, because all the nine had been taken. If that were so, then this tragedy here was a tenth life, outside the covenant—

Abruptly he put down his coffee cup beside the chair and got to his feet. He was trying to bring ugly, material happenings into line with material cases. For that, he must put the fantastic story she had told altogether out of his mind—and, when he did so, the whole thing became inexplicable.

Tott had derided his theory, but neither he nor Perry nor Crampton had suggested a tenable alternative; they had first to find a fanged and clawed homicidal maniac, and one capable of producing bruises as well as rending.

There was a possibility that they had found something, or some fact had come to light, since he had left Tott and Perry at the top of the hill to drive down to the Grange.

With that thought he went out from the dining room and along to the bar at the other end of the inn, on the chance of finding Tott. Three men sat round a table under the saloon bar window, and three double-barreled guns leaned against the window sill. Each man had a drink before him, and each gave Gees a curious glance as he went to the bar and ordered a whiskey and soda.

Turning after he had paid for his drink, Gees gave them a cordial: “Good evening,” and won three muttered, “Evenin’s” in response.

They maintained silence among themselves—probably because of his presence. All three were middle-aged, solemn-looking men, and Gees ranked them as small farmers in the locality. He was about to finish his drink when the outer door opened to admit a younger man who gave the trio a cheerful: “Evenin’ all” which somehow managed to exclude Gees, and, ordering himself a pint, joined them at their table, fetching a chair for himself.

“Tractor all right now?” one of the three inquired.

“Aye. An’ a rare old job, drivin’ it all the way from Cheltenham. But I reckon
it'll do me another two seasons, now.""

A pause. All four eyed Gees almost furtively, and he sensed that they resented his presence. The newcomer spoke: "Well, did ye find anything today in them woods?"

"Aye," said one of the three, dryly, and left it at that.

"You mean—that you got what done for poor little Letty?"' the younger man asked.

One of the three said: "I reckon we did," and another put far more of certainty into his somberly uttered: "Aye."

The tractor-man glanced at Gees, hesitated, and then asked: "What was it, then—a tiger broke loose?"

"No. It were a cat. Just a cat, an' not a tiger." Gees heard a definite satisfaction in that denial of the surmise.

"But a cat could never—" the younger man began, and stopped.

"It were a she," his more emphatic informant said. "Laid up in a holler tree wi' three kittens—well, near on half-grown, they was. An' the mother was the biggest I ever see. Must ha' weighed not far short of a stone—ten or twelve pound, I'd put it at. A great yeller brute, an' it come at us like a ragin' lion—wild as Hell, it were, an' savage, too.

"Fred here let it have both barrels, an' we shot the kittens too. Put the carcasses in a sack an' took 'em along to the sergint. An' if you git along to the inquest tomorrow an' see them claws, you'll see whether it could do or couldn't do—what was done."

"Then it was livin' in them woods?" his questioner asked.

"We reckoned it come there not long back, maybe before the kittens was born, an' maybe arter. Not so long back, anyhow. An' it'd be the one which Mrs. Bell said scared that gal at the Grange—"

"But she said there was two," the younger man objected.

"O N WHAT Mrs. Bell said," the one referred to as Fred observed, "the gal was so scared she'd hardly know what she did see. An' a she-cat wi' young kittens gener'ly lay up alone, like this one. There ain't no doubt i' my mind it's what got poor little Letty.

"You'd only got to see the way it come at us, like a ragin' lion. I'd pity the grown man who had to stand up against a thing like that with no gun, let alone a child her size. Them claws'd make a rare mess of him, I reckon."

"Well," the tractor-man observed, "that gal said she seen two, an' I ain't lettin' my youngster go about alone till I hear o'ther one's been put paid to. It looks too risky to me."

"I'll be some while afore any kids dast run about alone i' these parts, I reckon."

The one of the first three who, up to that point, had maintained silence delivered judgment with slow emphasis. "Kids may be venturesome some ways, but not after a thing like that, I reckon."

"How d'you make it hadn't been there long?" the young man asked.

"If it had," Fred said, "there'd been more tracks an' signs round the place where it'd made the nest for the kittens—one sorter reg'lar track the way it come an' go when it went huntin'. More'n that, it'd been seen or heard about here. It'd been out huntin', an' people'd missed fows an' ducks an' things, before now."

The four of them ceased their discussion and looked toward the door as a fifth patron entered. He was a bulkily built, middle-aged, bearded man in tweed coat, breeches and gaiters, with a heavily-banded right hand, and he made his way to the bar and called for a double of brandy, putting down a ten-shilling note clumsily with his left hand. Then he turned and nodded at the group.

"Lo Arthur," Fred greeted him, "Whatcha been doin' to that hand? Ketched it in somethin'?"

"Claws," said Arthur, and turned to the bar with: "Thanks."

"Claws?" Fred inquired. "You ain't come across o'ther one, by no chance, did you? I mean another wild cat, like the one we shot."

"It was my own cat, gone mad, I reckon," Arthur said. "Else, I dunno what come to it. It was asleep on the hearth-rug, an' my little Millie was at the table doin' of her home lessons. She got down off her chair an' come to ask me somethin', an' all at once Frosty—that's the cat—woke up an' started spittin' an' swearin' like all possessed."
"Then it sprung straight at the child, lookin' more like a davle'n a tame little cat, an' I managed to put my hand out in time to stop it landin' on her neck. An' this is what I got—my hand tore to ribbons so I had to go to the doctor to get it dressed an' bandaged. An' that cat the tamest, best-tempered little thing you ever see—you know my cat, Ted? That little orange-colored one I got."

"I know that cat," the tractor-driver admitted.

"Well, it went stark, starin' mad. Hid under the couch—I made the child go right off to bed, an' then tried to get that cat out, but not ti—till I opened the door. Then it tore off before I could do a thing, went up the tree in front o' my house an' sat up there with its eyes glarin' at me like fires. So I reckoned this ain't safe, an' went an' got my gun an' shot it outer the tree before I went along to the doctor'd to get my hand dressed. I didn't leave it there alive."

In the following silence, Gees ordered and obtained another drink. Arthur said:

"I reckon it got near that one you chaps got in the woods today, an' got infected somehow—drove him murderous like that one was. Because a gentler an' sweeter-tempered little beast'n our Frosty never lived, till tonight."

"Your Milly didn't stamp on Frosty's tail, nor anything?" Fred inquired.

"Warn't nowhere near it, any more'n I was, settin' where I was," Arthur insisted. "No, it was pure madness took the cat, all at once."

"Then I reckon it was like you say—that wild thing give it some disease what drove it mad," Ted averred. "An' most likely your Frosty was the other cat that gal at the Grange got frightened at—she said the pair of 'em was yellerish, an' Frosty was yeller, an' you chaps say the wild one was yeller, an' the state that gal was in she'd reckon they was both as big as houses. That's how it was."

Arthur lifted his bandages to look at them. "Tore my hand to ribbons, it did, an' my missis ain't half wild—there's blood all over the room where I tried to get that cat out. I felt I wanted that brandy—all shook up, I feel. Sorter faintish, now it's all over."

"I felt like that, 'thout bein' clawed nor nuthin', arter we'd put that wild one up 'i' the woods an' shot it," Fred declared. "But there warn't no brandy anywhere about. Else, I'd had some, I would."

"An' I reckon, wi' all the blood I lost outer these here scratches, another double ain't goin' to do me no harm," Arthur remarked. "Gimme another double, Jim."

Since, probably because of the presence of a stranger among them, they exchanged the subject of mad cats for that of—apparently—equally violent and antisocial farm tractors, Gees finished his second drink and went back to the fire in the dining room. He had heard enough to get him to considering the problem of Ernest Parkoot's death from a new angle, and this bar talk threatened to prove more of an irritant than an aid to reflection.

And still, no matter how he viewed the problem, nothing fitted—nothing made sense.

**CHAPTER 15**

**The Second Beast**

At TEN o'clock, while Gees sat brooding by the fire, Inspector Tott entered, and observed with disapproval—"So you came back here. I really didn't expect to see you."

Gees said: "No? I climbed a tree and wrapped myself around the trunk. What's up?"

"That sergeant of Perry's had a nasty sort of experience, and I stopped to give a hand with him."

"Anything special?" Gees asked, with faint interest.

"I was just saying goodnight to Perry outside the sergeant's house," Tott explained. "And the sergeant's front door opened and he came out tearing at his neck and yelling like all-possessed. It was a cat—his wife told us it was a little pet cat they'd had for a couple of years, and somehow it had gone quite mad and sprung at the sergeant. Fastened on his neck, teeth and claws, and he couldn't pry it loose. We got it off, and Perry killed it, and then we had to help Willis back indoors and get him to bed, and get the local doctor to him. And that doctor told
us he’d just had a similar case, one of the farmers round here had been to him with his hand all torn to shreds by a pet cat that had gone mad. Some disease attacking the cats, by the look of things.”

“It might be,” Gees observed, “and again might not. Is Sergeant Willis very badly hurt?”

“Out of action for a day or two, I should say,” Tott answered. “So it looks as if this case has nothing to do with the one in London. At least, that’s Perry’s view.”

“And Perry considers his case closed?” Gees half-questions.

“Considers it closed?” Tott echoed irritably. “It is closed! With what that ordinary little cat did to Willis—what a thing that size was able to do before we got it off him, and the size and weight of the thing they destroyed in the woods today, there’s only one thing for a coroner to do at the inquest on the girl.”

“And the bruises we saw?” Gees inquired thoughtfully.

“Caused while she was playing with the other children—caused by any one of a dozen means,” Tott insisted. “What’s in your mind?”

“You’d be surprised,” Gees answered, and left it at that. “I suppose, if that wild cat hadn’t turned up to provide Inspector Perry with his solution of the mystery, you’d have been calling at the Grange?”

“I might have called, but I shouldn’t have stayed the night,” Tott said, and took a briar pipe out of his pocket and looked at it.

“Have one of my cigarettes.” Gees’ case flew open as he offered it. “A village like this, of course, is hell for scandal.”

“I won’t smoke any more just now, thank you,” Tott said, and put his pipe back in his pocket. “It’s quite true—in places like this, people will talk, and it’s unlikely that anyone else would have left a Rolls-Bentley standing out there all night. Same colors, too.”

“I take it,” Gees suggested, “your interest in the fact is what you might call academic—or is it?”

“My interest—” Tott began, and broke off to gaze toward the opening door.

Gees looked over his shoulder, and saw a small, swarthy, blue-chinned man, apparently in the late twenties or early thirties, a frail-looking being whose eyes appeared distorted behind horn-rimmed lenses of, evidently, very high corrective strength. Even with those aids to vision he peered, craning his neck in Tott’s direction, after he had closed the door and faced toward the fireplace again. He said, in a deep, booming voice which ought to have emanated from a giant: “Why, Mr. Tott! Well, well!”

Tott snapped out: “Mr. Green, this is a presshound who goes by the name of Drake.”

“How-de-do, Mr. Green?” Drake said, and smiled, quite unabashed. “The inspector will have his little jokes, of course. I don’t mind! But if there’s any story going, Mr. Tott—well, you know me.”

“You’re barking up a fruitless tree. It’s no more than a provincial and perfectly simple tragedy—”

“And no connection with any other tragedy, huh?” Drake boomed, interrupting. “Because I covered another case before I left London.”

“I’d advise you to forget that when you tackle this,” Tott said.

The pressman swung a chair round from the nearest table and planted it at the edge of the hearthrug, midway between the two in their armchairs. “I’ve got all there is to be had in the bars, about cats going mad and all that, and still—y’see Mr. Tott, I’ve got a pretty good idea of what Inspector Crampton went after—and got!—at Gravenor Mansions.”

“I’d advise you not to make use of that idea,” Tott said ominously.

“Oh, quite! I’m not fool enough to weigh in any story I can’t stand for.”

He took off his horn-rimmed spectacles, wiped his eyes with a silk handkerchief, polished the lenses of the glasses, and put them on again to gaze at Tott with an expression of smug satisfaction.

“The information,” Gees observed, and Drake turned his head with a start toward the speaker, “is as welcome as it is unexpected. What did you say was the name of the man on duty in the Gravenor entrance?”

BECAUSE both Inspector Tott and myself know that Crampton is not such a fool as to talk," Gees answered. "And now, on what you've said and the way you've said it, I think it should be possible to get that man hooved out of the place, like the one who preceded him."

"I haven't said a thing about him, Mr. —Mr. Green, isn't it?" Drake protested earnestly. "I assure you—" he broke off, and again looked toward Tott, as if he would appeal to authority against this stranger.

"Tomorrow," Tott said, "the coroner down here will record a verdict of death by misadventure, or thereabouts, and with that the case will be closed. As far as your agency is concerned, there's not enough in it to justify putting out a paragraph—it isn't worth tuppence as a sensation. If I were you, Mr. Drake, I'd go back to London."

"No hurry," Drake assured him calmly.

Neither Gees nor Tott spoke for a while, for they both knew that nothing they could say would lift Drake's nose from this trail now.

"'Yknow," Drake said complacently, "I was talking to our society man yesterday about this and that, and he's just pushed out a stick or two about a recent engagement. I couldn't quite make out why one of the special branch should turn on to anything of this sort—"

"I know I'll wring your blasted neck if you don't shut up!" Tott growled fiercely. "Blast your dirty suspicions, and you too!"

Drake got to his feet. He said, "I think I'll go along to the bar and get me a drink. I don't like this atmosphere, somehow."

"I hope it poisons you," Gees said gravely. "The drink, I mean, since you seem perfectly able to survive the atmosphere."

Alone again, Tott and Gees looked at each other. Tott said—"I think that's just about torn it, Mr. Green."

"Except that he's got no story," Gees pointed out.

"I'll feel happier when I'm sure of that," Tott said moodily.

"When you can—yes, though, I see. Coming round to my theory?"

Tott gave him a withering look, and was about to reply when the door's opening stopped him. The waitress who had served dinner entered, and held out to Gees a salver on which was an addressed and unstamped envelope. As he took it, she said: "The messenger said there was no reply, sir," and went out as he opened the envelope to take out the card it contained. He read:

At the top of the hill, on the road by which you came to me today. NOW.

He thrust both card and envelope in his pocket, and yawned.

"It must be the open air makes me feel so sleepy," he remarked. "I think I'll go off to bed. Goodnight, Inspector."

"Sleep well, Mr. Green."

But, when he had left the room, Tott went to the window, which gave on to the road before the inn. Enfolding himself in one of the full-length, heavy curtains, and being thus screened from the light in the room, he drew aside just enough of the blind to assure himself that Gees had not gone to bed.

... All the clouds of early evening had cleared away when Gees emerged from the inn to the village street. A little breeze had sprung up, bitingly cold; a few stars showed, and the moon, high in the sky now, silvered the road, while shadows of walls and trees were sharply defined.

He hurried round to the garage, slid back the door just enough for entry, and took up the coat he had left on the driving seat. As he put it on he remembered the Webley automatic in the pocket of the off-side door. He took the pistol, slipped it in the right-hand pocket of the coat, and went out to the road.

Walking quickly, he passed the last house and faced the curving rise over which he had driven with Tott and Perry in the car. When he topped the rise, he saw a lone figure by the stone wall ahead of him, just where the widening to unenclosed grass land began: in the clear moonlight he knew it as the figure of a man, taller than Kefra—tall as himself. A little nearer, and Inspector Perry moved forward from the wall with "ah, Mr. Green!"

"A constitutional before turning in,"
Gees observed casually as he halted. "Necessary, after the dinner they gave me."
"It's a wonderful night," Perry said, rather constrainedly.
"It is," Gees assented, "and only us out to enjoy it."
"I wasn't exactly enjoying it," Perry confessed. "I came along here to save myself trouble tomorrow, pace the distance between the road and the spot where Willis found the body. I'm still asking myself why the child went all that distance off the road, when she was obviously hurrying home for tea, by what the other children had to say."
"Running away from what attacked her, possibly," Gees surmised.
"It may have been—what was that?"
He swung abruptly to face toward the crest of the rise over which Gees had come. Both men gazed in that direction, and Gees, putting his hand in his coat pocket, got a grip on the pistol and slid the safety catch off with his thumb. Something or somebody had appeared for a fraction of a second, either on or beside the wall, and too far off for them to note it as more than an indistinct movement, since neither had been looking in that direction.

Perry relaxed after a few seconds.
"I caught it out of the corner of my eye," he said. "Something—"
"Have you seen anyone about here?"
Gees asked.
"Only that little foreigner from the Grange, going down the hill a few minutes ago," Perry answered. "Coming from Hedlington."

Saleh returning, after delivering the envelope at the inn, Gees thought. And Kefra, who had meant to meet him here, and seen the police inspector as she ascended the hill—was she waiting, out of sight beyond the curve? Or had she gone back—

HE SHOUTED: "Look out, man!"
and Perry, who had turned his back to the wall again, half turned his head and sprang aside as Gees' hand came out from his pocket.

On top of the wall a cat crouched to spring, its back undulating, its eyes dull red—a shot crashed and the echoes went bellowing simultaneously with the animal's leap, and it fell within a yard of Gees' feet, wriggling convulsively. A moment's pause, and he stepped forward, put the pistol to the beast's ear, and fired again. One final convulsion in which it stretched to full length, and then it lay still. Reaching down, Gees lifted the carcass by the tail.

"My God!" Perry almost whispered. "So there were two!"
"Enormous," Gees said. "Ten or twelve pounds weight."

The smooth fur was a dirty yellow, covering a gaunt, starved-looking form. Perry said—"Look at those claws!" and suddenly shivered as if stricken by intense cold. He put his hands to his face momentarily.

"Man," he muttered, "if it hadn't been for you and that revolver of yours, it'd have got me. And a brute that size—"
"A Webley automatic, not a revolver," Gees observed.

"And there were two—that girl at the Grange saw two!"
"It looks as if there were two," Gees agreed quietly.

Quietly, but within him was black rage. The card in his pocket said: "At the top of the hill, on the road by which you came to me today." If Perry had not been here at the top of the hill, and if he, Gees, had not thought to slip the Webley in his pocket before coming to meet her—if a beast like that had caught him unaware—

"I don't know how to thank you," Perry said. "It looks as if Providence sent you to save me."

Gees reflected that another agency than Providence had sent him to this spot. But, since Perry appeared rather unstrung, he put aside his own deductions, and asked, "Where are you staying?"

"Stayin'? Oh, Mrs. Willis is putting me up for the night. Why—yes, there's no object in stopping here. But I'll take this along," He grasped the tail of the dead beast and lifted it. "I believe it's heavier than the one they shot in the woods today! I've never seen cats this size before."

"I believe wild cats grow as big," Gees remarked, as they started to ascend the rise toward Hedlington. "But I never heard of wild cats south of the Tweed,"
and they’re not that color, in any case.”

“Well, thank heaven they’re both done for,” Perry observed fervently. “That clears up everything—unless more tame cats go wild.”

“That, I think, is very unlikely,” Gees prophesied.

They came to the crest of the rise, and along the road before them they saw a little group of men advancing. Foremost among them showed Inspector Tott, and Gees recognized the man with a bandaged hand from the saloon bar. They grouped around Perry, gazing at the carcass he carried.

“Who did the shooting?” Tott asked coolly. “It sounded like a field gun back at the inn, and I thought I’d come and investigate.”

He glanced at Gees.

“Mr. Green, here—” Perry began to explain, but Gees broke in. “I’ll bid you all goodnight, and get along now if you don’t mind.”

He left them, and made long strides toward the inn, feeling in no mood for relishing his part in the adventure. And, lest Tott should see fit to ask for his story, he went straight up to his room, and shut and locked the door after switching on the light. Then for a while he stood gazing at his reflection in the wardrobe mirror.

“You damned idiot!” he told it. “You complete fool!”

Then he withdrew the card from his pocket, and looked at the fine, small writing of the message on it. Kefra—Sekhmet—one corner of the card was slightly crumpled, and he smoothed it out. Then, staring incredulously at the card, he took it across to the dressing table to get more light on it from the electric bulb directly over the table, and, putting it down, went on staring, questioning—

From his breast pocket he took the message that had reached him in London, withdrew it from its envelope, and put it down beside the card. Its scent—her scent!—was still faintly perceptible, and the writing, like that on the card, was fine and small—

But, past all question, some other hand than hers had written the message on the card. He was meant to be deceived, and had been.

CHAPTER 16

The Empty Room

THE cheerful greeting with which the newspaper man welcomed Gees in the inn dining room on Thursday morning proved that, as he had said, getting a pressman’s goat is a difficult business. Drake was disposing of his last mouthful and grinned ironically as Gees joined Inspector Tott.

“Well, gentlemen, I expect I shall see you at the inquest.”

When he had gone out, Tott shook his head solemnly. “I don’t know where he put it,” he said. “Porridge, and haddock and eggs and bacon—two eggs! He didn’t feed—he stoked!”

“Those low forms of life take a deal of sustenance,” Gees observed. “I’ve forgotten how many times its own weight a caterpillar eats in a day. See us at the inquest, eh? He might see you, of course.

Tott shook his head. “With the whole thing cleared up—and your shooting the second of those beasts last night clinches it—no dodgers lose.”

“Clinches it too much for my liking,” Gees said moodily.

Tott’s hand, stretched toward the marmalade pot, stayed halfway. “You’re implying—what?”

“The herring is too red for my taste,” Gees answered.

“Blast it, man! What do you mean?”

“Simply that four cats, two wild and two tame, have been used to make sure of the verdict that will be passed today.”

“But that’s ridiculous.”

“Yes, I know—it’s all ridiculous. But that beast springing at me last night—”

“At Perry, you mean,” Tott interrupted.

“All right, at Perry,” Gees said. “I only imagined it was headed straight at me when it took that leap off the wall. If I hadn’t had a gun and Perry hadn’t been there, you’d have stood a very good chance of another inquest in this village today—or tomorrow. I am not popular.”

“I’d like to know just what you do mean.”

“Ah, but it’s all part of my theory—Moses and the Hebrews and all that, though I never mentioned Moses. You
dragged him in. You didn’t know it.”

“And what in all perdition have mad cats to do with it?” Tott demanded. “Since I’ve nothing to do—and apparently neither have you—what is this fool theory of yours, reduced to practical terms?”

“That’s just what you can’t do—reduce it to practical shape,” Gees told him. “What do you think would happen to a coroner, if he recorded as his verdict that the deceased met her death by means of a particularly evil sort of ancient goddess, who maintains her existence by the sacrifices of human lives at intervals, said sacrifices being procured for her when possible by her only surviving priest?”

“Said coroner would get what ought to happen to you,” Tott responded. “Medical examination, and a long rest in a mental institution.”

He took out his pipe, filled and lighted it, and Gees went on eating. “You’re trying to tell me those mad cats were planted to fog the issue,” Tott accused. “Never mind about your fool goddess.”

“They appear to have fogged it pretty thoroughly.”

“And who planted ‘em—and how?”

“I’d have to revert to my theory to tell you,” Gees answered, “and if I do, evidently you’ll start walking up the wall.”

“Go on, man, revert to anything you like!” Tott said savagely. “Were the two wild ones and their three kittens fetched here as a sort of smoke screen in front of this goddess of yours?”

“Not mine, fortunately,” Gees answered, “but I’d say you’ve struck the bull’s-eye. Well, not quite; because the goddess doesn’t need any smoke screen. The priest does.”

“And where did he get ‘em?” Tott persisted satirically.

Gees shook his head. “He might be able to tell you. Do you know anything about time as a fourth dimension?”

“An! Now I’ve got you!” Tott exclaimed. “Because the Einstein theory interested me, and I read up all I could about it. If you try to tell me your priest raked those cats out of the fourth dimension, I will walk up the wall—and throw things at you!”

“I was thinking, last night. About getting into what may be a fifth dimension, a space altogether out of time, a state in which you live and act and feel between two moments, so that as far as your consciousness is concerned the whole world appears to have stopped. You’re so utterly removed from time that even a watch seems to have stopped ticking. In time, of course, it’s going on as usual, but you’re quite outside time, not moving with it.”

“I’ve no idea what you’re getting at,” Tott said seriously, “but—well, theoretically, I suppose, it might be possible. But to keep between two moments you’d have to travel back along time.”

“That’s just what you don’t,” Gees contradicted. “You’re merely outside it, and it goes static while you retain the power of movement. That way, everything around you appears fixed; all sound ceases, and even a fire appears to have stopped burning. And thinking over it as I lay in bed, it suddenly occurred to me that you yourself, if you were in that state outside time, would be invisible to anyone who was in and traveling with time—carried on by it.”

“Obviously,” Tott’s interest was fully aroused now. “Because, if you were living in that state between two moments, and the static people round you were in reality moving along time as usual, you’d be no more than a flash on their sight as your fraction of a second passed by them.”

“One way of accounting for ghosts,” Gees remarked. “They stand still outside time while you pass them as you travel along it, and when you’ve passed the point where they happen to be standing, they naturally aren’t there any more. And suppose this priest got his mad cats and doctored the tame ones that way? Just moved himself out of time and out of visibility, and came back into time when he’d—”

“Oh, cut it out!” Tott interrupted, in angry disgust. “I enjoy speculating along the lines of a fourth dimension, but if you’re going to bring your damned goddess into it, I quit.”

“Umm-yah!” Half-yawning, Gees got on his feet and went to the hearth rug to stand before the fire. “Inspector,” he went on deliberately, “you’re deriding my
theory, as any practical man naturally would, because it’s based on things and
causes that neither I nor anyone else can prove by practical means. But inside a
week, two terrible and very similar tragedies have occurred—
“Similar, but that’s all,” Tott inter-
posed. “Obviously, on what we now know
about these cats, they’re not connected
with each other.”
“You mean you don’t want them to be
connected.”
“Enough has come to light to show that
the two tragedies are separate and un-
related occurrences, and not due to a
single cause. Similar, yes. I said at first
the similarity was not a coincidence, but
now I say it is. Obviously.”
“I said at first it was a coincidence,
and now I say it isn’t,” Gees retorted
imperturbably. “More than that, if a
third case of the kind occurs, you may
begin to think my theory isn’t all fooling.”
“Well, then,” Tott snapped, “let’s have
the whole thing as you see it. However
silly it sounds, I’ll listen.”
“Very well. On Monday night, as you
remarked yesterday, I did not garage my
car, but forgot about it and left it stand-
ing—”
“Half a second,” Tott interrupted.
“You are, as I thought, bringing that
Miss Kefra into this theory of yours?”
“Merely to exonerate her,” Gees an-
swered. “But that night she told me some
things quite outside your range of belief,
so I won’t drag them in. I already had
the knowledge on which the part of them
essential to this theory of mine is based,
and what she told me no more than con-
firmed it. You remember my exposition
on the way down here, about the nature
and quality of old gods?”
“Some of it,” Tott said. “You’re not
going over it again, are you?”
Gees shook his head. “I am merely tell-
ing you that it’s possible the old goddess
you refuse to credit survives, and de-
mands human sacrifice at intervals. Why
she demands and gets two sacrifices with-
in so short a time of each other I don’t
know, and probably never will. Whether
the next tragedy of the kind will happen
today or tomorrow, or in twenty years’
time, I don’t know either. But I do know,
after last night, that I am looked on as
knowing too much, and that cat I killed
was meant to kill me before I could make
use of what I know.”
“That’s a bit too much to believe,”
Tott said.
Gees took a step forward and laid on
the table the card he had received the
night before. “Take a look at that. It’s
the note that took me out to the spot
where I killed that cat last night!”
Tott gave the card a cursory inspec-
tion, and then looked up again. “Yes, I
remember,” he said. “From—from that
Miss Kefra?”
“Exactly what I was meant to think,
and I fell for it,” Gees answered. “But
I didn’t fall for it as eagerly as I was
meant to do. That Now underlined should
have given me the impression that Miss
Kefra was waiting and I mustn’t lose a
minute, instead of which I went round to
my car to get a coat, and put my auto-
matic in my pocket, fortunately. I’d seen
Miss Kefra’s handwriting only in one
specimen, and that consisted of no more
than nine or ten words. I didn’t ques-
tion that writing on the card, but accept-
ed it as hers, and went. Perry’s being
there, and my having the gun, spoiled the
game.”
“What game?” Tott asked stubbornly.
“For a full answer to that,” Gees said,
“you’d have to go to the blue-eyed little
man who poses as Miss Kefra’s personal
attendant, Saleh ibn Nahor. Actually, as
priest and minister to Sekhmet of old
Egypt, and the human link between her
and material activity who provides her
with sacrifices. There’s my theory, in
plain English, as you asked.”
“You’re accusing this Saleh of two
murders, then?” Tott queried.
“And of an attempted third. Not that
I see any possibility whatever of proving
it. Further, I’m inclined to think that
those cats were material manifestations of
Sekhmet. That she animated them, drove
them to attack human beings, and that
in some way outside my knowledge this
Saleh is able to prepare these animal—
habitations, call them—and so give her
shape in which to accomplish material
acts. Murders, from our point of view.
Human sacrifices, from his.”
“And why should any man on earth
risk his neck over any such madness?”
Tott asked with the same stubbornness.

"SO FAR," Gees answered deliberately, "Saleh's neck doesn't appear to me to be in any danger. My telling you that about him is no more nor less than criminal slander, if a third person were here to hear it. As to the why of it, he gets profit of some sort. I don't mean financial profit, but increase of vitality, perhaps—something of that sort. An old saying comes to me—the blood is the life. In that, you have the basic idea behind all sacrifice in the old religions."

"You needn't put that into any plainer English," Tott said. "It's too utterly hellish. And so's all of it, to my mind."

"In other words, you don't believe a word of it."

Tott's brows drew down and together. "You've got a gift of words," he said. "On top of that, once before I wouldn't believe you, and got badly bitten over it. Do you believe all this?"

"I'll go further, and say I know it," Gees answered emphatically.

"It's too mad—too incredible altogether," Tott said. "No!" He shook his shoulders, as if to free himself from the belief Gees had almost imposed on him for a little while. "Things like that don't happen. If the man had been anything of the sort, he'd have been locked away in a criminal lunatic asylum, long ago."

Gees, making no reply, lighted himself a cigarette and gazed toward the window, thoughtfully. Tott, standing by the table eyed him.

"If you had any evidence at all, now—" he said, and paused.

"I'm going back to London," Gees observed, "but I think I'll drive down to the Grange first. Someone may have been there with news of what happened to that second cat last night, but I'd like to watch Saleh's face when he sees me alive, in case it reveals anything."

"Have you—is there room for a passenger?"

"Come along by all means," Gees invited. "I'm going to ask to see Miss Kefra, though, and if I do see her you'll have to walk back or wait for me."

"Suits me."

"Then I'll get the car out and pick you up in front of the inn."

The pale winter sunshine gave no heat as Gees drove off. They passed the crest of the rise, curved down the steep hill toward Barnby, and, glancing across the valley, Gees saw the Grange clear-cut in the sunlight which, striking on its eastern frontage, intensified its neglected appearance. Tott, who had not spoken since entering the car, said: "That place looks haunted."

"I thought you didn't believe in that sort of thing," Gees observed.

"I said it looks haunted, not that it is haunted," Tott retorted. "Not but what—Oh, I don't know!"

They passed through Barnby hamlet, and followed the westward-trending road to the Grange gateway, where two stone posts indicated that a barrier had once existed. Along the quarter-mile of neglected driveway, with dead and rotting boughs lying under the infrequent trees, and the rutted, pot-holed roadway flashy with puddles, with its worst indentations mended by loosely-shoveled flints, Gees drove slowly for the sake of his tires.

"What on earth made the woman pick on a place like this?" Tott demanded irritably. "It's—it's suicidal, enough to make a man drown himself to look at it. And to live here!"

"But this is a woman, not a man," Gees observed, "and I have an idea there was some sort of old association with it to influence her."

"You mean she'd been here before?" Tott asked.

"It may have been in better repair, then," Gees half-answered.

"Then she arrived in a baby carriage," Tott surmised as they crossed the bridge over the moat. "There's been nothing done, by the look of it, for the best part of my lifetime, let alone hers."

The car stopped before the entrance, and as Gees got out Tott said: "That door's ajar. Someone forgot to fasten it."

"I'll call his attention to it," Gees promised, and, entering the portico, pressed the bell-push. They heard the ringing somewhere within, but no other sound, and after a minute or so Gees pressed again and evoked a long peal, but still won no attention.

He said: "I wonder," doubtfully, and lifted the old-fashioned knocker on the
door to rap sharply, raising echoes from within. Tott got out of the car and came to stand beside him.

"Peculiar," he observed. "People don't leave their front doors open when they go out. It looks as if—"

Gees gave the door a push, and it swung inward slowly, heavily. He pressed the bell-push again and the sharp, harsh tin-tin-ulation of the bell clanged out loudly.

"They'd hear that anywhere in the house," Tott said. "There may be something wrong. More cats, or something of the sort."

"That being so—" Gees ended the sentence by stepping into the hall, and Tott followed him. For a few seconds they stood, listening, and then, seeing that the drawing room door was not closed, Gees pushed it wide. The room was untenant-ed; in the fire-basket on the hearth was a little mass of ash and cinders from which bluish smoke still rose. Tott said: "It's not so long since somebody was here." The clock on the mantel ticked noisily—far more noisily, to Gees' hearing, than when he had been in this room with Kefra. Then he saw that a stamped and addressed envelope was placed before the clock face, and crossed the room to take it down, for the name and address on it, as he saw when he approached, were his own.

"Why wasn't it posted?" Tott, beside him, asked.

WITHOUT replying, he tore the envelope open, and at that Tott, with innate courtesy, went to the window and stood looking out. Gees took out the letter and recognized Kefra's handwriting:

When I gave, and in giving asked, it was in the certainty that I was free. Now, I have equal certainty of being still bound, and the bonds are so terrible that I shall not see you again. They held me back from you yesterday. I would have known that it was not I who held back, but I myself was held.

Though the little time I craved and won is all, still I am glad, for though this execrable of Typhon, whom I believed, long ago in Abydos, subject to the will of Osiris—though she bind and hold me after I have fulfilled my part, yet she cannot take from me what has been. And though Salch—

Typhon, Gees knew, was in old Egyptian belief the very essence of evil, as Osir-
is was the source of all good. He stood looking at the unfinished letter—had Saleh come to her as she wrote, and given her no opportunity of finishing it?—until Tott faced about. Then Gees crumpled the sheet and thrust it into his pocket, and the envelope with it.

"It tells nothing, as far as finding anyone—goes," he said.

"It looks as if you know Miss Kefra fairly well," Tott observed.

"It's that devil Saleh I want to find," Gees said.

Tott said: "There's nothing against him—or against Miss Kefra either. I think I'll go out to the car and wait there. Rummaging over a private house while the occupants are away doesn't appeal to me. And they are away."

"What makes you so certain?" Gees asked.

"Just a feeling," Tott moved toward the door. "But just in case there should be any more cats, have you got your gun?"

Gees took it out from his overcoat pocket and pushed off the safety catch. "Yes," he said. "I'm going to make sure."

But when, ten minutes or so later, he went out to where Tott waited by the car, he shook his head.

"No sign of anyone, and no clothes nor anything left about," he remarked. "It looks as if they didn't mean to come back."

"But they left the door open," Tott pointed out.

Gees gave him no answer. It was in his mind that Saleh was the cause of her letter being unfinished, and that she had left the door ajar in case he, Gees, should come to the Grange and find the letter, which, because Saleh was with her, she would not take out to post in the ordinary way. Or perhaps she had hoped that anyone else, entering, would take and post it.

"And you're going back to London?" Tott asked, as Gees started the car and turned it toward the bridge over the moat.

"Yes. Get lunch along the road—hullo!"

A small sports car, approaching the Grange, appeared ahead of them as Gees drove over the bridge. So narrow was the drive that he felt his rear wheels
drag in the soft turf as he swung the steering wheel to give the other driver room to pass. But that driver did not pass. He came to a standstill beside the Rolls-Bentley, and Gees too stopped.

"Nobody at home, Tony," Gees said calmly, and blessed the thought with which he had securely closed the front door on emerging from the house, while at the same time he cursed the luck that revealed both his presence and Tott's to the man who glared at him. "We've just called, but the house seems empty."

"And what the devil are you two doing here?" Tony Briggs demanded wrathfully.

CHAPTER 17

By Saleh's Hand

GEEs took out his cigarette case, un hurriedly, and selected one, while Tott sat beside him, looking straight ahead, and Tony stared at them, angrily.

"I asked you a question!" Tony said impatiently.

"Well, then, for answer—what the hell are you doing here?"

"That's my business."

"Now listen for the echo," Gees said, and lighted his cigarette.

"Stop fooling!" Tony was a wrathful man. "I asked you—"

"And I told you to listen for the echo to your answer to me," Gees interrupted. "Take it as my answer to you."

"Inspector—" Tony changed to frigid politeness—"may I ask what you are doing here?"

"You may, sir," Tott answered imperturbably. "I am on leave till next Monday, and Mr. Green was good enough to drive me this far on my way to Hereford. I am staying here till the afternoon to see a coin collector like myself, and since Mr. Green was going for a drive before he goes back to London, I came with him to see a bit of the country."

"So this is the way to Hereford, is it?"

"What do you want him to do—go round by Skegness?" Gees asked before Tott could speak. "You heard him say he's only got till Monday."

Tony opened his mouth, but shut it again. Then he said, "I want a word with you, Gees."

"Then you can turn about on the other side of that bridge and follow me up to Hedlington," Gees answered equally coldly. "I'm getting an early lunch there, and then heading back to London."

He drove on, giving Tony no chance to reply. Glancing in the rear-view mirror, he saw Tony get out by the entrance and go to the door. Then the curve of the drive prevented further sight. Tott said: "Bad luck."

"He'll draw conclusions, of course," Gees remarked. "But then, he won't be the only one to do that."

"I've as much right to my conclusions, Mr. Green, as you have to yours," Tott retorted. "And about us, he'll draw the right ones."

"Don't worry," Gees urged. "I think I see a way to put him off questioning about you. In fact, I think he's got too much else on his mind just now to brew over what you do with your leave."

"But he's already put two and two together," Tott insisted. "You could tell that by the way he spoke, and the way he looked—"

"Quite—quite," Gees interrupted. "If he should as much as buttonhole you at the end of your leave, just ask him to look up records of forty to thirty-five years back, and see what there is about an agent provocateur named Saleh, operating in Cairo and thereabouts at the time. But don't quote me on it—tell him anything you like about how you got on to it, as long as you leave me out."

"You mean—this Saleh?" Tott asked incredulously.

"I mean this identical Saleh—probably quite young, but snakes don't take long to develop poison fangs. And I have an idea Mr. Briggs will find enough in records to make him acquit you of anything he might resent, as far as your being here goes. But, as I said, don't mention me."

"What happened thirty-five to forty years ago can't be dragged up now," Tott objected. "Mr. Briggs knows I wouldn't be such a fool as to try dragging it up. Everything's changed since then—"

"Murder or accessory to it can be dragged up at any time," Gees said, as he opened out for the hill leading up to
the small, rustic town of Hedlington. "If you knew about that—" Tott began, and did not end it.

"I don't. Records are not accessible to me, and nobody told me anything about it. I dreamed it. Nightmares are a hobby of mine."

Tott said: "I wish we had you back in uniform," rather wistfully.

They were halfway up the hill, and Gees looked across at the Grange. "He's given it up and started back," he said. "It took him a long while to convince himself the house was empty, the sceptical devil!"

"What made you tell me there was nobody at the Grange, Gees?" Striding across the dining room to stand over Gees as he sat at lunch, Tony Briggs fired out the question. For long seconds Gees made no reply. Then he said, "I told you what I believed was the truth."

Tony took a long, sharp breath, checked it. He stuck both hands into his trouser pockets. "I'm sorry," he said quietly, coldly. "But your being here like this—Tott, too, with his ridiculous explanation about coin collecting and going on to Hereford—You here—and him! Why?"

Gees maintained a frosty silence, and Tony said: "Gees?" miserably.

Gees looked up, and saw between Tony's thumb and finger the ring he had last seen when Kefra removed it from her finger and laid it down.

"I don't quite get that," he said—untruthfully.

"I got it back from her—from Cleo—this morning," Tony explained. "That's why I'm here. And she wouldn't see me."

"Who did see you, then?" Gees asked, after a pause for thought.

"Her man—Saleh. He left me at the door while he went to ask her, and came back to tell me she had nothing to say to me. When I tried to insist, he shut the door on me before I could get my foot inside."

"I'm sorry to hear this." He realized he had been mistaken about Kefra's letter on the mantel. His approach to the house, not an interruption by Saleh, had caused her to leave the letter unfinished, and place it for him to find leaving the door ajar in the certainty that he would enter and see his own name on the envelope. But where had she and Saleh hidden?

"And then—you here," Tony said. "Gees, I don't want to bark, or—or ask too much, but did she tell you?" he broke off doubtfully.

"When could she tell me—anything about you?" Gees asked in reply.

"You were calling on Monday—your wife to me said so. Did you see her then?"

"I called. You'd gone. She told me you'd already explained how Miss Brandon happened to be at Gravenor Mansions. Miss Kefra very kindly invited me to tea with her, and I think that's all," Gees said, jutistically meaning that it was all he meant to reveal.

"Have you—have you seen her since?" Tony asked.

"I drove down there yesterday afternoon—being in the neighborhood. I'd have felt it rather rude of me not to make a call."

"And—and she said nothing about me, or about sending this ring back?" Tony pursued.

"Now look here, Tony," Gees remonstrated. "Would any girl talk about a thing like that to a third party? I just called, being as I say in the neighborhood, and she didn't so much as mention you or anything about you, to the best of my recollection. Neither did I."

"No, I suppose she wouldn't," Tony admitted dubiously. "But I can't understand it. We parted as—as I hoped to meet her again, as we'd arranged. And then this—with no explanation. Why?"

"Miss Kefra is the only person who can tell you," Gees said.

"But still—now don't be offended at my asking, Gees. Why are you here—why this place? Is it—not because of her, is it?"

"Strictly for your ear, Tony," Gees said with an air of imparting a solemn secret. "I'm here because there has been another death almost exactly like that of the child at Gravenor Mansions, and if there's going to be an epidemic of things of that sort all over the country—well! As for its being in the neighborhood of Barnby Grange, it might have happened anywhere. It just happened to happen here. As far as Tott is concerned, you ought to know that he's no longer as-"
sociated with the work of the ordinary criminal branch."

Tony thought it over, and put his ring back into his pocket. "I suppose I have rather jumped to conclusions about you," he confessed.

"Naturally," Gees admitted in the pause, "but I'd have thought you—"

He broke off abruptly, remembering Drake. The reporter had drawn quite enough conclusions already; if he saw Tony here, in addition to Gees and Tott, there would be no holding him.

"I'd go back to town, if I were you," Gees said. "You'll be more likely to learn something that way—when Miss Kefra gets back to London, I mean—than by hanging around here. Yes, in your place I'd go back."

"Are you going back too?"

"Since you've got your own car, I needn't offer to drive you," Gees said. He avoided direct reply because of a doubt as to whether he would go back, knowing as he did from Tony that Saleh was still at the Grange. He wanted a word with Saleh, in Kefra's presence, if possible, about the message on the card he had received the night before.

"Yes, I'll start back after lunch," Tony decided.

"If Tott should happen back for lunch," Gees observed, "both he and you might feel a bit awkward." All he wanted was to get Tony out of sight before Drake appeared.

"I don't see—" Tony began—and left it incomplete.

"Considering how early it is, you could make Witney in time for lunch," Gees said.

"I hate going back without seeing her," Tony said irresolutely.

"You'd hate it still more if the door is slammed in your face a second time," Gees pointed out.

He left the room and made for the staircase. Pacing on the landing, he saw Tony go along toward the entrance, and a minute or so later heard the grinding of a self-starter. Then he went downstairs again, and Tott over-took him on the way.

"Gone, thank heaven! Mr. Green, supposing that Drake had spotted him, too. Steam cranes wouldn't have pried him loose from this place."

"The reason he stayed so long down at the Grange," Gees said, taking no notice of the remark, "was that he saw Saleh there."

"You mean—Saleh must have been there when you went over the house?" Tott paused grasping the dining room door handle to ask.

"Somewhere—or hiding out at the back. Mr. Briggs saw him and asked for Miss Kefra. Whether or not she was there too we have no means of knowing. But I'm going looking for Saleh again."

"With all respect for your brains, Mr. Green—" Tott opened the door, and stood back for Gees to precedence him into the dining room—"I can't subscribe to this theory of yours. I've thought it over, and I just can't."

"**THEN why did Saleh bring that card to get me out last night?**" Gees interrupted him. "Why was that devilish animal just where the card asked me to wait? Why was a rug taken up in that room at Gravenor Mansions and scrubbed to get rid of stains? Why was a man named Saleh just outside Cairo? Oh, I know that last is a new one on you, but it's gospel."

"If you're definitely accusing Saleh of murder, you've got to produce evidence," Tott insisted. "And evidence is what that card isn't."

Gees turned toward the door and said: "Evidence or no evidence—" Then he had passed the doorway, and Tott failed to catch the end of the sentence, but the tone of those first four words gave him a good idea of what the rest would be.

Tott saw the Rolls-Bentley pass the window, headed for Barnby, and saw, too, grim determination on Gees' face.

"It's a pity," he said to himself. "Fine intellect, too. But if you let yourself get tangled up believing in things of that sort you lose all sense of proportion—which is what he's done."

Outside Hedlington Village Hall Drake waited, realizing that he had come up from Barnby a quarter of an hour too soon. Others waited with him until the door of the hall, opening, revealed Inspector Perry already inside. Then Drake moved forward, and exhibited a card.

"Ah!" Perry sounded unimpressed.
"Well, I'd never have thought a London agency would send a man down, but—" he
gave the undersized, goggle-eyed man a
disapproving look—"I suppose they felt
they could spare you."

"You think—today finishes it, Inspector?"

"I've nothing whatever to tell you,"
Perry answered stiffly.

"Well, if you feel like that, that's how
you feel," Drake observed quite cheer-
fully. He began polishing his glasses. "I
dunno why," he added, "but my specs
will fog, down here. Something in the air."
Perry glanced at the bulging lenses.
"Your sight must be in a pretty bad way,
to need things like those," he said less
coldly.

"It's in a bad way," Drake said. "I'm
utterly helpless without these. Now I
haven't got 'em on—" he turned directly
toward the inspector—"you're no more
than a fuzzy line to me. That is, I can see
you're a man, but not where your neck
leaves off and your head begins."

He replaced them on his nose. "This
show won't last long, will it?"

"I have no idea how long," Perry
answered, stiffening.

"Well, it seems you've everything all
set, cause of death absolutely plain, and
no complications—especially since that
Mr. Green bagged the second of the two
wild cats last night."

"Since you know all about it, you don't
need information from me," Perry
remarked.

"And the tie-up with the Gravenor
Mansions affair falls to the ground," Drake
observed, carefully watching the inspec-
tor's face.

"What affair was that?" Perry asked
casually. "There's the corner, though—
excuse me." He hurried across the hall,
glad to get away, and Drake nodded to
himself before taking off those trouble-
some spectacles to give them another rub.
As he rubbed, a voice beside him said:
"Blessed if it ain't young George Drake!"
and he hastily replaced the glasses to re-
cognize a boyhood acquaintance.

"Bill!" he exclaimed, and offered his
hand. "How are you?"

"Oh, able to take nourishment, y'know,"
Bill admitted. "What's fetched you down
here, George? I thought you were in
London?" But it sure is nice to catch a
glimpse of you again."

"I represent the press. Sent down to
cover this inquest. D'you still live around
this way?"

"Yes, I got a little place—maybe you'll
remember it. The farm Taylor used to
have, down in Barnby. Mostly dairy
pasture."

"Oh, yes, I remember it all right. And
the Grange—I heard from somebody it
was let, a little while back. All done up,
I suppose?"

"No—look like fallin' down any minute,
like it allus did. Damp old place—any
place'd be damp with five-and-twenty foot
of water all around it. If it was mine, I'd
drain that old moat, right off."

"Ah!" Drake made the monosyllable
sound appreciative. "What sort of people
were they who hired it, do you know
anything about them?"

"It were a woman," Bill told him, "an'
not people at all. Except she got an odd
sorter man to drive her big car. Foreigner,
his is. We don't see much of her or him—
they're in London, mostly. An' the three
maids she had there all run off an' left,
because them big cats which was the cause
of this inquest turned up there an' scared
'em. Didn't do 'em no harm, but scared
one gal most outer her wits."

Which was no news to Drake, but,
having led the talk in the way he wanted,
hoped for better things. "You mean,"
he suggested, "the cats belonged there—
they belonged to this woman?"

"Nobody'll go so far as to say that,"
Bill hinted darkly. "This gal reckoned she
see 'em upstairs i' the middle o' the night,
though. Reckoned they was ghosts, she
did, an' cleared off next mornin'."

"They might not have been the same
cats," Drake conjectured.

"A pair, big an' yelliferish, she said—
an' the two which was killed like that—
big an' yelliferish. There wouldn't be two
pair like that round here."

"Well, I'd like a talk with you later on,
Bill, for the sake of old times," Drake
said. "I'd find you down at your place
round about six, would I?"

"Yes, I'll be there—"

"Silence, please!"

Drake took out his notebook—to be
ready to write.
CHAPTER 18

The Net Is Closing

As Gees left the car and stepped toward the portico he saw Kefra in the doorway. He realized that she had admitted him each time he had come here, and momentarily wondered if Saleh wanted to avoid him? It was no more than a second's reflection, driven out by the sound of Kefra's voice.

"Why?" she asked, with no word of greeting for preface. "After what I wrote."

He answered: "Saleh—where is he?"

He saw the moonstone on her breast rise and fall with her breath. "He will come back soon."

"I want to see him—I came back here to find him."

"Then will you come in?" she asked.

"He will not be long."

He followed her into the drawing room. The fire had been replenished; it was now a red mass, radiating heat that he felt halfway across the room, and crowned by little bluish flames. Kefra reached up to lay her hand on the mantel, and faced him.

"What is it?"

"This." He took from his pocket the card he had received.

She took it from him, read its brief message, and then, still holding it, shook her head. "No, it is not from me," she said.

"As I knew when I got back from where it asked me to go," he told her.

"Saleh delivered it—only Saleh could have written it, since you did not. And going there was meant to kill me, horribly."

She bent her head to gaze down at the fire, and laid her arm on the mantel, with the card pendant in her hand. Then her foot on the guard slipped, and as she started to recover her balance the card fluttered from her fingers. Gees started forward to clutch at it, but merely knocked it away, down into the flames; the paper flared up, crumpled, and was gone. Gazing down at it, he laughed—not a pleasant laugh.

She said, very quietly and evenly: "It makes no difference, and you need not even see him. Very soon, he will be called to account for far more than this. Far, far more than this!"

"Without it, seeing him would be use-

less," he answered. "But—called to account?"

She pointed at the armchair behind him. "Will you sit there for a little while?" she asked. "In my letter I told you I should not see you again, but now—I wish it."

Half reluctantly he seated himself, and she took her place on the rug at his feet, leaned against his knees with her face turned from him and toward the fire. "So—like any woman of a day, for this last time of all," she said. "As for some few hours out of all my hours. I dreamed I might rest at day's end. Before I knew."

For a moment she looked up at him, and he read in her eyes that she was no longer remote, but desiring his nearness.

"You knew?"

"That I am no less bound from you than I was before the ninth life was taken," she answered somberly. "Freedom was an illusion, given for the little time I knew with you to make the bonds more cruel—a vengeance designed by Typhon's own minister, Sekhem the accursed."

In the stillness that followed he listened, still and tensed; and heard a faint, purring sound—so faint that he could not determine its source. It might have been in the room, outside the house, or even close here beside him. Then Kefra said: "Yes, I too hear it. She is content, but nothing can take from me the time we two knew." She looked up at him again. The sound had ceased. "No power can take it away. Nor this—this interval of peace."

Again she turned toward the fire, and leaned her head down on her knee. The red coals rustled, shrinking down behind their bars. He laid his hand on her hair. "All this is illusion, Kefra," he said. "Surely it is all illusion. Forget it—come back to London with me—"

"I have seen," she interrupted him.

"Since I wrote the letter you took away, I have seen. Else, I would not be here with you again, as now. And Saleh—you asked of him. He will not see another day."

He tried to frame a question, but could find no words. She answered the question as if he had spoken it.

"No, not through me. Nor do I know in what way. But I have seen, and know that even now the assessors wait to judge
him in Amenti. There is no escaping." "The last priest of Sekhmet," he said. "Then—you will be free."
"I shall be free," she assented quietly. "Then—" he began, and did not end it. She reached up, grasped the hand he had withdrawn, and again laid it on her head. "For every day that you remember, I have known ten times a thousand days," she said. "I have stored knowledge grain by grain, as a man might store corn against a time of need. And I know—from the day when I stood before Nitocris the beautiful to this hour, through all the ages I have known, the spirit that is man has lifted itself no higher above the beasts than it was when I first saw altars in Abydos."

"A hard saying," Gees said. "But what of it?"

"A thought, no more. That when I was a child kings went out to conquer and bring back slaves, and today the whole world stores arms for no other purpose. In all the ages between they have learned nothing. A thought, no more. And though I have stored knowledge, though I am old in all the ways of life, and have experienced all things, I have found no greater good than this I know now."

"This—?"

"Peace, and a hand laid on my head."
They sat in silence, while thoughts came and passed in his mind: if Saleh, who, she had said, would not see tomorrow; or Tony Briggs, driving back to London perplexed and with a sense of the uselessness of his effort; of Tott, determined and practical; of this woman who, twice during this long silence, nestled more closely to him and once reached up to lay her hand over his on her head.

She rose to her feet with effortless grace, and turned to face him. Abruptly leaned, laid both hands on his shoulders, and drew him toward her to kiss him on the forehead.

"For the last time," she said. "The last time of all."

"But—I want to ask you—"
She shook her head. "Nothing—no more. I shall see you no more. Time—a very little time—will tell all you ask."
She drew back from him and motioned with her head toward the door. He wanted to question, to protest, but found that he could not even speak. Her eyes were all darkness, all tenderness, yet they compelled him to turn away from her and go out...

BEYOND the bridge across the moat he choked the car, realizing that he had not seen Saleh, that Kefra had told him nothing of all he would have learned. But then he drove on. Some force, perhaps emanating from her, compelled him to. And her words—"I shall see you no more," went with him, unquestionable and final.

People were coming out from Hedlington Village Hall as he passed on his way toward the inn. He felt unaccountably tired; there would be time for tea before the fire at the Rest And Be Thankful, and then he could set out for London.

... Waiting outside the village hall, Inspector Tott saw Perry emerge, and moved forward to fall into step with him, going toward the inn.

"I wouldn't come inside, because of that worm Drake," he said. "He's got it in his mind that I'm in this case with you, and I want to discourage him."

"He can forget it," Perry said. "There isn't any more case, after that verdict. Though he hustled off as if he thought there might be, directly he'd got the verdict. Gone to see where the body was found, by the look of him."

"How do you get back home?" Tott inquired.

"There's a bus every half hour—it stops outside the Rest And Be Thankful," Perry answered. "One's just gone, but if we catch the next it'll get us to my home before dark. I can put you up for the night, if you like, or you can come back here or go on to Cheltenham."

"Cheltenham, I think—many thanks for the offer, all the same."

"That's a fine car your Mr. Green runs."
They were abreast of the car, outside the inn, as Perry made the comment.

"Yes," Tott admitted reflectively, "but he's not my Mr. Green. If he were, I might turn him a few things."
He paused in the doorway of the inn to look back at the car.

"We've got plenty of time," Perry remarked. "More than two hours of daylight, yet, and half an hour for the bus."
"Then I think a cup of tea wouldn't damage either of us," Tott suggested. "You order it, and tell 'em to put it on my bill, while I go for that telephone call before I forget it."

Tott found the apparatus, and called his number. Minutes of waiting, and then he asked to be put through to Inspector Crampton, only to be informed that he was not in.

"Well, who is in, then?" Tott demanded. "Who wants Inspector Crampton?"

"Inspector Tott."

"Oh, that's different, of course. Carroll speaking. Mr. Tott—Detective-sergeant Carroll."

"Where is Crampton?" Tott rasped out. "Well, sir, I understood him to say he was going to a place called Gees Confidential Agency, to get some particular information he wanted."

"What particular information—can you tell me that?"

"No, Mr. Tott, I'm afraid I can't. But you might get him there."

"Can you give me the number?"

"Just a moment, sir."

Tott penciled the number on the pad before him, depressed the receiver hook, and dialed again.

"Miss Brandon?"

"Who is speaking, please?"

"Inspector Tott. Miss Brandon. I wonder if you could tell me—"

"Just one moment, Inspector, and perhaps you could help me first," she interrupted him. "I have somebody here asking for Mr. Green—can you tell me where to find him? I was away yesterday, and came back this morning to find him gone, leaving no address."

"I rather think your caller's name is Crampton. If so, Mr. Green is here, tell him. It's Hedlington-cum-Carnworth, Gloucestershire, but Mr. Green's starting back to London almost at once, I understand. Now can you let me speak to Inspector Crampton, please, Miss Brandon?"

"Just a moment."

A few seconds of silence, and then Crampton's voice. "Hullo, Mr. Tott. They told me you were on leave, and couldn't say where, so I came along here on the chance of getting what I wanted. But now I've found you, I wonder if you can tell me. Have you any idea what's become of that Miss Kefra and her man Saleh? I don't know where you're speaking from, but if you can't tell me I've got to make it a routine inquiry about that place of hers in Gloucestershire."

"That's exactly where they are. At least—" he remembered what Gees had told him—"Saleh was here up to three or four hours ago, and probably still is. About Miss Kefra, I'm not so sure, but probably she's at Barnby Grange."

"The man is our bird, I think—all right, Miss Brandon, you need not go. I want both of them held for questioning. The man in charge of the case down there—Perry, I think his name is—could you get a message through to him for me? It's important."

"Easily," Tott answered. "What have you got, Crampton—not some concrete evidence?"

"A rug I took out of her flat—a stained rug. I've had it tested, with the idea that blood might have caused the stains—somebody had tried to wash 'em out. But there was enough left to declare that they are bloodstains, and enough, too, to prove them the same group classification as the slides stained from the body of the child Ernest Parkoo. Which body Saleh jammed into a suitcase and threw out of Miss Kefra's car on Wimbledon Common, the same night the child was killed. It's enough to justify holding both Miss Kefra and the man, and I'll get a car turned out and come right down."

"You have no more than the evidence of the rug, I take it?"

"I only got that half an hour ago—the report of the analysis," Crampton answered. "Now, I've got a squad of searchers going over that flat with fine-tooth combs and microscopes."

"What you have is enough to justify questioning," Tott said. "I'll tell Perry at once—I'm not on the case, as you know, but there's nothing to prevent my giving you and him a hand. You can leave that part of it to me, and probably I'll see you when you arrive here. You don't want to speak to Mr. Green now, I take it, Inspector Crampton?"

"No—Oh, no! I know I can leave it to you—see you soon, probably."

Tott replaced his receiver and hurried down the stairs.
The tawny, furred head turned its great, bared and pointed teeth, its fierce yellow eyes...
CHAPTER 19
The Mask That Vanished

ENTERING the dining room, Tott saw Gees sitting by the fire with a cigarette, gazing at Inspector Perry. Tott said: "We shall not wait for tea, waitresses," and Perry turned toward him. "And you, Mr. Green—Oh, well, you've been in it all along." The waitresses went out with the tray.

"I've just been talking to Crampton, and he's tied up the Ernest Parkoot murder with Miss Kefra's flat. He wants her and the man Saleh held for questioning—I told him I'd give you the message, Perry."

"Not arrest?"
"Questioning first. I expect arrest will follow."
"Crampton's coming here, then?" Gees put in.
"At once—he'll arrive in about three hours' time, I expect. Meanwhile it's up to you, Perry, to see that those two don't move elsewhere."

"I'd better get going," said Perry. "It's a good three miles—"

"I'll drive you," Gees offered. He remembered Kefra's prophecy regarding Saleh, and felt that he must see if it won to fulfillment. "Your inquest verdict goes west, now," and, dropping his cigarette butt in the fire, lighted another, while Perry shook his head emphatically.

"Oh, no!" he said. "You think it was Saleh both times?"

"No," Gees answered, unenlighteningly.

"Miss Kefra?"
"No," Gees said again.
"Then if it was that cat, the verdict was correct."
"No," Gees told him for the third time.
"Then what on earth are you talking about?" Perry demanded.

"Offering to drive you to Barnby Grange."

Perry looked at his watch. "Very good of you," he said. "You'll come along, Mr. Tott? Crampton can take over when he gets here."

Gees led the way toward the door. "Half a minute—my coat is up in my room. I'll run up and get it."

"Just as well to let him drive us," Perry observed to Tott as they went out to the Rolls-Bentley. "Miss Kefra's got a big black sedan that looks as if it could move, and if that Saleh got going in it he might take some finding. The sooner I pin him down for Crampton, the better—and I've done enough today without walking to the Grange."

The still, sunlit afternoon was nearing its end as Gees drove off; not more than an hour of daylight remained. They passed out from the village and went up over the rise, to begin the long descent to Barnby.

"I hope that worm Drake doesn't spot us," Tott murmured; and Perry, beside Gees, suddenly pointed ahead.

"Her car!" he exclaimed. "Ahead there."

It was drawn up beside the road, nearly opposite the place on the grassy open land where the dead girl's body had been found. From that place, a man walked toward the black limousine, and beside him was someone in a black fur coat who held him by the shoulder.

Gees peered intently through the windshield as he neared them, and saw that the man walked stumblingly: it seemed that his companion almost held him up, and impelled him toward the car.

They were fifty yards or so away from the limousine when suddenly a flock of sheep began surging into the road by way of an opening in the high brick wall, and beyond the wall they could hear a dog barking as he rounded up his charges, and the voice of a shepherd urging both him and the sheep.

With the road completely blocked by the crowding animals, Gees pulled to a standstill some thirty yards from the stationary car before him. And now he could see, with the light from the setting sun striking on that black fur coat, five-grouped markings on its—black panther skin, that he had seen once before. He could see, too, the head that rose above the coat collar, tawny, furred—it turned toward him, and he saw the great, bare and pointed teeth, its very fierce, yellow eyes.

Tott stood up in the back of the car with a shout that was almost a shriek. The thing in the panther fur coat was
hurrying the stumbling man toward the car, whose side door swung open. Sheep crowded, surging past the Rolls-Bentley, while more sheep poured out from behind the high wall. They clanked against the wings, scraped past, baa-ing in fright, and Tott yelled:

“Get on! Drake—she’s got Drake—get on!”

It was impossible to move the car with the mass of sheep driving at it. Short of leaping out, he could do nothing. Perry tried to get the door on his side open, but the pressure of the crowding sheep prevented it, and if he got over it on to the runningboard the animals would have swept him off his feet with their rush, driven on as they were by the pressure of others following them.

And Gees saw that Drake, his spectacles missing, stumbled toward the sedan in the grip of whatever it was, like a man senseless, already half dead. His black-furred captor urged him on, almost lifting him from his feet.

Gees reached down to the pocket beside him and got out his automatic. Reaching over the side he fired, and the bullet starred the oblong glass in the back of the limousine. He tried for a second shot, but the pistol had jammed, and he drew it back to tug desperately and vainly at the recoil casing.

But, with the report, the black-furred figure released its hold on Drake, who fell in a crumpled heap, while it leaped to disappear within—and the sedan began to move down the hill.

“Oh, blast these sheep!” Perry shouted.

The last of them surged past the car as the shepherd and his dog appeared in the opening by which they had emerged to the road. Perry got out, over the side of the car, and ran to the man, who stood staring, and lifted a hand to scratch his head. Perry shook a fist at him, and then pointed to Drake’s still, crumpled figure.

“See to that man, you!” he commanded fiercely.

Without waiting for reply, he ran back to the car and climbed in again. “Get on, Mr. Green—get on!” he ordered. “We’ve got to catch that car.”

“Before they can get inside the Grange, too,” Tott said sharply. “Remember how you looked for ‘em there this morning,

Mr. Green? They’ve got secret hiding places in that old house. My God, I’d never have believed—it was a mask, though. A lioness-head mask.”

“Yes,” Perry said, as the Rolls-Bentley shot at the descent, “it must have been a mask; but why?”

Gees spared one glance at Drake as he passed, and saw that he lay crumpled and ominously inert.

The tires ground, half-skidding, on the curve of the hill, and the car swung out so menacingly that Gees had to slow down for an instant. Coming to straight road again, Gees saw the car ahead take the right-hand turn at the foot of the hill on two wheels. He almost held his breath for the crash seemed inevitable, but the black car straightened out and disappeared, hurtling toward the Grange.

“You’ll lose them—you’ll lose them!” Tott moaned.

Slow, a little slower—that turn at the foot of the hill was dangerous. Open out—now brake strongly with the steering wheel hard over. Tott emitted a long, “Aah-h-h!” as the back wheels swung in a dry skid, and with the brake released the car shot swiftly forward in its new direction.

Past the last cottage of the hamlet, and on. Turning in with another dry skid between the posts where once a gate had marked the entrance to the drive, and now no more than fifty yards divided the two cars.

Tott leaned forward. “You’ve got ‘em. Pull up sharp, and we’ll have ‘em before they can get inside and hide that mask. We’ll jump out after them as he stops, Perry.”

The car ahead was almost leaping on the rutted, flinty way. Almost on to the moat-bridge, it lurched and swerved as the report of a bursting front tire, cut by the flints on the drive, reached their hearing. Lurched, swerved—crashed on the crumbling parapet, and, for a moment that lasted interminably, hung, toppling, dropping, to plunge thunderously. Only the ripples remained when Gees braked the Rolls-Bentley to a standstill.

Perry, out on the bridge, laid a hand on the cracked and partly shattered parapet to look over. Great bubbles came to the surface, and more ripples rayed out
from them on the ominously black water. "Twenty-five feet deep," he said. "We've got to help to get it up. No hope—no chance for them."

"The mask will be inside the car," Tott said. "Evidence."

Again, seated at his steering wheel, Gees remembered Kefra's prophecy as he gazed on its fulfillment.

CHAPTER 20

When Gods Must Die

THE shepherd bent over Drake's limp figure on the grass. Then he knelt and heard Drake's breathing. He tried to rouse him by saying louder and louder, "Heer! Heer, mister! Wake up!"

But, since Drake showed no sign of wakening, the shepherd took him under the armpits and lifted him to a sitting posture, while the old dog that had rounded the sheep out to the road stood by with hanging tongue. Then Drake, leaning against the shepherd's hold, stirred and put his hand to his face, slowly and uncertainly.

"My—my glasses," he said. "I want my glasses."

"Where are they, mister?" the shepherd asked. "What glasses?"

"I was waving 'em. They—they fogged. Somebody grabbed my shoulder—I couldn't see. And then—my God! I know what a mouse must feel like when a cat gets it! The glasses—who are you? Where are they?"

"If I let go, mister, kin you set up?" the shepherd asked.

Drake put his two hands on the ground and got to his feet, clumsily. "Wait—I remember," said he, more coherently. "I've got my spare pair." He felt in his pocket and, producing a case, opened it and put on a pair of horn-rimmed spectacles. He looked at the shepherd.

"Who was it?" he asked. "Did you see who caught me?"

The shepherd shook his head. "Didn't see nobody, mister," he answered. "I were herdin' my sheep inter the road. That there p'lease inspector what been nosin' round here about that gal gittin' killed—he said I gotter look arter you. You all right now? You're sort of shaken up."

"I—I suppose so," Drake put a hand to his shoulder. "Cut, somehow—all sticky and painful." He pushed back the coat lapel, and blood showed on the shoulder of his shirt. "Wait a bit—don't go for a minute." He slipped the coat off, dropped it on the grass, and opened the front of his shirt and undervest. "Look—what do you make of it?" he asked. "I can't see, myself, but I can feel it."

"Looks like you been clawed, mister, like they say the gal were clawed," the shepherd decided. "The shirt's all tore too—look! It mean there's another 'o them great cats about somewhere. I gotter go an' see it don't git at my sheep, I reckon."

He gazed along the road toward the crest of the rise, where the sheep, with nobody to urge them, had taken to the grass. Drake looked round too.

"That's my handkerchief over there—the glasses'll be there too," he announced. "The pair I dropped. Look here—Don't go! If there's another of those beasts about I'm not safe alone—nor are you. It's less likely to go for two of us, and there's your dog."

"Well, mister, you git them glasses, an' then come along o' me, so be you kin walk alone all right now. I got to look arter my sheep, and since I got to drive 'em through Hedling'gon, you kin come along."

Drake went to retrieve the glasses and handkerchief. When he returned to where the shepherd waited, he said: "Whoever grabbed me must have had some sort of knife or something—it wasn't a cat or any animal made those cuts in my shoulder. It was the hand that held on to me and dragged me along—somebody—I think there was a car, but I could see nothing without my glasses. Something in the hand holding me that sunk in, tore—not an animal of any sort."

"It looks like claws done it, to me," the shepherd insisted.

"It you want to get along, I'll go with you to Hedlington," Drake said. "Find somewhere to get the cuts dressed—they may be septic. But I know how a mouse must feel, helpless, awful!"

"It were a cat done it," the shepherd said with decision. "A great big cat, like that one they shot. I gotter go after my
sheep, mister. Can’t leave them alone.”
They set off, and the old dog followed.
The Grange frontage was no more than
a dark oblong against the night sky when
the gang of men whom Perry had fetched,
together with tackle from a builder’s yard,
finally got the large car out from the moat
and righted it, little damaged except for
its driven-in radiator. They, dragged it
forward to the portico, into the ray of Gees’
headlamps, and the light, too, of the two
lorries on which the tackle had been
fetched under Perry’s direction. Tott, who
had remained on guard all the time,
reached out to open the door, but then
stood back and turned to Crampton, who
by that time had arrived to take part.
“It’s your case,” Tott said. “Not that
there’s much of a case left for you, except
for the mask I told you about.”
“It’ll be in there,” Crampton decided.
“All windows up and unbroken—it’ll be
in there. Somebody give a hand here!”
He turned the handle and tugged at
the car door. It yielded stiffly; in the fall,
the body of the car had been strained,
probably. As the door came open, water
gushed out. Men reached in and took out
the body of Cleo Kefra, and Gees standing
back, held his breath as the light of a big
electric torch that Tott held fell on the
still figure, and on her face. Her face, he
saw, and with that turned away, for a
drowned face is not pretty.

“NOW some of you get that body out
from the driver’s seat,” Crampton
ordered. “Let me have that light, Mr.
Tott. The glass between her and the driver
was closed, she was all shut in. The mask
will be in the back, I expect, where she
was.”

He directed the strong light into the
back of the car, rayed it slowly from floor
to roof. Then, getting inside, he threw
out the sodden rug, the seat, and even a
movable floor-board, while men carried
the two bodies into the Grange. Crampton
got out again.

“You’re sure about that mask, Mr.
Tott?” he asked.

“It’ll be somewhere in front,” Tott
answered. “We should have seen if they’d
thrown it out while we were chasing them
—at least, they were in sight a good part
of the way. A mask like a lion’s head—
like a lioness’ head, I mean. I saw it quite
plainly while she had hold of that man
Drake. Covering all her head and neck
as far down as the collar of the fur coat.
Look in front.”

They stripped the driving compartment
as Crampton had already stripped the
back, but with no more result. Tott, stand-
ing beside Gees, observed—“That’s funny.
They must have thrown it out.”

Gees said, “They didn’t throw it out.”
“It’s not there!” Tott protested.
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PROLOG

Hand and I were the only passengers on that little Dutch steamer which tramps around the coast of Haiti. I noticed him when he came aboard at Jacmel. His name was Glennon. His shoulders were rugged, he had the complexion of a cavalry saddle and the look of a man who traveled far and light.

But he had this shoe box with him, the sort of cardboard box excursionists pack lunches in. He wouldn’t let the steward touch it, and he

Charlemagne was about to attack with a company of lifeless zombies.
carried it about with him and kept it at his elbow in the smoke room. People usually expand in the intimacy of a ship's bar; but when we reached Gonaives and my good-evenings drew only nods, I began to think him saturnine. Then off St. Maro he unexpectedly opened up.

"Down here in bananas?"

"Newspaper man," I said. "You're a planter?"

"Me?" His eyes were faintly rueful. "Insurance is my business, brother. Life insurance." Then his eye brightened. "But I was down here in the old days with the Marines. Fought against Charlemagne in the Caco War and helped set up the Garde d'Haiti. Know the island, do you?"

"First visit," I admitted. "You must know it like a book."

He nodded. "I've covered about every kilometer. Yet, I doubt if any white man gets to know Haiti very well. When I pulled out after the Marine occupation— we left in '34—I reckoned I didn't know it as well as I thought I did after my first year there in '19." His eyes mused out of the port hole at the mountain-jungle coastline. "I've an idea you never get to know Haiti as well as Haiti gets to know you."

I asked, "When you were stationed here with the Leathernecks, did you hear much about voodoo?"

Something in his face stiffened. "What?"

"Well, you know," I explained. "Most Americans are curious about Haitian voodoo. Black Magic, The Death Cult, Zombies and all that."

He said slowly, "I suppose it has had a lot of publicity. Movie trash. And of course, there is a lot of voodoo down here. But don't mix it up with black magic. Voodoo is an African religion with priests, shrines and a mythology—much like our white man's religion. Black magic, sorcery, that's something else again."

His gaze fixed on the lingering shadow coast.

"About black magic: The Negroes aren't the only ones who believe in charms. They wear this gadget called an ouanga. Put the curse on somebody and have faith enough in your ouanga and the curse comes true. Lots of white men believe in faith healing; the Haitians merely put it in reverse, what you might call 'faith killing.' Well, I don't know. Maybe if you have faith enough you can make anything come true."

"That sounds plausible," I agreed conversationally, "but how about these zombies—these dead brought back to life?"

"Old African folklore. Hocus-pocus practiced by Negro medicine doctors in the so-called Society of the Dead. Outlawed by the Haitian government and scorned by the true voodoo priests. But I did see one man brought back to life, at that."

He gave a queerish look around as if scouting eavesdroppers, then placed his curious show box directly in front of him on the table and leaned across it toward me. "By the way, are you interested in taxidermy?"

The abrupt change of subject took me back a little. I wondered whether the man was a bit corked. The smoke room was deserted except for us, and he peered around with a caution that seemed exaggerated for a dusty subject such as taxidermy.

Then I noticed a bead of perspiration starting down his temple; his fingers on the box-string were quivering. I rather expected something to hop out as he lifted the lid and drew back.

Glennon gripped my arm while I peered down.

"Ever see anything like that before, mister?"

I was surprised. I had seen something like it before—in toy departments and nurseries. Only this looked like a homemade specimen, a crude, hand-sewn article; the hair obviously horsehair; lumpy, blob-shaped arms and legs; the leather worn and weather-stained and scrubbed from hard usage—a cherished relic that might have been rescued from an ash can. Stitches were open in the stomach, disgorging a spill of sawdust. The face resembled an old tobacco-juice-stained baseball.

"Why," I had to say, "it's only a doll!"

Its owner, aware of the steward's step behind us, closed the box hastily. "Only a doll." He gave me a level stare, requesting discretion as the steward brought us drinks. He said in a low tone after the
Dutchman had gone, "Perhaps it looks like one, my friend; but take my word, it's not the kind you'd have old Santa bring your kiddies for Christmas.

"Pull your chair around and I'll tell you about it. It has to do with what we were talking about—Haiti, black magic, zombies. Better fortify yourself with a drink. You're a newspaper man, but I'll lay you two to one you never heard a weirder, more incredible story."

As a graduate of the tabloids I was inclined to take the bet. At the end, I conceded there would have been no doubt—I would have lost.

Haiti—land of voodoo, savages and mystery ... the home of those soulless creatures, the un-dead dead—it was there a leatherneck saw a corpse rise!

CHAPTER 1

Mummies and Marines

IT BEGAN (Glennon launched his story on a gulp of whiskey) up in the mountains behind Cape Haiti—a jungle outpost called Morne Noir—one of those limberlost Haitian villages where they still have a law that the natives on market day have to wear pants.

You don't find any telephones, tourists or plumbing in that part of the interior. The trails up through the jungle are terrible. The village is a pretty good copy of some pest hole in the heart of Africa; mud streets; not lights at night; a clutter of thatch-roofed huts surrounded by mornes with their dark foreheads up in the clouds. And that's where Charlemagne Perrault started his Caco Rebellion against the American Marines sent to Haiti in 1916, to bring peace and quiet to an island that hasn't had any since Columbus waded ashore in 1492.

Now Haiti has had a devil of a history, and three years after the Marines landed to bring order, this Charlemagne was writing another bloody chapter. Maybe you don't remember Charlemagne Perrault, but we Americans who tried to catch him remember him. He was one of those tragic revolutionaries who tried to stave off civilization with a popgun, so to speak, and sometimes makes me wonder whether our white man's wisdom is so right after all.

Charlemagne was an educated Haitian—he'd been schooled in France like a lot of the Haitian upper class—and he resented the idea of a white American army in Haiti. We had to be there. The Haitian government was a mess; Germany was making threats to invade. We couldn't allow that, and we had to get there first. But Charlemagne didn't understand that.

He went around urging the Haitians to rebellion, and some M. P. heard him talking in Cape Haiti and arrested him. If we'd let him go he might've petered out, but one of those pompous white officials had to punish him by putting him in a convict's uniform in a street-sweeping squad.

That was a damnfool mistake. For a Paris-educated Haitian to be sweeping the streets was on a par with making the President of Harvard clean a stable, and the story swept Haiti like wildfire. Charlemagne escaped in no time, and the rebellion broke like a tropic hurricane.

I can tell you, it was tough. Charlemagne was a brilliant leader, and he knew every trick of guerilla warfare. He organized roving bands of guerillas—Caco bandits—and planted the jungle with snipers. He collected all the voodoo priests and called for a religious war. And got it.

All this is in our history books where you can read it; I'm just giving you the background of the story that begins at Morne Noir. I was sent up there with a detachment of Marines to clean the place up and try to locate Charlemagne. That was a large order; brother, and I'm here to say I didn't succeed. Charlemagne almost got me, and somebody else finally got Charlemagne.

All that's beside the point. The point is that Morne Noir was a hot-box when I got there.
Some of the natives were friendly, but all blacks look the same after dark. You never could tell when you might be ambushed on the trail, back-stabbed in the village or sniped from behind a palm tree. We weren't there a week before one of my scouts was chopped to mince meat in the jungle.

Charlemagne prowled the mountains like a spook; the peasants were drunk on fear and voodoo; human sacrifices were rumored in the neighborhood; the eternal drumming after sundown was a nightmare; and every minute we had to be ready for a Caco attack.

Throw in fever, bad water, heat, insects and other tropical devils and you have an idea of the white man's burden. I was told that no reinforcements might reach me for days or even months. I built a stockade on the edge of the village; tried to drill some miserable Haitian soldiers; then everything bogged down in the rainy season, and I sat down to wait. It was hell and it was Haiti.

In the middle of that, civilization arrived. Mark that! Civilization in the persons of Mr. and Mrs. Peabody and one Terrence McCoy.

There was a triangle for you. I've seen some odd fish in Caribbean waters, but I think this Peabody was the oddest. He should've been in a museum instead of representing one. You know the sort of bird who gets a Ph.D. at the ripe old age of twenty and looks like an astronomer at thirty-five?

Peabody was that type. Brains. A dome-shaped head bulgy with brains and windowed by owlish spectacles and roofted by a thatch of white-yellow hair. A little pipe-stem, insignificant body round-shouldered from too much learning. Nearsighted from midnight study. Weaned on the encyclopedia.

Picture that in a sun helmet with a bird cage in one hand and a notebook in the other, riding into town on a donkey, and you've got my introduction to Wilfred Peabody.

I guess I gaped, open-mouthed, from my headquarters window. Then I gagged an inch wider. On the heels of this pixie came Mrs. Peabody.

Don't ask me how a girl like Jennie Louise could've married that absent-minded professor. I wondered at that time. She was as opposite as a canary from a big-headed little hoot owl; pink and frilly and fuzzy blond—you know. Plenty good looking, too. But the kind that likes lace and fudge and romantic novels. Gazes at the world through big, round, starry blue eyes and is apt to sigh over movie fade-outs or get a little cute.

"It's just too thrilling to be here in Haiti," were her first words to me. "Oh, Captain, it's so adventurous." That was the tip-off on pretty Jenny Louise.

I was watching her follow her husband into camp and plop the sight when the last of the party appeared. McCoy the Irishman. You've seen green paint? He was Irish as that. Lots of grinning white teeth and fine Irish black hair. Lots of jaw, lots of chest, lots of twinkling blue eye. He was built like an athlete, and he could look like a horseman on a Haitian donkey and there was a quality to his voice that got things done. I could see from the first that the man in charge of that outfit was McCoy.

Only Peabody called himself the leader of the expedition; he was in my headquarters house announcing his arrival before I could think to summon a guard to learn how he'd gotten there alive.

Well, he was a naturalist. Also he was an archeologist, a paleontologist and a lot of other high-sounding names that he reeled off by way of introduction. It seemed that he and his wife and McCoy, backed by some Institute of Something or Other, had come to Haiti to investigate the history, geology, flora and fauna of the island. They had a load of baggage and a big collection of rare animals, butterflies, fossils and that sort of thing.

They'd been in the interior acquiring this stuff when the Caco War broke out. Our scouts had come on them in the mountains; advised them to leave. Peabody didn't want to leave. His work, he said, was too important. He was a scientist in the midst of most valuable research. No picayne native rumpus was going to divert him from his work.

He had a letter from the district commandant—I'd like to give you the colonel's name, but I won't speak ill of the dead—wishing him off on my protection. How
he wrung permission to remain in Haiti out of the colonel I didn’t know, but he had it, and he intended to pitch his research camp in Morne Noir until the trouble blew over. He said he could go on with his investigations in the Morne Noir territory, and he assured me he wouldn’t be a bother to me or my Marines.

Bother! I glared at Peabody and his wife and the Irishman, too choked to speak. I could see Peabody had no more idea of the danger he was in than a babe in the woods Mrs. Peabody had about as much sense as a doll.

McCoy stepped forward to say he was sure they could take care of themselves. That was all I needed. A crackpotted scientist and his entourage to look after on the lid of that Haitian volcano. If I’d been able to afford an escort—I’d have shipped them P.D.Q. to the coast, but I needed every man I had. Until reinforcements relieved me, they’d have to stay.

“Don’t worry,” said Peabody, reading the consternation on my face. “My wife and McCoy and I will have our own camp. You don’t need to trouble about us at all. Indubitably this local fiasco will soon be dissipated. Meanwhile we can quietly pursue our research. I am particularly interested in tracing the early civilization of the Arawaks.”

I stared at him. “Arawaks!”

“The original inhabitants indigenous to this island,” he gave me. “The aborigines. A tribe of the Carib Indians. Today, so far as we know, there remains but a handful of Caribs, remnants of the race that retreated to Honduras and Guatemala. There were thousands of them once, and they lived on this island when Columbus discovered Haiti... But the Arawaks have almost vanished from the earth.”

“That’s why we’re trying to trace them,” Mrs. Peabody explained. “We think there’s a few left in Haiti.”

McCoy put in. “The original Indians who were here when Columbus landed,” Peabody chirped excitedly. “A few remaining Arawaks who live in isolation deep in the unexplored interior—in the mountains bordering Santo Domingo, perhaps. Preserving their ancient religion and primeval ways. Think of what it would mean to the his-

torians if we could find this lost tribe.”

Then Peabody paid off with the remark that I was going to remember. Leaning across my soap-box desk at me with his glasses shining like two moons, he said, “I am certain we are close on their trail, Captain. We are trying to trace them by their miniature mummies.”

I’d never heard of such things and my face said so.

“Miniature Arawak mummies,” Peabody nodded. “The South American Indians know the secret of shrinking human heads. Doubtless you’ve seen some of their specimens in the museums. But these Arawaks knew how to shrink and cure the whole body. Their midget-sized mummies are the rarest anthropological specimens on earth, and we’ve had rumors of such specimens in this neighborhood. You don’t mind then, if we remain under your protection and conduct our research in Morne Noir?”

Huh! Already the drums were thumping in the sundown, and I was thinking of Charlemagne’s raiders and what those voodoo-madden blacks wouldn’t do to get their hands on a white woman.

Trouble? Tell it to the Marines! All I could do was throw up my hands and say, “My Lord!”

CHAPTER 2

Loaded for Trouble

All right, that’s the set-up. The background and the people. Peabody and Co. pitched camp under the wing of the Stars and Stripes, and besides looking like the last outpost, Morne Noir took on the aspect of a scientific laboratory, a dime museum and a taxidermist’s shop. Luckily Charlemagne was raiding down in the south that season or, learning those white folks were in town, he might’ve hit us instantly.

Playing nursemaid to a scientist’s camp is a job I never want again, especially a camp conducted by a bird like Peabody. He was a pip. I said he had a spindly little frame with an oversized head, but I hope I didn’t give you the idea he was the scholarly invalid sort. Like fun!

He didn’t eat much—too absent-minded; but he was a human dynamo, on the
go from morning till night. One minute he was up a palm tree identifying the leaves. Next minute he was in some Haitian hut asking questions about native medicine. I told him the jungles were dangerous as anything and that a Marine had been butchered in the bush; but he paid about as much attention as he might’ve paid a well-meaning but over-anxious traffic cop.

Off by himself he’d go, grubbing after traces of his precious Arawaks, looking for his miniature mummies. Meantime he collected butterflies and animals. No jungle patch was too thorny, no swamp too verisht for Peabody when he thought he spotted some rare specimen. What a guy! Every time he picked up some new bug or bat he’d come hollering into camp as if the Cacos were after him, wildly excited over his latest find. He just didn’t realize that a war was going on. It was all I could do to get him to carry a gun.

McCoy was more responsible. He was the taxidermist of the outfit; stuffed the specimens that Peabody fetched in. Peabody declared he was a greater taxidermist than Akeley, and I guess Peabody was right.

That Irishman was certainly an artist. He could skin a pig with a penknife. His mounted animals and birds were so life-like they looked on the point of moving, and he rigged up a tarantula that looked so natural it scared the Haitian camp-boy half out of his wits.

That Irish lad had other accomplishments, too. He’d hunted big game in Africa and he was a whacking good shot with a rifle, the match of any Marine in the outpost. Nights around Peabody’s campfire he sang a fine brogue tenor; he could hold his rum without getting too braggry, and I saw he knew how to handle men—and women.

He kept Peabody’s black boys jumping, and he knew how to handle Peabody. Treated the absent-minded professor like a father. Got him to eat his meals and wear his rubbers when it rained. Fetched him out of the jungle after dark and watched over him generally. He sort of took a humorous, tolerant attitude toward Peabody.

“Sure, we was friends together as small boys,” he told me. “I’d never got through school if Wilf hadn’t passed me the answers. Ain’t he the smart one, though? Took me to Africa with him on his first expedition, an’ we’ve been together ever since. All of us been friends since kids. Mrs. Peabody, too.”

He said it casually.

I’d been wondering where Jenny Louise came in. Friends since kids. And she'd admired Wilf, too, for his college degrees. Why else would she have married a spindle-shaped bug hunter like Peabody?

Yes, and through all my official worry over those three, I’d been wondering something else. In a close-bunched little community like an outpost in the jungle, you learn more about people in a week than you would in a city in five years. After a week at Morne Noir under my nose, I learned something about Peabody and McCoy and Mrs. Peabody. Mrs. Peabody was crazy about McCoy.

She wore it on her sleeve. She dreamed it in her eyes. She said it with flowers. Poor Jenny Louise. It was her job to cook the meals and house-clean the tents. She and Peabody shared the big tent, and McCoy had the one next door. It was McCoy’s tent that got the house-cleaning. It was McCoy who got the first dish of stew. It was McCoy’s boots she’d be shining all afternoon, his shirt she’d be mending so tenderly, his temperature she tried to take all the time.

“Terrence!” The way she’d say it; like a sigh. Not that she didn’t look after her husband. But her eyes would be on McCoy when the two returned from the jungle after dark.

Well, I could see how it was. She’d married brains, but she just couldn’t help it about brawn. Then the three had traveled around the world together, and without quite realizing it, Jenny Lou’s heart had got the better of her good intentions.

McCoy was handsome and smart and the muscles on his arms were like rippling mahogany. He had Irish charm; he could sing like a County Cavin thrush; he was gallant, witty and gay. Her husband was only interested in fauna and midget mummies; but it was her husband’s best friend who complimented her on her cooking or Sunday frock. You can see how Jenny Louise would fall for a Terrence McCoy.
Everybody could see it. It was darn near embarrassing. My boys at Morne Noir spotted it first off—leave it to the Marines—and gossiped behind their hands. The native villagers—a Haitian has X-Ray eyes—saw it and discussed it in Creole. I saw it, all right. And McCoy saw it, too. That’s where he was good at handling women.

I’ve seen some classy woman-handling, but I take off my hat to that Irish taxidermist. He had just the right attitude of large, friendly understanding and now—Jenny-Lou-nothing-doing. You know. “I know how you feel, Jen, but we just couldn’t do anything to hurt old Wilf.”

He was always reminding her what a bang-up scientist Peabody was.

“Wilf’s going to be famous when we uncover these Arawaks, Jenny.” Or, “Old Wilf’s sure makin’ a name for himself.” Or, “I wish I had Wilf’s brains and money—I’d of got somewhere instead of just skinnin’ animals.”

“But you’re a great artist, Terry,” Jenny Louise might give back. “You know Wilfred says you’re a greater taxidermist than Akeley.”

“Awe, what’s stuffin’ a few cats? I’m just a handy man to Wilf.”

WITHOUT meaning to, I eavesdropped into a couple of conversations like that. It was a funny little drama to reach Morne Noir, as if a stock company had arrived with Camille way up there in the Haitian jungle in the midst of the Caco War.

The war was going on all this time, remember. Some guerillas ambushed a Marine column up near Hinche and cut off a lieutenant’s head. A wild bandit named Batraville killed one of our officers close to Port au Prince; dug out and ate his heart. A company of loyal Haitians were massacred at Petianville.

Things like that happened all the while; the war drums kept thumping around the mountains, and I never knew when we were going to catch it at Morne Noir. But with all my worries I couldn’t help speculating on that little drama between Mrs. Peabody and friend McCoy. Everyone in the place knew about it. Everyone except Peabody.

At least, that’s how it looked. He was so darned intent on tracing animals and Arawaks his wife could have run off with the Prince of Wales and you’d think he wouldn’t have noticed it. I felt kind of sorry for the little fella. When he did come out of the fog and pay attention to Jenny Louise, perhaps bring her a bunch of wild flowers, she was liable to yawn or something. Anybody else would’ve realized where her heart was.

“She’s overboard about the Irishman for fair,” the topsergeant remarked to me at mess one night. “How long do you think he’ll hold out?”

The sergeant meant it was hard to hold out against a romantic woman in the tropics. The boys in my outfit were betting that a morning would come when McCoy and Jenny Louise would leave Peabody flat. I didn’t think so. Stealing Jenny Lou from Wilfred Peabody would be like taking candy from a baby, and McCoy was Peabody’s best friend.

“You’ll see, though,” the sergeant told me. “I was married once, myself, and I know. Something’s bound to happen. It can’t go on this way.”

Of course it was none of my business. My business was to protect Morne Noir against Charlemagne, mayhem and murder. Still, I couldn’t help watching, because the thing was right under my nose. I don’t like domestic problems, and there were times when Mrs. Peabody irritated me so much I wanted to shake her. I put her down as a silly dame with about as much sense as an Angora cat.

She had no realization of the danger she and her husband were in, either. McCoy had to tell her not to wander away from the camp. Her sighs and heart-flutters were as obvious as something in the films. I mean, soupy. I thought it must be an uncomfortable situation for McCoy, considering. Certainly he looked as if he was trying hard to be loyal to Peabody and ignore Jenny Lou’s heaping dish of Valentines.

So that was how things stood at Morne Noir. Bandits lurking in the surrounding mornes. Peabody grubbing in the jungle. McCoy stuffing artistic specimens. Jenny Lou making eyes at McCoy. My sergeant was right when he said something was bound to happen; in a mess like that how could it miss? And it was plenty.
CHAPTER 3
Danger—With Tears

ONE morning a sniper splashed some bullets into the village and killed one of my men. That meant Charlemagne was back in the vicinity. I tooled the alarm and sent out scouts to nail the assassin. They nabbed him up the mountain at noon and dragged him back to the village for public execution.

Good work, but all the way through the village the black devil kept screaming that Charlemagne had promised Morne Noir a special vengeance. This is where the zombie angle comes in. That Caco screamed that Charlemagne was going to attack Morne Noir with a company of zombies. The Marines and everyone in the village were going to be wiped out because the Marines couldn’t shoot down creatures who were already dead.

What’s more, the defenders of the village would themselves be turned into zombies by the Caco witch doctors and be used against the white invader.

That scared the local Haitians galley west. The village was in an uproar. It was no use assuring these ignorant natives that there were no such things as dead men brought back to life by black magic and enslaved as soulless stooges by the witch doctors.

No! A zombie may be a drink on Broadway, mister, but in Haiti it’s a revived corpse. The witch men are supposed to get hold of a corpse while it’s still recognizable and animate it by a lot of abacababra. Then it’s dead, but it isn’t dead. It walks and talks, but it hasn’t any soul. It’s a slave to its evil master.

If it should look like Boris Karloff to you, the Haitians believe it. Even the educated ones. That’s why there’s still a law against hanging around graveyards in rural Haiti, and why some Haitians drive a stake down into a coffin after burial. The village was in a panic, and in no time at all half the natives were out of town. I had a company of loyal Haitians in the outpost, and by three that afternoon two-thirds of them had deserted.

Well, it was a mess. I posted sentries and sent a patrol after the deserters and raced around town servicing machine guns.

You may not believe in zombies, but there’s a creepy atmosphere in Haiti just the same; white men or not, a thing like that can twang your nervous G-strings.

In the midst of all this hubbub, dust, and bugle-calls, Mrs. Peabody came flying. Where? Out of her tent where she’d been washing her hair. Into handsome Terrence’s arms.

I saw her hugging him under a palm tree where he’d been calmly skinning a bat throughout the future. You can imagine the scene. Jenny Lou with that “save me, save me” clutch on the Irishman’s arm. McCoy patting her head and assuring her everything was going to be all right. I went riding by just as Mrs. Peabody was appealing, “Do be careful, Terry.”

“Sure, sure.” He was manful. “There’s nothin’ to worry about. The Marines will look out for us. Ask the captain.”

She swung around wildly and grabbed my bridle.

“Oh, Captain Glennon, do you believe in these dreadful zombie things?”

“Superstitious rot,” I snapped. “But there may be a Caco attack. Stick close to the stockade; and McCoy, keep your rifle handy.”

“Sure, an’ in case of trouble I’ll join the Marines,” he promised with a grin. “I wouldn’t mind a bit of action at all.”

“But the zombies,” the woman gasped. “The un-dead dead! An old Norwegian doctor at Jacmel told my husband there might be such creatures.”

“Fiddlesticks!” I could see Jenny Lou was going to be a case—that type always goes in for seances and spiritualism—and the last thing I wanted was a hysterical female on my hands. “If the Cacos hit us they’ll be only too much alive. Say, where is your husband?”

So it turned up that Peabody wasn’t around. In the uproar I’d forgotten him completely; now it seemed Mrs. Peabody and McCoy had forgotten him, too. He’d poked off into the jungle that morning, neglecting to say where he was going.

It was no moment for the absent-minded professor to be meandering around in the brush; I had to send a scout out.

“Oh, but he’ll be all right,” Jenny Lou assured me. “The natives won’t harm Wilfred. They’re afraid of him. They call
him the Great White Doctor, you know."

Can you beat it? Well, by six o'clock the Great White Doctor wasn't found, and I was sure he was a fatality. But Mrs. Peabody knew her husband better than I did. I was in an ugly enough mood to wonder if she wasn't just a wee bit disappointed when, just at sundown, he came back.

Yes sir, he came back. And how! Spurring his donkey at top speed. Rushing into camp with glasses blazing, face shining with excitement. That look on his pan, as if he'd just found the Seven Cities of Cibola or Christophe's gold mine. He came bursting into the headquarters hut where I was pacing the floor with McCoy and Jenny Lou.

"I've got it! I've got it!"

What? Listen, he held it up in front of us, capering like a monkey on a stick. Do you know what it was? I thought it was a doll, myself, when I first saw one of the things—a shabby old leather doll that some Haitian kid had discarded.

"A midget mummy!" Peabody glared at us. "A miniature Arawak mummy! I found it in a cave up in the mountains. Look at the hair! The Indian features! Almost perfect state of preservation, and it may be a thousand years old. Isn't it a beauty?"

He laid out the beastly little relic on my table under the carbide lamp; bent over it, his goggles glowing like electric lights.

"LOOK! It's only sixteen inches long. Can you realize that figure was once man-size? The headhunters of Borneo shrink a head only half an inch. The Jivoro Indians of Ecuador reduce a head two-thirds. No one knows how the Arawaks accomplished this diminution. See, McCoy. A taxidermist should appreciate this work. Isn't it amazing?"

"That it is." The Irishman stooped to peer. "That it is."

"Cured and shrunk. The whole body! And boned, McCoy. Boned!" Peabody exclaimed over the thing as if it were some marvelous kind of codfish filet. "Probably they removed the skeleton first and stuffed the carcass with hot sand. Then they tanned it over a slow fire, patting and reshaping it as it shrunk to preserve its human form. The Egyptians possessed wonderful secrets of embalming, and achieved high necromantic art, but they never produced a mummy like this."

Word of honor, it made me sick. He went on babbling about embalmers and mumification and the Arawak technique of body-shrinkage, and I couldn't get a word in edgewise. Zombies were bad enough in the atmosphere without that fig-dried, dwarf of a gobble-gobble on the table. I didn't care if it had once been man-size and shrunk like a shirt in the laundry. Man-size or midget, you don't want a mummy around Marine headquarters when you are waiting for a Caco raid.

I blew up when Peabody started a lecture on Arawak history. There was too much modern history going on in Haiti, right then, for me to be interested in the ancient Arawaks. I told Peabody to get himself, his wife and his mummy behind the stoutest wall of the stockade and stay there. I advised him of the impending assault and informed him we'd all be embalmed if Charlemagne's black devils broke through.

"From now on, nobody goes wandering off from Morné Noir," I roared. "All the scientific research around here will be done through the peep-holes in the stockade. If the Cacos get in they'll murder us all."

That ought to've thrown cold water on Peabody, but it was his wife who looked scared. She looked scared, and she looked at Terrence McCoy. I caught the frightened glance and the way her hand reached out for the Irishman's. He was sensible enough. He said to Peabody, "I guess it is gettin' dangerous around here, Wilf. We better do as the captain says."

"But I can't stay shut up in the stockade," Peabody blurted at me. "Not when I'm just on the verge of my great discovery. Don't you see what this means? It means there are some Arawaks still here in Haiti. The remnants of a lost tribe. They're hiding up there in the mountains somewhere. There wasn't any dust on this mummy when I found it in that cave, which indicates it was placed there recently. Probably for some religious rite."

"You'll be laid out for a religious rite if you go wandering off in those hills again," I warned. "Some Caco sniper
will drill you right through the head."

"But I've got to go," he cried. "The Arawaks are up there. I have a feeling I'm right on their trail. Don't worry about the Haitians." He turned to his wife. "They won't harm me. I am a scientist; they call me the Great White Doctor; they know I mean them no harm. I'm not worried about the guerrillas. I'm seeking the vanished Arawaks, and I'm going out to look for them. Tomorrow!"

I've heard of these scientific bugs who get a bee in their bonnet and you can't stop them for hell or high water. Peabody was that kind. All brains and no common sense. Oddly enough, then, the pop-off came from Jenny Lou.

"Wilfred Peabody!"—she glared at him across the lamp—"Wilfred Peabody! You say you're not worried about the guerrillas. Well, how about worrying about me!"

"You?" I wish you could've seen the startled way he looked at her.

She stamped her foot. "Yes, me! Aren't I your wife? Me—Jenny Louise! Well, Cacos and zombies and murderers are about to kill us, and all you think about is your miserable mummies and research. Boohoo," she wailed, suddenly raging.

"You never think about me. Just notebooks and Arawaks and—and bugs and animals! You've never remembered our anniversary. What did you buy me for Christmas? A rain-cape, a white rubber rain-cape to wear when it rained. Now maybe I'll be caught by zombies and you talk about Arawaks."

She gave him a tearful, furious glare. "Boohoo—"

Another thing I didn't want in Marine headquarters that evening was a domestic scene. Still, I couldn't avoid that one; Jenny Lou in a raging freshet of tears; McCoy standing back, embarrassed; Peabody posed helpless, his eyes goggling unhappily, fumbling fingers through his mass of yellow hair as if he'd been hit over the head.

"Why, Jenny Lou—Jenny Lou!" I'll always remember the voice he said it in. Sort of gentle and plaintive. Baffled. As if suddenly out of a world of archeology and anthropology he'd been jolted into a plane he couldn't understand.

"Why, Jenny, everything I've done—"

I've done for you. Hours of study. Hours of hard work. Why, I've spent half a lifetime preparing to trace the Arawaks. I thought when I found them we could settle down afterwards—live in New York. I meant to surprise you. I've saved twenty thousand dollars, Jenny Lou."

He didn't remember McCoy and me in the room. He wrinkled his forehead and took off his glasses and peered at his wife, squinting anxiously.

"I saved it for you, Jenny, yes. And I'm sure you don't need to worry about the zombies or anything. The Marines will look after us all—perfectly safe here, I'm sure. I've never had any trouble with the blacks in the jungle; and if anything by chance ever did happen to me you'll be well provided for. There's my ten thousand dollars insurance—"

You know, I felt sort of sorry for the little man right then. He seemed so well-meaning and plaintive. I was glad Jenny Lou ended the scene at that moment by putting her face in her hands and rushing out. Peabody picked up his mummy and followed her, looking queerly shrunk himself.

McCoy, gentlemanly pretending he hadn't heard anything, lit a cigarette for nonchalance and sauntered after. I went out to change the guard, and Morne Noir settled down to wait for a night attack.

CHAPTER 4

Memento Mori

I DON'T think any of us slept much that night. I know I didn't. The drums kept up their sinister telegraph, tumpy-bum-bum, tumpy-bum-bum, carrying secret message to the Cacos I knew were hiding out there in the dark.

After sundown Haiti is bad enough at best, and that night it was worse. The moon-striped blackness surrounded us like Hallowe'en. The mountainside whispered and the jungle rustled. Every Haitian in Morne Noir went to bed with his head under a pillow, and I began to see zombies creeping around in the darkness myself.

The Germans think they know something about a war of nerves, but they could have taken lessons from Charlemagne. He didn't attack that night, but he'd made us
think he was going to, and in the morning some of us Leathernecks were more like dishrags. I might've known Charlemagne was bluffing, and I might've guessed something else—that in the morning Mr. Peabody would be gone.

Well, when the first gray light came creeping down from the mornes the absent-minded professor was absent. Nobody saw him go. It had started to rain about four and in the drizzle he'd sneaked out of camp. With his mummy, his donkey and a knapsack full of food he was gone. Mrs. Peabody took her head out from under a blanket to discover her husband's cot was empty, and McCoy came charging into headquarters to report him missing.

"He's gone after them Arawaks," the Irishman swore. "On me beads, there was no stoppin' the little man. The Cacos will kill him sure."

Jenny Lou wailed in with her hair down. "You've got to bring him back! Terry, Terry! You've got to go after him and bring him back. It would be terrible if those witch doctors would catch him!"

"I'll bring him back," the Irishman promised. "Will's me best friend, an' I'll save th' lad, sure, if it costs me my life. Keep an eye on Mrs. Peabody while I'm gone, won't you, Captain?"

He had his pumpgun under his arm, and he was all for rushing off by himself in hot pursuit; the typical wild, gallant Irishman offering to sacrifice himself at the drop of a hat for a friend. I had to grab him to hold him back. His eyes were blazing, his black hair flying rarin' to go. It was all very brave and story-book, but he'd have run into an ambush first crack—and then there'd be two of them gone.

"You don't know the trail," I snapped. "Those snipers would ambush you in no time. Peabody can't have more than two hours' start and this rain will slow him up. We'll take horses. I'll have to go with you."

Don't think that was gallantry on my part. I was sore as a boil. But I blamed myself for not having put a guard over that screwball scientist; I knew if anything happened to him I'd be held responsible. The Cacos never attacked in the daytime; I could leave Morne Noir capably officered by my top-kicks; I knew the terrain; and in emergency the only way to get something done is to do it yourself.

Well, it was just like something in a ham drama: McCoy swearing vengeance on all Haiti if anything happened to his little pal—the bugle tooting—the rain slammimg down—soldiers running up with horses—Mrs. Peabody weeping and carrying on in the dither women always get into when men start running and shouting.

Just before we rode out of camp she raced up to throw her white rain-cape over McCoy's shoulders—she was mending his waterproof for him, it appeared—and she begged him to be careful and keep dry.

"Oh, Terry, it's so brave of you to go! I always knew you were like this, Terry!"

There should have been a movie camera. Hearts and flowers and the band playing The Stars and Stripes Forever. Episode Three in The Perils of Pauline.

Well, there were perils up there in the Haitian jungle, all right, but not the phoney Hollywood kind, bound to come out all right in the end with everybody living happily ever after. We galloped out of camp, McCoy and I, into a rainstorm like Noah's Flood. Lord, how it rained!

The trail was a stinker. At first, where it was mud, we didn't have any trouble following Peabody's donkey-tracks; but on the mountain side the path was a brown river, there weren't any tracks, and the downpour was almost blinding.

That wasn't the worst part. The worst part of it was that Peabody was heading straight into the Caco country, right up there into the unknown wilderness of the Santo-Domingan border. That was Charlemagne's home territory, and Peabody was going for the heart of it, and going like the wind.

I told you that spindly little crank had the energy of a dynamo and a bee in his bonnet. He must've generated some of that single-track ambition into his donkey. How he got a burro to move at such a pace I don't know, but he held the lead on McCoy and me for all our horses. By noon we were twenty kilometers out of Morne Noir, heading into the worst kind of mountain limbo, and I was worried.

"It's a miracle he's gotten this far," I told McCoy. "Where the devil does he
think he's going? Has the fool gone mad?"

"It's that mountain ahead," McCoy pointed to a rain-swept peak looming high above distant escarpments. "He thinks the Arawaks are somewhere up in there. That's where he found the mummy."

"He'll find something worse if he bumps into Charlemagne's batch. They'd like nothing better than to get their knives into a white man."

"I'll kill the dirty sons," McCoy swore. "They butcher little Wilf, and I'll murder every one of them. Mrs. Peabody once in Africa nursed me through appendicitis, an' if she wants Wilf back I'll get him if I have to go to hell for it. Don't forget my name's McCoy."

His face was white and he had a bleak glint to his eye that convinced me he'd be plenty good with his rifle. He was one tough Irishman. I'd have turned back a couple of times that afternoon if it hadn't been for McCoy.

That was the devil of a trail. In the muck our horses slipped, floundered, fell. The downpour battered us; the jungle clawed us, and the nerve-strain was brutal. Every turn of the path I expected to run into a fusillade of Caco bullets. Only there was no stopping Terrence McCoy.

Wrapped in the white rain-cape Peabody's wife had lent him, hunched in saddle over his gun, his eyes snapping from side to side, he forged ahead refusing to let me go in the lead. "Sure I tracked gorillas in Tanganyika; it's a poor gossoon I'd be if I couldn't trail little Peabody." He was a good tracker, too, and he picked up the trail where it was like a needle in a haystack.

He taunted the snipers to nail him by galloping up on some exposed ridge for a look-see where I wouldn't have dared to show my head. He gave an exhibition of nerve and recklessness second only to Peabody's; and the wonder is that all three of us—Peabody, McCoy and I—weren't murdered that afternoon.

Because murder was loose in that Haitian wilderness, mister. I'm here to tell you it was. We came to a wild valley where the path forked in two detours around the valley rim, and at that pathfork McCoy dismounted with a yell.

I couldn't see anything. The valley was blurred with fog and rain, and the steaming, green jungle below looked like a vast bowl of cooking spinach.

But McCoy's sharp eye had spotted something.

"Look!" he pointed. "See how that mud's churned up? Looks like a herd of donkeys stampeded here." He stooped and picked something out of the weeds, "Peabody's note book! Holy Saint Patrick! He was here not half an hour ago. And he's been ambushed!"

McCoy fired a scared stare across the valley, and my hair bristled. No sound save the water bucketing down. The rain made a gray twilight that was like the dimness at the bottom of the pond; I could imagine Cacos lurking in the jungle like sharks in a cover of seaweed.

"Maybe he escaped 'em. Maybe he's out there alone." McCoy swung up into the saddle with an oath, "Come on, Captain. I'll take the north side an' you take the south. We'll meet at the other end of th' valley."

Splitting forces was a dangerous maneuver in that place, but McCoy was off in a shower of mud and water before I could halt him. It was a foolhardy business, but there wasn't any chance to argue. I set my teeth and started along the southern circuit, cursing McCoy and Peabody and the colonel who had wished them off on me as if there weren't enough trouble for the Marines.

Somebody was going to get killed in all this nonsense, and I didn't like the possibility that it might be me. All right. I hadn't gone half a mile down that southern valley-rim before I heard the deadly crackle of gunfire.

I counted three shots, then a slew of them strung together in a volley. You couldn't tell where they were coming from—cliff walls bounced the echoes around—and in the rain I couldn't see the other side of the valley. I did a Paul Revere back to the path-fork, expecting anything.

Brother, I got it! The trail McCoy had barged off on led along the edge of a cliff where a goat wouldn't have wanted to walk. Whew! That was a nasty road. The edge sheared down into a chasm that dropped a mile; I glimpsed a dark lake
far below, and there weren’t any guard rails at the sharp turns.

At the third turn I had my hat shot off—clean as a whistle, and I never even saw where the bullet came from. At the fourth turn I crept around the shoulder of a big gray boulder, figuring I might as well die then as later, and saw McCoy.

His horse had been shot, and the poor brute was lying dead across the trail like a barricade, and McCoy was down behind the horse in a welter of blood, mud and rain. He’d been shot through the left hand and there was a bullet in the calf of his left leg, but most of the blood was from the horse although at first glance I thought the Irishman had been riddled.

He was writhing in pain, though, and full of plenty of fight. Sprawled down behind the horse, his back toward me, he was aiming his rifle at the jungle above the path, snapping shots at the rainjogged undergrowth.

“Come down an’ get me, ya dirty scuts! Murderers! Hellions! Kill my best friend, will ya? Come out in the open and fight!”

His oaths came faint through the gun-explosions; I legged it around the boulder and dropped flat beside him. He sobbed, “They won’t come out an’ fight the McCoy. They’ve gone. There was a couple of them. They got Peabody.”

About fifty yards ahead the trail made a hair-pin bend around another jutting boulder. Peabody’s little donkey was dead there in the path, one hind leg sticking out over the cliff-edge. There was no sign of Peabody. It made me sick.

McCoy stopped snap-shooting and doubled up over his bleeding hand. No shots came back. We waited about twenty minutes, then crawled up to Peabody’s donkey and looked over.

The cliff sloped down there like the side of a steep roof before it dropped off sheer. Peabody’s sun helmet, knapsack, compass and other gear were strewn down through the bushes to the overhang. Then there was a thousand-foot drop through rain and mist to the lake at valley-bottom.

McCoy sobbed, “He’s gone. I saw it happen. I was just overtakin’ him and he turned in his saddle to wave at me. Them dirty scuts popped up in the bushes up there and let him have it. Then they fired at me. Poor little Wilf!” He put his face in his blood-smeared hands. “It was awful, seein’ him go over!”

Just as we were leaving the scene I picked up that Arawak mummy out of the mud. That miserable thing, too, had been riddled. I counted three bullet holes through its lousy little chest, and there was blood all over it as if it had still had life instead of sawdust in its veins. I took it along with me, grimly thinking it might make a nice memento for Mrs. Peabody.

If I’d suspected how this Peabody affair was going to end, maybe I wouldn’t have been so smart.

CHAPTER 5

The Corpse Doesn’t Bite

DID you think that shooting in the mountains was going to be the end of it? Then you don’t know Haiti. And you don’t know Mrs. Peabody. I put McCoy to bed with his hand bandaged, his leg tied up and a shot of anti-tetanus in his arm; then I went around and gave Jenny Lou her husband’s sun helmet, knapsack, compass, spectacles and other belongs including the miniature mummy. She took them stunned.

“I’m sorry,” I said. As decently as possible I described what had happened, playing up McCoy’s reckless heroism to make her feel a little better. She stared at me with pale eyes like empty holes.

“You—you didn’t bring back Wilfred’s body?”

I described the treacherous mountain path with the slope and the jumping-off place and the lake a thousand feet below. “McCoy saw him fall from the donkey,” I said. “When we looked over—he wasn’t there.”

She shivered. She said queerly, “I suppose that mountain lake was awfully cold.”

Shock showed starry on her face and I backed out hastily as I could, leaving her there in her tent with her husband’s belongings and empty cot. McCoy was a sick man and needed tending—he’d bled pretty badly on the return trip to Morne Noir—and I’d rather expected Jenny Lou to look after him; but I couldn’t ask her when she didn’t offer to.

So I had other things to worry about besides a widow. Charlemagne was still
a menace; the drums had begun to thump at sundown; I had a Marine post to run, and I spent another sleepless night.

McCoy had just about recovered from the bleeding and anti-tetanus by morning, and I was glad to have the Irishman out of sick bay. He asked for Jenny Louise—"Th' poor widow!"—so I went around to fetch her and found her sitting with Peabody's left-overs in her lap as when I'd last seen her the night before. She looked at me as if I'd interrupted a trance.

"It's cold," she said.

It wasn't. The rain had quit before dawn and the sun was coming up with a red bang, one of those steaming, hot tropical mornings when you want to lie down from fatigue the minute you get up. Only something in the blond woman's face sent a coolness over my skin.

"Mrs. Peabody." I touched her arm.

"It's cold," she said. "The water in that mountain lake must be very cold. Captain Glennon"—her voice was flat and toneless as her eyes looked up at me—"do you suppose it's cold enough to preserve my husband's body?"

"Come, Mrs. Peabody," I urged. "You must put those things away and have some breakfast. Terrence McCoy's been asking to see you."

I tried to take the things out of her lap, but she hung on to them, especially that foul little mummy with three bullet holes through it and its shrunken hide stained by her husband's blood.

"I'll keep them," she said in that flattened monotone. "I'll put them away, and then I'll come with you. I want to see Terrence McCoy and thank him for trying to save Wilfred. It's my fault Wilfred died, and I'll never forgive myself. If I hadn't talked to him the way I did—if I'd been a better wife—he'd never gone off alone to find the Arawaks."

You can't say anything at a time like that—especially when something may be partially true—so I didn't say anything. Women are funny, all right. Aside from the shock that any normal person gets from news of sudden death, I hadn't imagined Mrs. Peabody cared a toot about her husband. No it seemed she thought a lot of him, after all, and she'd got it into her head she was responsible for his demise.

She had something else in her head, too. Something which brings us back to what we were discussing at the start of this story.

"I'll keep Wilfred's things for him," she told me in that white-lipped monotone. And then my temperature on that tropic, Haitian morning dropped to zero. "I'll keep all Wilfred's things for him, and I'll wait for him. He may come back. The Haitians may find his body there in the lake. If they roused him from death—turned him into a soulless slave—I'd be the only one who could save him. If Wilfred were to come back as a zombie—"

SWEET Christopher! Wasn't that a thought. That dome-headed little professor coming back as a zombie! The woman meant it, too. She had a look on her face that made my stomach feel full of mint jelly.

I set right out to erase such thoughts from her mind, and I talked to her all morning. Then I told McCoy about it, and he talked to her all afternoon. Do you think we could talk the Widow Peabody out of it? From what I'd tabbed as a silly, wishy-minded, frivolous blonde, she'd turned overnight into a woman of gray rock.

She had two ideas, and you couldn't budge her. First, that she was to blame for her husband's death. Second, that the Haitian witch doctors might find his corpse and send him back as a dead-souled bugaboo.

Now you take a woman like Jenny Louise, all coyness and giddy romance; put her up against real tragedy and she can change into granite. I learned about women from her. Granite? Her rigidity was iron. Her lips set. Her mind fixed on something and stayed that way.

Not that she was crazy. About everything else she was reasonable and calm. She wasn't hysterical either. Mostly she answered our arguments with an unbending silence. Somewhere up on the New England coast I once saw the statue of a fisherman's wife posed as a woman calmly awaiting her husband's return from the sea. The features were expressionlessly implacable. The statue was called, "He Is Not Dead." Jenny Louise was like that.
Only that zombie business was a worse angle, and the statue of a fisherman's widow around Morne Noir didn't relax anybody's nerves. After a week of it, plus the suspense of waiting for Charlemagne, I was ready to be retired to the hospital for mentally disabled Marines.

"We've got to get her out of here," I told McCoy. "I'll risk an escort and you can take Mrs. Peabody to Port au Prince."

McCoy gloomed over his bandaged hand, "Sure an' I'd like to get her out of here, Captain, an' myself, too. But she won't go."

"Won't go?"

Wasn't he right! If Jenny Lou wouldn't budge from her ideas, neither would she budge from Morne Noir. Her determination to remain was founded on the granite of her certainty. Go to Port au Prince, when her husband might return to Morne Noir? Nothing doing.

That was the day I got firm about it. I pointed out to Jenny Lou that this zombie nonsense was a superstition brought over by the Negro slaves who came to Haiti from Africa. No amount of black magic could rouse a corpse from the grave. The thing was a lot of terrorism by which unscrupulous Haitian witch doctors frightened the peasant out of pennies, and Charlemagne was using it as Schrekkleit to stir up the natives. Dead men, I declared, could not come back to life.

"Yes," Jenny Lou agreed, "dead men do not come back to life. But the Haitian witch doctors revive them to a half-life, a soulless animation. They are dead, yet they are not dead. The un-dead dead. The Norwegian doctor at Jacmel said it was a possibility."

I wished I had that Norwegian doctor on hand to wring his neck. Some drunken old exile, I suppose, who'd discussed the subject of body-resurrection with Peabody.

Well, there was no use telling Jenny Louise I didn't believe in body-resurrection or Peabody-resurrection. She had it fixed in her mind that her husband had fallen into that mountain lake, that the water would be cold enough to keep him in a suitable state of preservation, that these Haitian wizards might find him and give him the zombie business. As long as there was a possibility, she was going to stay.

McCoy worked on her. He tried argument, cajolery, persuasion. That Irishman tried all the blarney out of Erin, but he couldn't convince pale Jenny her husband wasn't going to show up as a walking dead-head.

"I've heard the drums, Terry," she'd say. "I've heard the negroes talking. Why do they bury their dead at a crossroads and keep a relative close by three days with a rifle? Why do they drive stakes into their graves? There are mysteries in Haiti unknown to the white men, Terry. No, until I've seen him have a Christian burial I can't go and leave Wilfred."

Until she'd seen him have a Christian burial!

"There's only one thing to do about it," McCoy declared to me. "Lord knows I hate the job, but we won't move th' widow till it's done. I've got to go up there in the mountains an' bring back her husband's body."

All right. What with worry and desertions and the Caco situation like smoldering dynamite, all this spooky zombie talk was driving me bughouse. I rigged up an expedition to go up there to that lake with pike poles and grappling hooks and fish out Wilfred Peabody. The last minute I decided to leave my old sergeant in charge of Morne Noir and lead the fishing party myself, so as to see the job was done right.

I had a couple of reasons for consenting to such a risky jaunt. I was as anxious to have Wilfred Peabody buried as his widow was. Jenny Lou's talk had gotten around Morne Noir, you can bet, and those telephone-eared Haitians were twice as excited as they'd previously been. If the Great White Doctor's wife believed in zombies, who were they to question the un-dead dead? It added a lot of weight to Charlemagne's threat.

Well, off we trekked to that mountain lake—a squad of Marines, McCoy and I—on as sour an angling expedition as I ever hope to make. We found the place easily enough, and we chopped a path down to the valley-bottom and put out in a couple of Haitian canoes.
This time we had a beautiful day. The jungles were green, the surrounding mountain peaks were blue, the sky was azure and that lake was clear as crystal. For a mile across the water was sheer glass and everywhere you could see bottom. I think it must've been a crater lake, for the bottom was smooth and polished as a floor of obsidian and there weren't any weeds. Water in a reservoir couldn't have been cleaner or clearer.

I didn't enjoy the fishing, though. Not because there weren't any fish—that water was too weedless and cold, and I didn't see as much as a minnow. But I don't like trolling for dead men. The rest of the party didn't fancy it, either. I noticed McCoy's complexion in the next canoe, and his face was a sick, clammy oyster-color.

We didn't have a good catch. We located the fishing ground under the steep cliff where the slope at the top made an overhang, and we threw in our lines. We trolled up and down for an hour. We didn't get a bite.

It wasn't exactly sport, what with expecting any minute a rifle-crack to sink your canoe or a charge of Cacos to come rushing from the jungle, but nothing happened as we moved on around the lake, casting and still-fishing and probing the crystal water with sharp eyes. We didn't see a fish or anything that resembled a fish. We didn't get a touch, much less a strike.

At sunset we reeled in. We'd dragged and explored the whole lake. No doubt about it, the fishing was rotten. Peabody's body, rolling off that overhang where his donkey still lay with one leg over the pathedge, must have plunged down the cliffwall where it came down sheer into the lake. But Peabody's body wasn't there.

Veins bulged on McCoy's forehead as he desperately tried to explain to Mrs. Peabody. She was waiting at the stockage gate when we got back. Like that statue of the sailor's widow. I wish you could've seen her eyes when they saw us riding in empty-handed.

"Don't be thinkin' things now, Jenny Lou!" McCoy appealed. "It's just that we couldn't find him. It's a big deep lake, y'see, and it wouldn't be likely he'd stay right at th' spot where he fell in. I didn't know the exact spot, either, for I only saw him roll off th' path where the slope went down, an' there was a lot of bushes an' I didn't see where he musta went off the edge. It's likely he floated a while, too, an' drifted a bit. Or maybe some big wild animal—well—swum out after him."

Mrs. Peabody's stare took on that empty look. "There aren't any big wild animals in Haiti," she reminded softly. "If anything swam out after him it would have been the Haitians who shot him."

McCoy groaned. "Please, Jenny Lou!"

She said softly, "So the Cacos did get his body. You know they did. They've got him to turn him into a zombie."

"You can't go on like this," McCoy told her thickly. "Wilfred's dead, an' I saw him killed an' whether they got his body or not they can't work no resurrection. Now please be sensible, as Wilf would've wanted, and let me take you away from this—out of Haiti."

When she answered her voice was quiet. "I'm going to stay."

CHAPTER 6

Zombies! Zombies!

LISTEN! If she'd been unbudgeable before, you couldn't have moved her now with a team of horses. With Peabody missing from that lake, she was more than ever certain that the Cacos had snatched his body for their magical ghoulery.

Do you know what she did? She set to cleaning her husband's clothes and polishing his equipment to have everything ready for him in case he returned. She was specially regardful of that evil little Arawak mummy; had it set up on his work table with his microscope and other scientific gadgets, like some hideous kind of toy to lure him home.

It made me ill to see her housecleaning around that tent. Dead and gone, the little man was getting twice the wifely attention he'd had when he was on hand. Remorse on the woman's part, I suppose, not uncommon with widows.

But most widows don't expect their husbands back. You'd have thought poor Peabody had just gone away for the week-
end—the way she was carrying on.

The Haitian villagers had been steamed up before, and now they really got into the spirit of the thing. Those Negroes went around with eyes like saucers full of milk. Charms, amulets and voodoo rattles were selling in Morne Noir at holiday prices. Dead goats began to appear in trees, hung up as protection against evil haunts, and there was a rush on the Ouanga market with top prices for anti-zombie powder.

Don't laugh, mister. If half of civilized New Jersey could lose its head over a mythical invasion from Mars, think of that jungle-blockaded village in the middle of uncivilized Haiti!

The place took on the atmosphere of a spirit medium's parlor, and I was fit to be tied. What with Jenny Lou's antics and the Negroes worked up to fever pitch, we began to see walking corpses in every night shadow.

Yes, we. Marines have nervous systems, too. My men went out to mount guard after dark with their teeth rattling. I could feel my own thin veneer of civilization peeling away. All I had to do was blow out the candle and listen to those Caco drums thumping off in the mornes for a while, and I could glance up and see Peabody standing there in the moonlight, dead as a turnip, his yellow hair down over his eyes, red bullet-holes in his chest, making passes at me with his ghoulish, scientific hands.

And if I had the gollywoggles, imagine McCoy! Well, that Irish taxidermist was in bad shape, I could see that. He was losing more weight than any of us in this struggle with Mr. and Mrs. Peabody.

Figure his feelings about Jenny Lou. After all the coy glances she'd given him. All the romantic sighs. Now it was all right to go around and commiserate her husband's loss; that's all right for a couple of weeks, but a widow should begin to get over it, especially a young, good-looking widow who needs a strong friend around to look after her. More especially when she's previously given that strong friend reason to think she might want looking after.

Then try to guess McCoy's bafflement when he found Jenny Lou galvanized into that granite statue. You can see how that zombie angle must've frizzled his nerves.

I'd hear them arguing in the tent—or rather, McCoy arguing.

"You can't go on like this, Jenny Lou. Wilfred's dead. I saw those Cacos shoot him. He had that mummy under his coat; you see those bullet-holes in the thing. They—they must've hit him in the heart. He—he must've died instantly, Jenny Lou."

"Poor, poor Wilfred."

"Sure, Jenny, I know. It's all of us loved Wilfred. I couldn't feel worse over me own brother. But it's you that's alive! It's you that wants takin' care of now. Let me take you out of this hell-hole, Jenny. Now poor Wilfred's gone—"

"They found his body in that cold lake, Terry! The Cacos! The witch doctors! If he should ever come back—"

"No, Jenny! The dead stay dead!"

"But until I've seen him have a Christian burial—"

Lordy! I suppose I should've packed the woman off, entailed an escort of Marines along with McCoy and ordered her up to the coast. But you can't tie up a white woman with rope and drag her.

Besides, I didn't have any real authority. My job was to operate a marine outpost, and Mrs. Peabody was an American citizen in a foreign country in a state of war, and it was a damned dangerous trip to the coast. Charlemagne's raiders were reported watching the trails for just such a break.

I dispatched a messenger to the district commander at Cape Haiti—the colonel who'd wished the Peabody expedition on me in the first place. No answer. Weeks later the dispatch bearer's skeleton was found in the jungle. Meantime the colonel had dispatched me an order that crossed my message. Reinforcements were needed elsewhere. I was to stick in Morne Noir and hang on.

So I hung on. Jenny Louise hung on. McCoy hung on. We all hung on. Mentally we were hanging by some pretty thin threads as those weeks dragged by. There's some gray in my hair, brother, and that situation put it there. And why McCoy's didn't turn white as snow, I don't know. Certainly he had it tougher than the rest of us. Peabody had been his best friend, and the widow's attitude must've just about driven him batty. I'm here to tell
you that handsome Irishman could take it!

HE SET to work on Jenny Louise with a new tack. Fresh wild-flowers in her tent every morning. Little nicknacks of special food. Ignored all talk of her husband. Went back to his taxidermy under the palm tree, always forcing a cheerful grin when Jenny Lou appeared, always whistling, singing or humming.

It was a good show he put on for that widow. A darn good show. It must’ve nearly killed him, for he had all an Irishman’s superstition and moodiness locked up inside him, as well as a price. He was as patient with that woman as a doctor at a bedside. Thoughtful every minute of the time.

But that didn’t work, either. When he brought her flowers she’d sigh because she’d once ignored the flowers her husband had brought her. His taxidermy reminded her of the old days when Wilfred was around.

“Oh, Terry, if I’d only treated him better. If Wilfred ever comes back—”

“Jenny, you’ve got to get that out of your mind right now. Wilfred’s dead.”

“But until I’ve seen him have a Christian burial—”

That phrase ran through those dark weeks at Morne Noir like a tune. A tune timed to the drums that beat at night. Tuned to the fact that Charlemagne had promised to turn all dead captives into zombies; that Peabody’s little body had never been found; that Haiti is a land of hot jungle and moonlit mystery; that there are things in this world no white man understands. Do you wonder the Marines contracted the shakes? That McCoy looked gaunt and tired and tight-strung as an overworked Irish fiddle? That all of Morne Noir talked about nothing but the Great White Doctor’s second coming? Well, that state of affairs went on for twenty-four weeks. Six months!

It had to end, brother, take my honorable word. Either the Cacos were going to wipe us out, or we were all going stark nuts, or Morne Noir would blow sky high out of plain spontaneous combustion. From the home of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli, a Marine outpost never saw the equal of that situation!

So I wasn’t surprised when McCoy dis-
burial—" And there, it rang out again.

Wow! It was too much for me, and it was too much for Haiti, right then. The long-fizzing powder keg went off. As if the widow’s words, spoken like an incantation, had at last invoked the Saturnalia.

Actually there was an explosion. The evening hush was shattered by a blast of gunfire. A bugle bleated the alarm. Somewhere a guard was squawling, “Charlemagne! The Cacos! It’s Charlemagne!”

My men were rushing the gun-stacks; the village set up a wild shriek of, “Zombies!” and all the spooks out of hell were running in the dusk outside.

CHAPTER 7

Blood Ran Fast

It WILL be a cold day before I forget that attack on Morne Noir. A mighty cold day, that’s a fact. I’d seen a couple of fights over in Nicaragua, and at Belleau Wood the Heinies bothered us a little; but that Morne Noir battle beat any muss I’d been in with the Marines. It was touch and go from the first shot to the last, and some things happened in that engagement that couldn’t have happened anywhere but in Haiti.

I yelled at Mrs. Peabody to lock herself in my headquarters, and I beat it out to the stockade wall to take command. Those Cacos were hitting us with everything they had, and they had plenty.

Not just bullets, or stolen hand grenades, or machete knives. But drums. Jungle horns. Rattles. Goat-bells. All the voodooistic pandemonium and blood-curdling bedlam of which those black holy-warriors were capable.

Brother, at that sort of stuff those Haitian Cacos were past-masters of the Inner Shrine. They were all daubed up with ashes, bird feathers and magician’s paint; hung from head to heel with ouangas, dried frogs and chicken-bones.

They were made up to look like zombies, those fiends; and they gave some first class impersonations, take it from me! Pouring out of the jungle, they raced through the village and swirled around the stockade, letting out such howls as could only come from lost souls fresh out of their graves. Myself, I was half convinced that swarm had been dug out of a cemetery.

The villagers scattered in terror, and the Haitian Guard I’d been trying to organize fled in panic before that charge. “Zombies! Zombies!” That was one of the things that could have happened only in Haiti.

The U. S. Marines had a scrap on their hands, then. What a scrap! By the time I reached the stockade wall bullets were flying from all directions; most of the grass huts in the village were afire; the Cacos were storming our gate like demons.

All but one of the sentries got in in time. I felt sorry for that boy out there. A lad from Michigan. We couldn’t rescue him. Luckily he was dead of a hundred bullets before those black butchers piled over him; they fell on him with their chopping knives, and when they jumped up their hands and faces were glistening red.

That sight brought my boys to their senses. You bet it did. They opened up with their Springfields and gave those Caco savages hell. I had my Colt working, and we had two old machine guns mounted near the gate ready to go. We opened fire at a hundred yards; uncorked another fusillade at fifty yards; then the machine guns were hammering and the din was like a canning factory.

Wow! Wow! Wow! That was a carnage. We cut those tar babies down in droves. We piled them in squirming chocolate heaps. We shot the feet out from under them, dropped them kicking riddled them to sponge. At the stockade gate we stacked them up like creosote ties.

Brother, what a battle!

The British talk about Ondurman. Huh! Five minutes of that Morne Noir assult made Ondurman a Sunday School picnic brawl in comparison.

Those Haitian wild men gave us a work-out I tell you. They weren’t zombies, but they kept on coming like zombies. Knock one dead and another took his place. Springfields, Colts and machine guns didn’t interest them. For weeks Charlemagne had been pumping them up to a frenzy; their voodoo priests had told them their ouangas made them bullet-proof, and their magic-working undertakers had promised to bring them back to life if they were killed.
When we massacred one charge, they reserves started another. They made scaling ladders of corpses and came up the stockade wall like monkeys. One chocolate rush managed to storm and dynamite the gate.

An orange blast shook the stockade, and I saw the gate disintegrate in splinters. On the wall my boys were giving them the bayonet. Machine guns were chattering; pistols barking; knives clashing, lead flying and ricocheting everywhere. Add smoke and red flame-light from the burning village, a smell of powder like brimstone, blood and mud, shrieks from the wounded, prayers from the dying, wild oaths in American accent from Tennessee to Massachusetts, crashing explosions and the vocoo battle screams of those Caco blacks—and you have a pretty fair picture of Hades.

Whew! You don't remember much in a scrimmage like that, but I remember this much. I was on the wall when the gate blew open, and I hollered for my top sergeant to bring hand grenades and raced with him to close the breach. That old topkick had been at Manila with Dewey, and he was a darn good bomber.

The blacks were pouring through the opening when we got there, and the old man and I tossed a shower of pineapples that turned the stockade entrance into Inferno. Crash! Crash! Crash! I saw five howling Cacos go to pieces like so many black-red jigsaw puzzles. That stopped the crush-in for a minute, but the mob behind was gathering for another rush; and I had my teeth in a grenade pin, preparing to throw, when the sergeant grabbed my arm.

"Captain! Look out!—the woman up there! My God!"

There's another thing that could have happened only in Haiti. Mrs. Peabody! Heaven knows how she got up there, but she was up on the stockade wall by the gate.

Get a picture of her up there in the flame-glare and smoke, the splintered gate below, Caco corpses piled up like cordwood, the stockade posts smeared with strawberry jam. Standing up there on that machine-gunner's platform, the gun disabled and the gunner sprawled dead at her feet; posed up there like granite with that expression on her face—that statue of a fisherman's wife looking out to sea.

Great Jerusalem! Bullets were whining around her head like bumblebees. Black hellions were climbing the stockade not a dozen steps away; Marine bayonets were working like knitting needles; and bombs had almost blown the platform out from her shoes. Yes, and in all that hell-scene she stood like rock. Unflinching. Calm. That figure in stone.

I don't wonder the dead Marine on the platform looked up at her with astonishment fixed in his eyes, mouth open. Hands folded on her breast, she was staring out over that screaming Caco mob and burning village as if she saw out there the shore on the other side of Jordan.

"I am waiting for my husband."

That's what she gave me when I climbed up there shouting, "Mrs. Peabody! Mrs. Peabody!" to grab her down.

You could've knocked me unconscious with a feather.

"I haven't seen him yet. But if Wilfred's out there—"

My Lord! I made to catch her around the waist and lift her down to the sergeant below; then something almost did knock me unconscious, and it wasn't feathers, either. Seeing we weren't throwing pineapples, that black mob rushed the gate. Chocolate, blue-indigo, fudge, peanut brittle, all shades of black and brown those devils stormed through.

Caught in a desperate scuffle, the sergeant was whirled away. A great blue-black Negro climbed at me, slashing his machete. That big razor-blade took a slice from my left shoulder as thin as boloney. The pain dazed me, and it seemed I just stood there with an arm around that granite woman while the knife played a dazzle of lightning in front of my face.

It was a close shave that cannibal gave me. My, yes! His second swipe sheared the globe-and-anchor insignia off the front of my hat and took the crown clean away in front of my eyes. His third slashed the pistol holder from my hip. I'll never understand why the woman and I weren't chopped down.

Maybe that assassin caught the look on her face and paused in awe. I don't know.
At any rate, my Colt finally fired and shot him four times through his watermelon lips. Even then it took him a minute to fall. Amazement formed on his Negroid features as his lower lip sagged; then blood came gurgling out of his mouth; the butcher-blade fell from his loosened fingers, and with a sort of bow he stepped back off the platform.

Mrs. Peabody freed herself from my clutch to point off.

"There's a white man coming out there!"

CHAPTER 8

Christian Burial

And that's what almost knocked me unconscious. Not the blow from that chopper. Not the wild charge that followed, storming into the stockade like a cyclone. No, a white man on a donkey! Pounding down the trail where it wound out of the nightglare jungle. Into the fire-glare of the village. Through that holocaust of blazing hovels and straight for the stockade gate—a white man, or I'm a liar!

And how he came! Low in saddle over that donkey as if he were riding a motorcycle. Whooping at the top of his lungs. Aiming his rifle one-handed, the butt braced in the crotch of his arm, firing at everything in front of him. Yow! In the dust, smoke and fireworks I couldn't make out who it was; he was holding with his left hand some object up in front of his face for protection—something that looked like an old chunk of wood.

But whoever he was, he was a madman. Like a oneman cavalry charge, he slammed into that melee before the gate, and the Cacos squall ed like a tiger with a morsel in their midst. That white man's sun helmet was shot away; the donkey reared and stumbled under him; the blacks closed in, and I expected to see him hacked into a thousand fragments. But he wasn't.

No; through the dust-swirl I could see him flaying at the blacks, one-handedly swinging his rifle—beating up that crowd into a screeching thress. Still holding that brown thing up in front of his face as a priest holds a cross, he waded into that mob like a threshing-machine. What?

Well, those Cacos were tumbling around like chaff. Jumping away. Screaming in fear, and running.

Running, I tell you. Dropping their guns and butcher-knives and legging it for the jungle pellmell. Howls of terror reached the black ears of those in the stockade, and they dashed to the entrance to see what it was. That gave my boys a chance to reload, and they gave the retreating fiends a blast in the sit-down.

That wasn't what kicked them out, though. What sent them flying was that white man in the gateway, roaring curses at them with that queer object shielding his face. It might've been a magic charm, a courage-melter, the sort of wizardish hoodoo that sends goblins back to their graves.

Anyway, it did something to those Cacos. There was a hundred-tongued squall of fear, and the next thing I knew the whole mob was bolting, panic-stricken.

Well, it's generally the other way around—it isn't usually the Marines who are rescued and send up the cheer. This time it was our turn. When the dust and din cleared away there wasn't a live Caco in sight to be shot at and the Leathernecks in the stockade looked down and yelled themselves hoarse.

That was a wonderful rescue act. Just in the nick of time. The hero who'd pulled it off didn't realize it was over, either. Down there in the smoke-fogged gateway he was still swinging his rifle and capering with that thing held up in front of him, bellowing at nothing.

"Come on, ye dirty scuts! Blacklegs! Assassins! Try to get the white woman, will ya! Just try to get her from me!"

"Terrence McCoy!"

I'd forgotten the woman on the platform beside me. Her cry broke through the cheering; brought that wild man in the gateway to his senses. He looked up, thrust behind him the brown object he'd been holding, and yelled, "Sure, an' it's me, Jenny Lou!" His face was sweat-smeared, twisted out of shape, white as chalk; it took me a minute to recognize the big Irishman.

He tried to grin, climbing up to the platform where we stood, but he looked pretty cooked. Down in the stockade my top sergeant was gathering a bomb squad to
clear the village outskirts of chance snipers; I snapped the order for pursuit, and while the boys chased out through the gate, we stood on that machine-gun platform, staring at each other.

"Terry!" The woman's eyes filled with tears. She started to say something and broke off.

He said huskily, "You didn't think I'd left you, did you, Jenny? Me—th' McCoy?"

She said in a whispery voice, "It was brave of you to come back, Terry. You saved us."

He shook his head. "It was Wilfred who saved us, Jenny Lou."

"Wilfred!"

I couldn't tell you how she stared at that Irishman, or how he was looking at her. I know I was doing some first-class oggling on my own behalf. Perhaps you can imagine us up on that stockade wall: the village fires dying and the jungle-shadows closing in; faint shouts, cries, explosions drifting back in the night, and the scenery littered with the shambles of that incredible battle.

"IT WAS Wilfred I was after when I hiked out of camp," McCoy was saying hoarsely. "Y' see, I went up in the mountains to try an' find him. Six months is a long time gone, but I thought maybe the Cacos—well—had kept it. Or maybe some Haiti peasant up there would know what had happened to the body. Anyhow, I couldn't stand you eatin' your heart out like you'd been. I thought I'd try."

She waited, wordless, as the man's voice stalled. His eyes roamed off to the distant silhouette of mountains. He said thickly, "I had a hunch, Jenny; I don't know why. That cave up there, where he'd found that little Arawak mummy. Maybe there'd be some clue. Any way, I went there." He paused to pull a breath. "Jenny—I found him."

"You—you brought him back?"

McCoy couldn't look at her. His eyes were here, there everywhere. All this time he'd been standing with that something held behind him; now he coughed and shifted his feet, and on his forehead came a shine of sweat. My hair went up, frozen. McCoy's lips were moving but his voice didn't seem to want to come out at all.

He whispered, "Yes, Jenny Lou, I brought him back." Then the words came in a blurt, "It wasn't the Cacos that took him outa that lake; it was the Arawaks. Holy Mother! The Arawaks he'd been lookin' for—they'd found him. An' they'd took his body up there to that secret cave, an'—But it's that what scared those murdern' Cacos."

Judas! It had panicked those superstitious black men, and I tell you, it all but paralyzed me. McCoy brought it out from behind him, and my insides turned to ice. It wasn't any chunk of wood, mister. It was one of those shriveled little mummies, brown and leathery—twin brother to the one Wilfred Peabody had fetched into camp on that night so long ago.

Only it wasn't exactly a twin. That other had Indian features and the look of something centuries old. This one was newer, fresher looking, not so worn around the edges. And it didn't have Indian features. No, it had yellowish hair. A dome-shaped little head. Dried-up ears that stuck out like bat-wings. A studious look on its pinched-up, little dead face.

Yes, it looked like a little dead gnome. A little dead gnome no bigger than a doll, with a spindly frame and a head too large for the body and raisin-like eyes all squinted up from too much study. I didn't have to look twice to see it was Wilfred Peabody. Cured and mummified and shrunk by some gosh-awful embalming process: Like one of those pictures in the dictionary; Wilfred Peabody, reduced to one-tenth natural size.

McCoy whispered, "I found him up there in that cave where he found the first one."

All the granite went out of Jenny Lou, like gray rock melting; I saw her start to slump, and I caught her before she could fall.

Later that night—with the stockade cleaned up and the jungle-quiet—we went out on burial detail. First there were six Marines to sleep beneath the Stars and Stripes. Then farther off, under a big cottonwood tree, there was that pathetic little grave, hardly deeper than four shovelfuls.

We waited until the Marines retired,
THE LITTLE DOLL DIED

then walked out under the moon, just the three of us—Mrs. Peabody, McCoy and I—Mrs. Peabody carrying the little wooden box. Jenny Lou had long since gone beyond tears. She knelt by, silently praying, while I mumbled the funeral service and McCoy made four scoops with the shovel.

When it was done, the relief was terrific. The woman's face was calm, and a weight of tons seemed released from the Irishman's shoulders. He mopped his forehead with a wrist, and put aside the shovel, and turned to the woman, simply.

"You'll let me look after you? As he—would have wanted? You'll come home with me now, Jenny Lou?"

"Yes, Terry," she said softly. "I haven't been fair to you, either. If you want me—as soon as we can leave Morne Noir—I'll marry you."

Looking back, I saw them standing over that sad little grave. Hand in hand. I walked back into the stockade, and up in the black mountains the voodoo drums were pounding. But the Cacos had been beaten, and the thing was over. Wilfred Peabody had had a Christian burial.

CHAPTER 9

Last Baptism

S O THEY were married, and everyone lived happily ever after? Well, I'll tell you about the wedding. No story is complete without a wedding, it seems, and to finish this one off right I'll have to tell you about this one.

But first, we weren't able to get out of Morne Noir for some weeks yet. Charlemagne was wild about that Caco defeat, and he harried the district with snipers and sent bullets into the stockade every chance. But the atmosphere was better around Morne Noir. You know, it was. As it turned out afterward, the back of the Caco revolt had been broken by that battle—if the records don't give my outfit the credit for it, it's maybe because we didn't deserve the credit—anyway, that zombie scare was over. The Great White Doctor's return, coming back as he did, turned the trick.

Then Charlemagne was nipped off by an informer. That ended the war. As a charter in the history of the U. S. Marines that one is a zim-blinger and worth recounting. A reward was put up for the Caco leader, and for twenty-five hundred bucks a Haitian turncoat offered to lead a Marine squad to the bandit's secret camp.

A Marine captain and six men disguised themselves with rags and burnt cork to look like Negroes, and sneaked through the enemy line at night and shot Charlemagne. It happened not far from Cap-Haitian, and if you think it didn't take nerve, tell it to the Marines. Where but Haiti could a thing like that have happened?

And now the wedding. As usual, with the war having petered out, a detachment arrived to relieve Morne Noir. We were bloody glad to get out of there, and nobody could have been gladder than Jenny Louise Peabody and big Terrence McCoy.

Plans were set for the church in Cape Haiti—somewhat reluctantly I'd consent to be best man and make the arrangements. The story got there ahead of us, and what with the revolt being broken and all, things were making for quite a shebang. The boys in my outfit were the only ones invited, but half the town seemed on hand, and we had a time keeping them out of the church. There was plenty of flags and flowers and rum. Out in the street the Negroes were staging a carnival bamba
do.

Because a boat was leaving for the States at midnight and there wasn't time to wait over, McCoy and I wangled the priest's consent for the ceremony at ten P.M. Rain was falling, but it didn't douse the celebration in the street—only muffled the dance—drums a little—and in the church the candles were right pretty.

So was Jenny Louise coming down the aisle in some Haitian lace she'd got somewhere, the top sergeant escorting her and trying not to look as plastered as he was; and so was McCoy, if I may say so, all duked up in a clean white suit, rose in buttonhole, chin out handsome. He got a big hand from the leathernecks in the pews until I snapped an order to remind them in church there wasn't any cheering.

I'd been afraid of trouble because of all the rum, but it went off well. The ceremony was as usual, then I snapped the
boys in line along either side of the aisle, smart, with a canopy of crossed bayonets—little honor gag I’d figured would please the married couple.

It was mighty impressive in the church, all candlelight and shadows, the arch of bayonets shining. But just as the newlyweds turned from the altar to start up the aisle there was a hitch at the church door. I heard a stifled oath from the door guard. Scuffling. Outside there was some kind of hullabaloo! I thought a fight had started among the street dancers, then the door blew wide open on a gust of rain that shook the candles, and the guard who’d been trying to hold it was down. Plop! Out cold as a glass eye.

I gasped, “Damnation!” then almost went out cold myself.

A figure was standing on the threshold; a pale, water-drizzled, shadowy figure that might’ve been a conjuration from the night and rain. In the dark behind it, the Haitian crowd was wailing like Judgment Day. It started down the aisle, slow as a sleep-walker advancing toward the altar with eyes like sockets full of witch shine. Nobody moved to stop it. That military wedding had frozen into waxworks.

Down the aisle through the arbor of bayonets that figure came. Rags dripping. Wet boots squeaking. Slow—ever so slow. When it pulled up at last before the newlyweds, every other figure in church, except the priest, had solidified into an image like the saints on the walls.

I don’t wonder that Haitian cleric went down on his knees in a jumble of robes and Latin prayers. Outside, the black mob was screeching, rioting, “Zombie! Zombie!”

THE figure puddling the carpet before us looked like it, too. Clothes in muddy tatters. Hatless. Rickety frame whittled down to skin and bones. Starved shoulders barely able to support the domish head on which the skin had tightened and the flesh had waned, making caverns of the eyes and cones of the cheeks while the cheekbones stood out skull-like and the ears jutted like transparent winter leaves.

Lordy! The eyes looked at us through a streaming veil of long, yellow hair. Water dribbling down through the rags made a mud-puddle. In the candlelight it was terrible. Worse than that:

It was Wilfred Peabody! If I ever saw a man who looked as if he’d been resurrected by ghouls from the grave—

As if that weren’t bad enough, he pointed a hoaky, crooked finger at his former wife, Jenny Lou. He spoke; and if I live to be a million, I’ll never forget that skullish croak.

“Murderer!”

Like that. And once again, dropping that word in the tomb-silence, baleful as all condemnation.

“Murderer! You thought you could get me out of the way, did you, Jenny Lou? So you could marry this handsome Irishman. But I’ve come back, Jenny—the husband who loved you—to claim my lawful rights and see there’s justice done.”

I couldn’t hope to describe the way he said that. Chin on chest. Accusing finger pointed. I couldn’t hope to describe the hush of horror in that church; the way we stood locked in appallment; Jenny Lou’s face, aghast.

“Wilfred—Wilfred—You’re not dead?”

“I wish I could die,” he groaned. “I wish I could die. To come back and find you like this—to have to accuse the wife I loved—of trying to murder me!”

“Trying to murder you?” The woman’s eyes were stark wide. “I?”

“Oh, don’t deny it,” he moved his head heavily from side to side. “Don’t deny it, Jenny. I knew you were crazy about Terrance, but I never thought you’d do a thing like that. Then that day up there in the mountains—

“Your shots hit me, all right—killed my donkey. But they didn’t kill me. That Arawak mummy I was carrying under my coat—those bullets hit that mummy. Knocked me out of the saddle, but the mummy cushioned the shock—bullets didn’t penetrate my chest. You see I didn’t die—”

“Wilfred!” the woman’s voice scaled up to a cry. “How?”

“I didn’t die,” the skullish voice intoned. “I fell from the donkey and rolled into the bushes. Off the path. Down that terrible slope. But I didn’t go over the edge. I hung on. I couldn’t crawl back up to the path; I couldn’t defend myself,
for I had no weapon. I knew you meant to kill me, then. So I crawled along the cliff-edge, through the bushes—crawled away.

"After a while the wounds hurt and I lay down. Clung there in the underbrush. I could hear you firing, but you didn't come after me. Then I lay unconscious for hours; I don't know how many. Next day an old Negress found me, carried me on a mule to her mountain hut way up near the Santo Domingan border where the Arawaks are—"

"Oh, my God!" Jenny Lou swayed, face in hands.

"I had fever." Her first husband's voice sank to an appallingly whisper. "I wanted to die. But she kept me up there—took care of me—for months. Just an ancient Negress—old and wrinkled—black—could not read or write—you wouldn't have called her civilized. But she was kind, gentle—even if she did pray to Voodoo gods to save me—more heart than any white woman I've ever known."

His whisper harshened. "She wouldn't have tried to murder me. She wouldn't have shot a man—her man—for another—"

"But I didn't!" Jenny Lou tore aside her bridal veil with a cry. "I loved you, Wilfred! Loved you! Oh, I know I did a dreadful thing. You were always so preoccupied with your work—your research—I was jealous. I thought you'd lost interest in me. So I pretended to be interested in Terrence. Poor Terrence!"

"It was silly of me. Terrible! Just a foolish woman's sham. But I thought to make you jealous, thought you'd pay me more attention. Then that night when you told me how you'd been working, saving, all for me—I was sorry, wanted to tell you. But the very next morning you were gone. "Oh, Wilfred!" She faced him, agonized.

"How can you believe I tried to kill you?"

The twist on his ravaged face, then, was soul-curdling. He swept the wet hair away from his eyes to glare. His bony finger pointed.

"Because I saw you! You know I did! I heard your horse coming—turned in my saddle just as you rode around that big boulder behind me. Maybe it was dark and raining, maybe I'm near-sighted—your gun was firing, too. But you had it pulled up to hide your face—I saw your white rubber cape. You were wearing that white raincape I gave you last Christmas!"

BANG! What an accusation that was. Like a silent bombshell; a bright explosion of mercury in my paralyzed brain. Outside the Haitian crowd was rioting, but inside that church you could hear the candle-beads drop. Nobody moved. Nobody seemed to breathe. And in that shattering moment I saw it all.

Little Peabody riding absent-mindedly along that mountain trail. Murder on hoofbeats shadowing up through the gray mist behind him. That startled turn in the saddle. Near-sighted eyes, glasses bleared by rain. Blinding gunfire; shock throwing him from his donkey; rolling head over heels, stunned, downslope to the edge of that abyss.

Then the murderer's gun keeps going—I'm across the valley—for me to hear. It must, like a Caco ambush, appear as one of Charlemagne's jobs. The assassin sets up a scene of bloody battle; kills the horse as well as the donkey; sprawls down in the muddy path; shoots himself deliberately in the leg and hand; fires random shots and a couple of bullets down the valley in my direction for good measure.

When I get there the stage is set convincingly. But Peabody is alive, concealed by the bushes, crawling off stunned through the underbrush of that overhang. And he'd glimpsed the white raincape the killer wore as a masking hood—Jenny Lou's cape, which she'd loaned, on that rainy morning when we set out after Peabody, to McCoy.

I saw all that, and Jenny Lou saw it. McCoy saw that we saw it, too.

That handsome Irish taxidermist! Wilfred Peabody's life-long friend! He'd been wearing Jenny Lou's white raincape when we set out to find the little Arawak-hunting scientist and bring him back to Morne Noir. He was the one who'd fired those murderous bullets from behind.

To kill Peabody and get his wife? Making certain that Jenny Lou, widowed, would come into a large bank account and ten thousand dollars insurance? Convinced that he, Terry could marry himself into Wilfred Peabody's money? But
McCoy must've had that in mind when we went out after Peabody that dark day. With murder in his heart and bullets in his gun he'd trailed his best friend, sent me off on a detour when we were getting close, and staged that ambush stunt.

There was murder in his heart again as he stood there, exposed, at the foot of the altar. In the light of the church candles his eyes were balls of yellow fire. All the handsomeness went out of him at a rush. He gave one wolf-like howl—the howl of the assassin caught red-handed just as his fingers closed on the prize money. Whirling, he snatched up a silver candelabrum; hurled the sacred candles at Peabody's head.

Talk about the return of Enoch Arden! In a flare of crashing constellations the little scientist went down. I'm glad I had one good sock at Terrence McCoy. Lashing out without time to aim, I nailed that wife-stealer a bash in the nose that sent him plunging over backward into the holy water.

He needed that baptism; it was going to be the last he'd ever get. Caroming off the stone font in a shower, he went leaping and screaming over the pews, filling the church with a horde of wild oaths, knocking down a pile of prayerbooks, clawing his way through a shrine.

His last defilement was to smash Saint Christopher the Protector. Pictured in stained glass, the good saint went to smithereens as that black Irishman went shattering out through the window.

He got away. By the time the Marines could pull themselves together and rush outside he was gone. In the devil's hury-burry of the street, the flittergibbet of lights and rain, the uproar of zombie-paupered natives, Haitian police, yells and thumping dance-drums, he vanished in the night. Cape Haiti with its crooked streets and hovels, its maze of dark alleys and smells was a haven for such a guy. A rat can always find a hole.

Five days afterwards he was seen by a peasant, heading inland for the Santo Domingan border. I guess he figured the States might be too hot for him and he'd better lie under cover for a while.

Anyway, at the time there was only that boat he had reserved for his honey-moon. We went out there that night to make sure he wasn't aboard. Then our Marine patrols combed the town until long after midnight before they gave him up as a bad job.

I went back to the church to find Peabody.

That blow on the head had given him an ugly gash, but Jenny Louise was looking after him. They sat together in a quiet pew while she bathed his face. Off in the vestry the poor priest dazed, was taking care of papers to revoke the wedding and restore Mrs. Peabody to her lawful status as Wilfred Peabody's wife.

The little professor was begging Jenny Louise to forgive him.

"To think that I could have mistrust you so."

"But it was my fault." She was hugging him close. "I loved you so, I wanted to make you mistrust me!"

And she'd married that McCoy cur because she hadn't wanted to hurt a friend of Wilfred's. Lord!

I tiptoed out. Across the night-hung town the sounds of rioting voodoo-drummers and yelling Marine patrols were breaking the peace and quiet. The peace and quiet of an island that hadn't had any since Columbus waded ashore, there, with civilization in 1492.

EPILOGUE

GLENNON finished his story and a bottle of Scotch at the same time, and leaned back in his chair, wiping his lips, throat, cheeks, forehead. We were cruising in under the shadow of a mountainous headland, and, the wind cut off, the air was a dead weight flavored with custard, muggy.

Clouds and pale, soundless lightning drifted around the mountaintops; in lavender twilight, bay and headland were two shades of purple. Listening, I thought I could hear drums. It may have been my imagination. Real or imaginary, the sound came in through the porthole and joined something in the smokeroom atmosphere I didn't like.

"Glennon," I said—and I know my voice was husky—"That was a devil of a yarn!"
The Ex-Marine captain grunted. "If anyone told it to me I wouldn't believe it, so I don't expect you to."

He didn't understand my expression. "What I don't see," I explained, "is how Peabody came back a second time. I mean, if McCoy's shots didn't kill him—just wounded him slightly, and he was up there in the mountains all the time, not dead at all—well, where did his mummy come from? The shrunken little mummy of Peabody that McCoy found and brought back from that mountain cave?"

Glennon shook his head, somber-eyed. "To begin with, he didn't find that mummy up in that cave. He took it up there with him, see? McCoy had been stalemated. Here he'd gone and killed Peabody—or thought he had—so's he could get Jenny Lou and her money. Then instead of falling into his arms at word of her husband's death, the way McCoy'd expected, Jenny didn't give him any time. "Huh! She turned into stone and refused to budge out of Morne Noir, insisting her husband might come back as a zombie. That must've got on McCoy's nerves plenty. Her carrying on, declaring she wouldn't move till she'd seen her husband's body have a Christian burial."

Glennon interjected an oath. "No wonder McCoy was anxious to find the body. Can you imagine his feeling when he went up to that lake to get it and it wasn't there? He was stymied. Scared too, I'll bet. Murder-guilt on his soul and Haiti full of spooks, he must've been on tenderhooks to get out from there. He had to put an end to that zombie talk and take Jenny Lou out of Morne Noir. With Peabody missing completely, he was stuck. So he made that mummy—"

"Made a mummy!" I gasped.

Glennon nodded, grim. "That Irishman was a clever scoundrel. What's more, he was a taxidermist—knew how to stuff animal skins and preserve hair. Remember Peabody calling him a greater artist than Akeley? He was an artist, all right. A genius. Well, he had his tools there in camp and a lot of scraps around to work with—bits of animal skin, tanned leather, stuffing and whatnot. Probably cut off and bleached some of his own hair for the wig. What he really made was a dummy, not a mummy."

"George!" I gulped. "And pretended to go out and find it so he could bring it back to Mrs. Peabody to convince her her husband was dead!"

"And she could give him a Christian burial," Glennon said. "Can you beat that for brutal deviltry? That Irishman was a rattlesnake. I'm convinced he didn't give a whoop for Jenny Lou, either. Not until he heard Peabody tell the woman he had twenty-thousand for her in the bank and (Please continue on page 128)
HERE, at last, are those letters we have been promising you. They are, indeed, very encouraging. Your spontaneous response to this new fantasy venture only goes to prove that there is an ever increasing demand for good fantasy literature. A. MERRITT’S FANTASY, as we have already told you, is designed not only to bring back those tales in the imaginative vein by Mr. Merritt, but also those other classics of fantasy that all of you want to see either for the first time or again.

And that is where this Readers’ Column is going to be invaluable to both you and us. As you may have noted, there are some conflicting ideas about our magazine, the kind of stories that you want—and whose story it shall be. We will do our utmost to print as many of your requests as is possible. Please do not be discouraged if they don’t appear immediately! We shall endeavor to cover the gamut of fantasy fiction.

Your criticisms and suggestions are always welcome. So make these pages your pages. Let’s hear from you—often.

Sincerely,
—The Editor

DELIIGHTED

Dear Editor:

Though many of the younger readers who demanded reprints of a lot of the material already printed in F.F.M. and F.N. will be delighted and thrilled to at last see “Vol. 1 No. 1” of A. MERRITT’S FANTASY, none of them got more of a “kick” out of the complete issue than I got out of the truly Spine-Chilling Short Story, “Footsteps Invisible” by Robert Arthur.

This story, one of only a handful of its type which really scared me in the past ten years, was worth the price of the magazine. I actually began dreaming (I read it at night before going to bed), further episodes of narrow escapes of Sir Andrew Carraden, only I seemed to be Sir Andrew! I woke up after the dream and wondered how a man harried for years could ever peacefully go to sleep at night, for any night might be the one when the spirit of Tut-Ankh-Amon would find him.

I am glad that I asked so many times for a third companion to the other two magazines of this type that you edit. Try to include more shorts with such a terrific punch as “Footsteps Invisible” in F.N. now that you have more space. After you have printed all of Merritt’s novels, why not change the name to Famous Short Classics Of Fantasy? You have on tap many from the old Argosy, etc. You could launch a magazine consisting of nothing but “shorts”.

Both Lawrence and Finlay were absent from the contents page. And frankly, I can’t tell whether the cover is by one or the other. I hope this will be included on future contents pages, and that you have “letters from the reader’s” section from now on. An occasional short story could be allowed to crowd letters out every other issue, though.

Thank you for the new magazine, but I think the next issue will have to be very good as a whole to equal Robert Arthur’s terrific short-story!

Sincerely;
Bob Barnett
Cartage, Mo.

ED. The December issue cover was done by Peter Stevens. The Merritt illustrations were by Sterne Stevens.

MORE MERRITT

Dear Editor:

In publishing Abraham Merritt’s writings in your A. Merritt’s Fantasy. Magazine, which has just hit the newsstands, is it possible, that besides his various volumes of fantasy and short stories, you might include his serious writings as well? That is, his material on witchcraft and archeology. The fiction has been done, in various formats, so many times that some of us would like to get the remainder of the writings. Of course, I realize you’re dealing with a majority who prefer the fiction but some of the reading public might take a little bit of the serious stuff in small doses. If you can possibly squeeze it in I would appreciate it as it would round out the complete works of this writer.

Sincerely,
W. J. Clark
Los Angeles, Cal.

ED. We cannot make any promises about giving you any of Merritt’s more serious writings. We’ll do our best.

IDEAS FOR STORIES

Dear Editor:

Your new magazine A. MERRITT’S FANTASY is just what I’ve been hoping for. Although I’ve read everything by A. Merritt except “Fox Women,” I want to read them again and add them to my collection.

Your first cover was very good, also most of the inside illustrations. Keep up the good work and you’re sure to be a big success.

Some stories I would like to see in your new magazine are: “Drink We Deep” by Arthur Leo Zagot, “The Ninth Life” by Jack Mann, “Phantom In The Rainbow” by La Master, also the other La Master story, the name slips my
mind, also stories by O. A. Kline, Will McMorrow, Garrett Smith and Erle Stanley Gardner.
I read all the science and fantasy magazines published by Popular Publications, also Argosy. They are all very good.

Clayton E. Worden
Fenton, Michigan

ED. "The Ninth Life" is published in this April issue. Thanks for the other suggestions.

THANKS

Dear Editor:
I just finished the first issue of A. MERRITT'S FANTASY, and would like to offer my congratulations. Other publishing houses have printed at various times, two or three fantasy pulps, but Popular is the first and will probably be the last, to go wholehog with four. For which, congratulations and thanks.

Merritt's works are among the easiest to locate of any fantasy author, but just the same you can provide a long-needed help to the fan world by putting within the reach of everybody's pocketbook the rarest and hardest-to-find of his stories. For instance those two novels "The Fox Woman" and "The Black Wheel" which have never been printed in magazine form. Also some of his rarer short-stories like "People Of The Pit"; those scholarly essays on witchcraft you mentioned in your editorial; and especially his fantastic poetry. Underline the last.

Another thing. Please, please do not use Lawrence in this magazine. His style is not suited to Merritt; Finlay's is. Perfectly. Most old fantasy readers unconsciously connect certain authors with certain artists. Burroughs with St. John. Dunsany with Sime. And Merritt with Finlay. So please use Virgil as much as possible.

The artist who illustrated the short-story, his name looks like Callé or something, has a sharp, refreshing technique. I like him. And before I forget it, what are the chances of getting reprint rights to Merritt's autobiography, "The Story Behind the Story"—which it seems to me would be of interest to fantasy readers even though it is not fiction. At any rate, the very best of luck with your new magazine. You may be assured of this reader's 25 cents every two months, at least.

Cordially,
Lin Carter
St. Petersburg, Fla.

ED. Thanks for your suggestions.

IN MEMORIAM

Dear Editor:
Inasmuch as I was rather surprised to learn of the fact that A.M.F. will not specialize entirely in presenting all of Merritt's stories, I was rather pleased, to be frank, for I could not help but remain rather skeptically apprehensive when I first learned several months ago that a publication devoted to Merritt's works would be introduced for the collector and reader at large. I well know that with seven or eight books printed under his name, and several short stories and novelettes, it would take scarcely 9 issues of A.M.F. to contain his entire works . . . and what would have happened after that? Namely: No More Merritt!!!

But as I find now, it would seem as if A.M.F. instead, is dedicated to his memory and the name of this periodical is more in memoriam than an organ specializing in the tales of Merritt. I am indeed glad that your policy will be so from hereon, and if or when an A. Merritt novel is slated for publication, we'll know that it won't be confused nor included in your companion periodicals, F.F.M. and F.N. And now, with A.M.F. on a bi-monthly schedule, not forgetting Super Science Stories which is a medium for fresh and new stf works, we have altogether one excellent publication presented to us on an average of every two weeks. These are devoted to reprints of past and the best of stf classics, and one presents the latest works of some of the finest authors in the field . . . Truly, Popular Publications' staff is unique and to be congratulated for such an excellent variety of its outstanding "Quadreuplets" of stf classics.

A good suggestion would be a quick expansion of the "Readers' Column" to conform at least with the length to be found both in F.N., F.F.M. and S.S.S.—

All in all, congratulations and the best of luck possible for A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE...

Yours for stf literature,
Calvin Thomas Beck
Director of the Science-Fantasy Society
New York City

ED. A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE is not only in memory of Mr. Merritt but it shall at some time or other print all the Merritt stories which we are able to reprint. If we can secure rights to any of his poetry or non-fiction articles, they will also be included.

GOOD SUGGESTIONS

Dear Editor:
Well, I have just completed my perusal of Volume one, Number one, of the latest in the Popular Publications family of fantasy magazine, and I have a few comments about them. The cover was beautiful, as all of Steven's paintings are. And the scene was about as appropriate as could be. The interior illustrations disappointed me a bit. I was expecting Finlay and you gave us Stevens—and a rather mediocre Stevens at that. He has done much better.

The novel itself was grand. It held up under this third reading as well as under the first. In that trip through the land of shadows, Merritt created one of his most beautiful and awesome scenes. And the climax was magnificient!

The short story, although it didn't chill my spine, was very good. Callé's illustration is certainly weird; he creates an atmosphere with his drawings, in their predominant black, akin to that created by the Frenchman Doré. Their styles are as different as Dahut and Helen, and yet the same weird quality is present in both.
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I hope you do not mean to print a Merritt story in every issue—that would end the magazine too soon. There are only eleven more Merritt tales to be published (assuming that you do not intend to republish the novels which have already appeared in FANTASTIC NOVELS.) After all, the first announcement said "the stories of Merritt and some others...and some of the later triumphs of Argo..." In this class would come the works of Otis Kline, Ray Cummings, Homer E. Flint, and the other old masters. Kline's Mars and Venus stories, Cummings' Golden Atom tales, the Blind Spot stories, Farley's novels, etc.—all deserve to be republished, either in this new magazine or in F.N.

I eagerly await the next issue of A.M.F. hoping for Finlay illustrations. I've never heard of the Challis story, but it sounds good. Long live A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE!

Robert E. Briney
Muskogon, Michigan

ED. Thank you for your comments. In all probability, we shall eventually print some Merritt stories that have appeared in F.N. Also stories from the old masters will be included in this magazine.

MERRITT FOREVER

Dear Editor:

May we offer our congratulations on the appearance of your magazine. You are helping to bring the writings of Merritt to an ever increasing audience, and those of us who are familiar with his works certainly will never tire of reading them again. The illustrations are beautifully done, and we hope that you will retain this artist for the other stories in the series.

In your editorial you refer to Merritt's writings on archaeology, witchcraft, and other similar subjects. May we encourage you to secure the rights to these articles, if you do not already possess them, and publish them in your magazine. This material is far too valuable not to be made available to researchers, and you would be doing a great service to students in many fields by collecting and presenting this fund of information in an accessible form.

With best wishes for your success, we are,

Yours sincerely,

Arthur Louis Joquel II
Technical Research Director
FutuRResearch

ED. Others have also asked for Merritt's articles, we hope that sometime we will be able to present them.

IT'S SWELL

Dear Editor:

A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE is swell. It fills a space that should have been filled long ago. All I can say is thanks a lot. I am sure there are many that agree with me.

In addition to the Merritt stories I hope to see...
reprinted the fine stories that came out in the 40's in *Argosy*. Stories like Ray Cummings' "Lama of the Light Country," "The Fire People" and others by the master. "Earth's Last Citadel" by Kuttner and Moore is another must.

With stories like these I know A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE is going to be another collector's item.

Sincerely,
Ned Reece
Kannapolis, N. C.

ED. Thanks for your enthusiastic support.

FROM CANADA

Dear Editor:

Congratulations on your new magazine. I have been following Merritt for a number of years in other magazines and am delighted to see him being republished.

Could you also reprint some of M.P. Shiel's tales? Recently I read "The Purple Cloud" in another magazine and it was my first acquaintance with this author. A friend also lent me "Lord of the Sea," and while it might be considered too controversial for some people, it is well done.

Best of luck with your new venture.
Douglas R. Weston
Montreal, Canada

ED. We'll try to give you some stories by M. P. Shiel.

HAPPY

Dear Editor:

Enclosed you will find a postal note for $1.50 for a year's subscription to A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE.

I think A. Merritt was the greatest fantasy writer who ever lived. I am so happy that at last his devotees may have a complete library of his works. I wouldn't miss a copy for many times the subscription price.

Yours truly,
Hazel C. Bradford

ED. We are glad you like it.

WORRIED

Dear Editor:

I have just finished chapter 8 of "Creep, Shadow" and sure find it interesting. I'm looking forward to the copy containing "Ship Of Ishtar"—and also those which will contain "The Moon Pool," "Seven Footprints To Satan," "The Face In The Abyss" and Merritt's other great stories.

By the way—what will happen to A. Merritt's Fantasy Magazine when all of his stories have been printed? Will you just start in all over again or what? Are you going to have a Reader's Page in A.M.F., soon? I sure hope so!
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A. MERRITT'S FANTASY

Here's an idea, when Merritt's Tales are all done, then why not switch the title to H. LOVECRAFT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE, then upon finishing Lovecraft to G. O. ENGLAND'S FANTASY etc.—returning in five or ten years to A. Merritt. What say?

Yours truly,
Glen Wright

ED. Never fear—A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE has quite some ground to cover. It is unlikely that the title will be changed; however, stories by Lovecraft, England and others will appear in it.

ALREADY SCHEDULED

Dear Editor:
I am enclosing a check for $1.50 as payment for a year's subscription to the A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE. Please start with the February issue.
I picked up the first issue on the newsstand yesterday and was happy to find a magazine devoted to A. Merritt stories. For some time now I have been trying to locate a copy of "The Face In The Abyss" and hope it will be in an early issue of the magazine.
I might add that among my prize possessions is a numbered first edition of THE FOX WOMAN which I was fortunate enough to obtain a couple of years ago.

Yours truly,
Mrs. E. N. Forbes

ED: "The Face in the Abyss" is already scheduled for the June issue of A. MERRITT'S FANTASY!

CONGRATULATIONS

Dear Editor:
In accordance with the usual pattern, "congratulations" on your new fantasy effort, A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE. May it live long and flourish with good material aplenty, to take its place with F.F.M. and F.N.
I suppose after the Merritt tales are exhausted, you will continue with similar classic material. Well good! Hooray, in fact! That's what we younger fans want—been yelling for years for—a magazine that will bring back Flint's "Blind Spot," etc., England's "Darkness and Dawn" and all the classics that have heretofore been unobtainable.
In regard to next month's issue—George Challis' "Smoking Land," I've heard of this tale before. Can't place it, though. "Creep Shadow" was good, usual Merritt tale, I guess, a sequel to "Burn, Witch, Burn." Well, again, I offer my sincere congratulations for a long and continued success. Let's really have some classics brought back!

Sincerely yours,
Larry "Bing" Sarnders
Stamford, Conn.

ED. We're glad this is what you've wanted!
"No," Gees agreed tonelessly, "it's not there."

Sentences from Kefra's story were back in his mind. "When she had need, she took—so much of my life that I was as one dead until she had her will...and thus renewed her accursed self."

And now at last he knew. There was no mask—for none had been worn. Gees realized that at the end, Kefra had known too. That was what she had meant this afternoon. Her own body, during those moments of blackness, those "renderings-up of myself to the goddess," had been the instrument of Sekhmet's hideous, bloody-hungry cruelty. And as once long ago, Sekhmet had killed the man whom Kefra had loved—so last night in jealousy she had tried to kill him, Gees.

But who would believe these tales—an ancient goddess of wrath and murder, coming to earth to destroy; making of her priestess a changeling—a clawing, snarling lion-woman; giving that priestess timeless and destructive life, using her to procure the blood of mortals—the blood so necessary to sacrifice and belief...No, these things would not be believed.

But no matter. Sekhmet was dead now. For Saleh, her only living worshipper, lay lifeless in the car. There was no one to believe in her any more; and without belief she perished, as must all the gods whose cult has passed from the minds and hearts, the fear and worship, of men. And with Sekhmet dead, then Kefra—her priestess, her instrument, and her victim—was at last released from the long bond-age—"the closer bond," she had called it.

So they were dead—all three. Goddess, priestess, devotee. Gone from the earth. And none would remember. Time had claimed them at last.

Gees knew though, with a pang of misery, that time would never take from him the memory of Kefra's burning amber eyes, nor that moment of utter peace they had known this afternoon...Was it only this afternoon? It seemed centuries...

"They must have thrown it out!" Tott insisted. He was still fuming about the mask.

"Very well, then, they threw it out. In that case, you'll find it somewhere on the
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way here—but you won't," Gees told him. "Further, you won't want me any more—Crampton has got his car here—"

"Hold on a minute," Tott interrupted. "What do you know?"

"Nothing that you would believe—nothing that would be the slightest use to you. I'm going back to London."

He turned to go to his car. Tott called—"Here—Mr. Green?"—and he faced about again.

"Well?" he asked, coolly.

"Oh, nothing!" Tott said, in a tone of weary irritation.

Gees turned again, got into his car and, backing to turn, drove away.

THE END

THE LITTLE DOLL DIED

(Continued from page 121)

ten thousand worth of insurance. It was the day after that when McCoy tried to knock Peabody off. All McCoy was after was that money.

"Why even when McCoy pulled that rescue act, coming back to the stockade and fighting the way he did, he wasn't rescuing Jenny Lou; he was rescuing his chance to marry a widow worth thirty thousand dollars. A handsome guy, yes. Lots of chest, lots of jaw, lots of fine black hair and twinkling blue eyes and blarney charm. But give him a chance at a woman with thirty thou!"

He gestured violently.

The ex-marine captain looked off through the porthole and swore. We were close to the headland now. Purple jungle slid by as we moved on a bay of indigo glass. There was a hot-house smell, like orchids and warm manure.

Glennon drew a breath and murmured, "Haiti;" he rounded in his chair. "Remember what I said at the start; you never get to know Haiti as well as Haiti gets to know you? Well—it got to know Terrence McCoy."

I stared and could feel perspiration wetting my forehead as Glennon, speaking, reached for that shoebox in front of him. I'd forgotten about that little box and its contents while he'd been telling his story.

"It got the lowdown on that Irish taxidermist." Glennon paused, one hand on
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the box-lid. "You never can tell about Haiti. There's things go on in those mountains out there a white man wouldn't believe.

"Take those Arawak Indians, now. Me, I wouldn't've believed they existed. But this summer I had to come down here on an insurance investigation—to show you how funny things are. After I retired from the Marines I had to do some thing so I signed up with this insurance company.

BECAUSE I knew Haiti, they sent me down here on this case—planter died of fever, that was all, but the Haitian officials got all balled up with the indemnity. Anyway, I settled the business over in Port au Prince, and then just for old times sake I thought I'd travel across the island and pay a short visit to Morne Noir."

Glennon stood up out of his chair and leaned, a little unsteadily, over the shoe box.

"Listen, mister! I was passing through a shabby mountain village—place hasn't even got a name—when I saw a little voodoo doctor's hut, and this thing hanging in the door. By heaven!"

Lifting the lid, Glennon glared down at the contents of the box—that frowsty, tobacco-colored bogle which looked like a worn-out leather doll. Glennon pointed a shaky finger.

"See the black hair? That pugged up little face? Mister, the last time I heard of that Irishman was fifteen years ago when he was big as life and on his way inland to the Santo-Domingan border. This is no doll, my friend. This is no imitation. That place where it's come unsewed"—he pointed—"that sawdust is spilling out of an appendicitis scar. Just take a look."

I couldn't speak, looking down into the box he held.

Glennon closed the lid and looked up at me. Moisture beads shone on his temples.

"You can't fool Haiti," he said softly. He tapped the little mummy-box with his finger, very slowly, and murmured, "This is th' real McCoy."

THE END
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